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ABSTRACT
The Chorus in the Ajax are both soldiers and sailors, completely dependent on their
leader, Ajax, and strongly affected by developments in the action. They provide commentary on
Ajax directly, by ascribing various adjectives to him, and by contrasting his former and present
states, and indirectly, by remaining loyal to him. They are used to express various emotions,
such as anxiety and distress, melancholy and despondency, excitement and joy, grief and
mourning, and they generate tension and a sense of danger during much of the play. The respect
and concern they show toward Tecmessa, their steadfast support of Ajax, and their involvement
in a dangerous situation not of their making make them a sympathetic Chorus. Their description
of Ajax's grieving mother in the first stasimon, their illogical excitement in the second stasimon,
and their attempts at mediation between Teucer and the Atreidai do not emanate from their
personality but exist for dramatic purposes. Although they do not unify the two parts of the
play, they mold our assessment of Ajax.
The Chorus in the Antigone are pious, elderly men, who embody community wisdom
and show deference to power. Their support of Creon, however, is not whole-hearted, but
because they fear him, they do not speak candidly. Toward Antigone, they are both sympathetic
and critical, but differences of age and gender prevent a close association with her. In their
songs they introduce or develop ideas which often impart a certain sense of disjunction, because
the connection to the previous episode is not immediately apparent. Nevertheless, the ideas are
relevant to important themes in the play. The Chorus also convey various emotions, such as joy
and thanksgiving, marvel and horror, pessimism (about human powerlessness in relation to the
gods), apprehension and (false) hope. Their lyrics are suggestive of secondary meanings, which
are often applicable to Creon, but of which they are not fully cognizant. Their relationship to
Antigone creates interest because we wonder why, other than their fear of Creon, they are not
more supportive of her.
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Chapter One
Introduction
Anyone with even a superficial knowledge of Greek tragedy knows that in every tragic
play there is a Chorus. This is probably its most distinctive feature, certainlyfromour
perspective, because choruses are completely alien to modern drama. They even seem a strange
phenomenon in modern productions of Greek tragedy. When the Chorusfirstbegin to speak or
chant together, they may appear a bit ludicrous and may also raise at least a few titters in the
audience.
For the ancient audience, on the contrary, there was nothing unusual about choruses in
tragedy. They played an important part in Greek religion and culture. Many significant public
and private events were honoured with choral performances. Choruses were used to celebrate
victories in battle (paean) and athletic competitions (epinician) and to mourn the dead
(lamentation). They were used as well for other social and religious purposes. They also were
mandatory in ancient comedy and satyr plays. The Great Dionysia included a day of
competition for dithyrambic choruses, representing the ten tribes of Attica. There were twenty
choruses of fifty singers, ten composed of men and another ten of boys. It is uncertain whether
tragedy evolvedfromthe dithyramb, but the lyrics of tragedy, in terms of style, meter, and
dialect, were influenced by the non-dramatic choral tradition.

1

The importance of the Chorus is made clear by how productions were mounted. A
magistrate appointed a wealthy citizen, called a choregus, to recruit and maintain at his own cost
men for the Chorus, who were then trained by the poet. Such an appointment, known as a
"liturgy", was considered an important civic honour. Choruses, therefore, were the point of
departure for the presentation of plays. Another indication of their importance is how frequently
they supplied the play's title. The Persians, the Suppliants, the Eumenides, the Women of
Trachis, the Phoenician Women, and the Bacchae are examples of eponymous choruses.
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Greek tragedy was not a static art form but underwent a rapid change in the last half of
thefifthcentury. For the Chorus, there was an evolution from a major to a minor role, as the
actors' roles became progressively more developed. In Aeschylus, the songs of the Chorus are
long and complex. One could almost describe his tragedies as songs mixed here and there with
dialogue. In two of his plays, the Eumenides and the Suppliants, the Chorus play a central role
in the action. The lines given to the Chorus in Sophocles are more limited, although there is
considerable variation. In the Ajax and the Antigone, approximately a quarter of the lines are
delivered by the Chorus, while in the Women of Trachis and Philoctetes, only a sixth. But
Sophocles is credited with increasing the number of the Chorusfromtwelve to fifteen (and also
with introducing a third actor). Aristotle (Poetics 1456a25) praised Sophocles for treating the
Chorus as an actor who participates in the action. His choral technique, however, did not
remain fixed. In the later plays, there is a greater integration of the Chorus with the actors, most
notably in the lyric dialogue. In Euripides, the Chorus are less an independent character than in
Sophocles. The Chorus are often ignored for long periods of time and there is a movement of
2

the choral odes toward becoming entr 'actes. In some of his plays, however, such as the
3

Medea, the Women of Troy, and the Bacchae, the Chorus are a more integral part of the drama
than in most of Sophocles' dramas. The tragedian Agathon, who features as a character in
4

Plato's Symposium, was known for his diversionary odes (embolima or "inserts"), which were
entertaining but had little to do with the play (Aristotle 1456a30).
The Chorus wore identical masks and costumes and had three modes of address: speech,
"chant", and song. When speaking in iambic trimeter, the meter of dialogue, they were
represented by their leader, the coryphaios. The entire Chorus sang melic anapests but probably
"chanted" non-lyric anapests, although there is uncertainty about the manner of delivery. It may
have been something between speech and song. Lyrics were sung by the entire Chorus in
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unison, as a rule. Some songs, however, must have been divided between semichoruses or
individual chorus-members.

5

The meter of the lyrics are extremely varied. Little is known about how members of the
ancient audience would have reacted to the different meters. It is generally agreed that
dochmiacs showed agitation, that when one actor sang and a chorus-member or another actor
spoke, attention was being drawn to the heightened emotion of the singer, and that a mixture of
various types of meters denoted an increasing intensity of feeling. Other than these
6

conjectures, little else can be affirmed about the different meters. Efforts to show a relation
between particular meters and content remain speculative. Other than dochmiacs, there were
7

no particular meters to indicate joy and happiness, no meters exclusively for sadness and
lamentation.
The music of the choral songs was probably a simple melody. It was produced by an
aulos, a reed-instrument. Except for tambourines in the Bacchae, there is no mention of
percussive instruments, but the words used of the playing of the aulos suggest that it could
produce a staccato and percussive rhythm. Occasionally, a small harp or lyre accompanied the
singing. Each syllable was likely sung to a single note and there probably was no harmony or
8

counterpoint. Many of the songs are dirges, paeans, and hymns. These types of songs would
9

have been familiar to the original spectators from choral performances at other events.
Choral lyrics usually have an overall antistrophic structure, which means that the meter
of one stanza (strophe) is duplicated by the meter of the following stanza (antistrophe). A song
may consist of a number of these strophic pairs. Sometimes the last pair is followed by an
epode, a single stanza whose meter is not repeated. Astrophic lyrics also occur, although less
frequently than strophic pairs. The melody of the strophe and the antistrophe would not have
10

been identical, because the rising and falling pitch accents of the words would not have occurred
in the same spot.

11

4
The Chorus also danced while singing the lyrics. Apart from the limited information
about choral dancing provided by some vases showing dramatic choruses, nothing of the
choreography has survived. Each member of the Chorus had a definite position in the
12

orchestra. One type of movement was a march in rectangular formation. Although some
scholars have expressed their doubts, it seems fairly certain that during the strophe, the Chorus
usually moved to the right around the circular orchestra, to the left during the antistrophe, and
stood stationary for the epode. Miscellaneous evidence suggests other, more complicated
13

movements. There was an energetic dance, which involved leaps with foot crossing, as in
modern ballet.

14

The Chorus also made various gestures while they danced. We know of a

slapping movement to indicate happiness, sorrow, or anger, and another involving the tensing of
the hand and bending it away from the body, which was used in many different situations.

15

The songs divided the play into episodes. It was usual that prior to a song, those on
stage would exit and after it was over, one or more characters would enter. Sometimes,
however, characters remained on stage during a choral lyric. Unlike the actors who would come
and go, the Chorus remained present, staying in the orchestra from the time of their entry,
usually occurring after a short prologue, to the final lines of the play. It is rare for a Chorus to
leave and reenter, as occurs in the Ajax.
The Chorus are normally detached somewhat from the action so as to provide
commentary on it from the perspective of ordinary men or women.

16

By "ordinary", I mean that

they seem more like the members of the audience than the central characters of the play may
seem. Whatever the extent of their detachment, it does not imply that they are unconcerned
about the events they witness. On the contrary, they are usually most interested in what
happens, because almost always they are personally affected by the developments. The
presence of the Chorus is generally acknowledged by the actors, who often address them instead

5
of each other, as one might expect. In some ways, they are an internal audience of the action,
representative of the audience outside the drama.

17

In my thesis, I shall be examining in detail the role of the Chorus in two plays of
Sophocles: the Ajax and the Antigone. While the exact dates of their productions are not
known, they are most certainly to be classed among the earliest of his extant tragedies. There is
general agreement that the Ajax is the earlier of the two. Although the dating of the Women of
Trachis is a long-standing problem, the play is almost certainly an early play also and is now
generally thought to have been written before the Antigone

n

I shall treat all major issues related to the Chorus in these plays. These will include the
nature of their character, its impact on the lyrical passages, their involvement in the action, and
their understanding of the major characters and how it influences our response to them. In
interpreting the odes, I shall also look at the themes which they introduce or develop, and the
emotional impact of their songs. In Chapters Two and Four, I shall offer my interpretation of
the role of the Chorus in the Ajax and the Antigone respectively, proceeding from the parodos
through to the concluding lines, as if the plays were being performed. In Chapters Three and
Five, I shall discuss major and minor issues which I have identified, arguing for or against what
other scholars have had to say about these issues. In Chapter Six, I will summarize my
viewpoints about the issues raised, and indicate the similarities and differences of these two
choruses.
The Greek text used will be the 1990 Oxford Classical Text, edited by H. Lloyd-Jones
and N.G. Wilson. When I quotefromthe Greek, the English translation given will be that of H.
Lloyd-Jones, as appears in the new Loeb edition (1994) of Sophocles. If I translate a passage
myself, I shall indicate that it is my translation. The English equivalents of individual words
and short phrases (four words or fewer), however, may be either my own translation or that of
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H. Lloyd-Jones, but I shall not record which is which, because approximately half are my own
and the frequent designations would prove tedious to read.
Since my topic is the role of the Chorus in the two plays, I shall focus my attention on
them and issues related to them. I shall not, of course, ignore the major characters but shall not
study their speeches in any detail. In light of my topic I did not endeavour to read all
scholarship in English and French relating to these two plays, which in any case would have
been an enormous undertaking. I concentrated primarily on scholarship which dealt with the
Chorus - their role as a character in the action, the significance of their odes and lyrical
exchanges with other characters. This concentration is reflected in my bibliography.
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Chapter Two
The Role of the Chorus in the Ajax
From the beginning of the prologue where Odysseus tracks down Ajax to thefinalscenes
where Teucer spars,firstwith Menelaus, then with Agamemnon, with the corpse of the hero on
stage, Ajax dominates the play. The concerns of all the characters revolve around him.
Odysseus, Menelaus, and Agamemnon are his intended victims; Athena foils his attack and
brings about his humiliation; Tecmessa and the Chorus are dependent on him; the messenger
brings news of his past actions and a warning about his present situation; and Teucer must
defend him after his death. Ajax himself has four long speeches as well as a kommos with the
Chorus and Tecmessa. The character of Ajax emerges as the central issue of the play. Given all
we know about him from others and what he himself says, how are we meant to see him? A
great warrior, worthy of admiration and deserving of a hero cult? A man of the past whose
ideals are too rigid, too concerned about honour and esteem, to function in a polis where
cooperation and compromise are necessary, in contrast to Odysseus? A betrayer rather than an
upholder of the heroic code because in resentment of the awarding of Achilles' armour to
Odysseus he tries to assassinate his own army's leaders, and then abandons his war-bride, son,
parents, and war comrades? Before making a judgment we must consider and evaluate
everything we learn about him. The state of Ajax in the play moves from an initial delusion,
where he mistakes animals for men, to a shameful realization of what he has done, a dread of
mockery from others, and a desire to end his life. He then perceives the changeability inherent
in the world to which he is unwilling to adapt, and shortly thereafter kills himself. But his story
is not yet finished. In thefinalepisode, after all the bickering and sniping, through the
intercession of his former enemy, the dead Ajax receives the right of burial, an
acknowledgement at least from Agamemnon of the dignity due to him as a human being, but
also a tacit recognition of his greatness, in spite of his faults. Certainly we feel a sense of loss at
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the close of the play when Teucer makes arrangements for his burial and the body is carried off
the stage accompanied by his family and friends as if in a funeral procession. Although none of
the other characters fully understands the mind of Ajax and why he kills himself, except perhaps
Athena, the "one who knows" (13), who remains, however, somewhat inscrutable and never
reappears after the prologue, they do supply necessary background information for a final
assessment of Ajax. And among these secondary characters are his own comrades in war, the
men who make up the Chorus.
Their identity and character are revealed in the parodos. They refer to Ajax as ava£,
twice (166, 190) and so are clearly under his leadership. They take their emotional cue from
him, happy when he faring well, anxious and fearful when he is assailed by troubles. This
strong emotional attachment to their leader, however, does not imply equality but rather utter
dependence and a distance in status between them and him. This is an arrangement they fully
accept and approve, for "small" men and "great" men need each other if both are to prosper.
This close bond of dependence will have an important impact on their involvement in the action
because the animosityfromthe army and its leaders, Menelaus and Agamemnon, which besets
Ajax, is also directed against them.
Immediately after the parodos, they are addressed by Tecmessa as "helpersfromthe ship
of Ajax, belonging to the race of the sons of Erechtheus who arose from the earth" (vaoc,
apcjyoi trfe Ai'avToq, | yevEac, x0° tf° & 'EpexOeiSav: 201-202). Possibly their identity as
v

v

n

sailors with an ancestry associated with Athens would have elicited sympathy from the original
audience, many of whom served in the Athenian navy, but the point should not be pressed too
far, since their characterization is by no means wholly positive. Later, Ajax greets them as
"dear sailors" (cpi^oi vav^axav. 349), when he is first revealed sitting in his tent, and a little
later as the "race helpful with seafaring skills" (yevoc, vcdac, apcoyov lexvac,: 357). On one
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occasion, however, Ajax calls them "shield-bearing men" (6cv8pec, dcmcTfipeq: 565), and on
another, "comrades" (exoctpoi: 687). Therefore, they are both sailors who manned the fleet that
brought Ajax from Salamis to Troy ten years before, as well as soldiers who have since been
fighting under his leadership. Their association with the sea is hardly surprising for men who
lived on an island. Although there are only two references to their role as soldiers, their
participation in the war asfightersis clearly implied by both their strong attachment to Ajax and
their fear that any retribution taken by his intended victims will be taken against them as well.
Neither of these attributes would be credible if they were simply non-combatant sailors.
As to their character, they are sympathetic for several reasons. The dangerous
predicament they find themselves in is not of their doing or is beyond their control; they have
had to endure drudgery and toil during the long campaign in Troy away from home; they
exhibit genuine empathy towards Tecmessa; and they show loyalty to and concern for Ajax,
even if this attatchment is also self-serving. But they are at times uninformed, dim-witted, and
often unable to comprehend events fully. Certainly their understanding of Ajax is limited
because they fail to recognize his heroic aspirations and ideals, a code of behaviour which does
not seem to motivate them. In the parodos they are confused about Ajax's slaughter of animals,
vacillating between thinking that his attack on the cattle is mere malicious rumour and believing
it was provoked by an angry god. If the latter, they are unsure about which god brought on
Ajax's delusion while not even considering the actual instigator, Athena. Later, when Tecmessa
tells them that Ajax has come to his senses, they equivocate about his mental condition,
sometimes describing him as sane, sometimes as suffering from a god-sent sickness. About the
character and motivation of Odysseus, they are wrong until thefinalscene where they
acknowledge his wisdom and humane defense of Ajax. They are never able or willing to speak
frankly of the troubled situation of Ajax. They make no mention of his intended attack on the
Atreidai and Odysseus, nor do they speak directly about his intention to kill himself when in the
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first episode he has clearly resolved to do so. In interpreting what the Chorus say, therefore, it is
important to keep in mind their lack of understanding, perception, and candour.
Parodos 134-200
The parodos is made up of two metrically distinct sections: 134-171 in anapests, as the
Chorus march into the orchestra; 172-200 in lyric meters, arranged into a strophe, antistrophe,
and epode. The strophe pair is mainly dactylo-epitrite and the epode, with the exception of the
1

first line (192) in dactylic hemiepes, is iambo-choriambic. Thefirstsection would most likely
2

have been chanted and may or may not have been accompanied by a "flute". The lyric section
would have begun after the Chorus had taken up a position in the orchestra and would have been
sung and danced. Consequently, the original audience would have noticed, aurally and visually,
a difference between the two sections but how marked it was cannot be determined with any
certainty.

3

The parodos is addressed to Ajax, who is in his hut and not visible, but the reason for the
Chorus' entry is not given until the end of the antistrophe and further elaborated in the epode.
They want Ajax to come out and dispel the ugly rumours about him and win back his reputation.
There has been a leap in time since the end of the prologue because they mention the stories that
Odysseus has been spreading. These presumably occurred after the prologue, in accordance
with Athena's instructions in line 67, and are not the reports of other men which Odysseus
mentions in hisfirstspeech and which the Chorus erroneously attribute to him. It is noteworthy
that the Chorus do not mention the intended assassination of the Greek leaders, which would
have been included in the rumours they had heard. It is evidently something too horrible for
4

them to contemplate. Another clue that time has passed is furnished by references to night; in
the prologue Odysseus refers to "this night"

(VOKTOC, . . . 111058:

21), while the Chorus in the

parodos talk of "the night just ended" (irfe vt>v (pGipevnc, V U K T O C , : 141).
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Although the parodos is linked with the prologue by its subject matter - the night attack
of Ajax - there are significant differences in its treatment. First, there is a change from the full
knowledge of Athena who describes how Ajax, intending to kill the Greek commanders, was
deluded by her and unknowingly slaughtered cattle instead, to the uncertainty of the Chorus,
who are unsure whether the attack on the animals actually happened. Second, there is an abrupt
change in mood, from the reflection of Odysseus about Ajax's humiliation and the admonitions
of Athena to live without arrogance and conceit, to the confusion and anxiety of the men from
Salamis. Third, the focus on the affected party of the night attack shifts from Odysseus, who
has been saved by Athena's intervention, to Ajax's war comrades, whose fate, so dependent on
their leader, is still uncertain.
The anapests begin with Ajax's patronymic and place of origin, both of which may seem
ordinary forms of address and of no particular interest, but will be shown to be of symbolic
importance in the play. Telamon, the father of Ajax, will be mentioned twice in the latter's first
speech, and then again in his second and fourth speech. He will be shown as exerting a great
psychological influence on Ajax who strives to live up to the heroic achievements of his father,
and as a result cannot envisage himself returning home in disgrace. Salamis, which will be
apostrophized in thefirststasimon, and implied in the third, as the Chorus imagine their
homecoming but do not name the island, will be closely linked with its illustrious inhabitant,
standing firm, like it, when beaten by "waves". It will also come to represent the life of peace
and pleasurable pursuits, the opposite of wartime, with its toils and hardships.
The utter dependence of the Chorus on Ajax is then quickly established when they claim
that their mood, whether of joy or trepidation, arisesfromhow Ajax is faring,
ae pev ex) Ttp&aaovT ercixaipco-

ae 8' oxav nXr\yr\ Aioq r\ ^apevfiq
Pioyoq E K Aavacov KOCKoGpouq eniPfi,

13
jieyav OKVOV e%v) Kcd 7t£cp6pT|p,ai
"nyfjq cb<; ouua TreXeiac,. 136-140
When you prosper, I rejoice. But when the stroke of Zeus assails you, or a quickspreading rumour voiced by evil tongues comes from the Danaans, I am greatly
anxious and am fearful, like the troubled glance of the winged dove.
Of the two possibile conditions - Ajax is doing well or is in trouble - the second is described in
greater detail because it reflects the present situation. Its underlying cause, according to the
Chorus, is either of divine origin, with the implication that the attack did occur, or attributable to
malicious gossip, leading to the opposite conclusion. Throughout the parados, one cause for the
trouble is cited, then the other, then thefirstand so on. This seesaw thinking, which I shall
detail, gives the parados its rhythm, and also underlines the confusion of the Chorus. For the
remainder of thefirstsection they refer only to the second cause, slanderous reports. "Great
clamours" (peyocXoi Sopopoi: 142) are besetting them. "Such are the whispered words which
Odysseus is putting together and carrying to the ears of all" (roto-oo^e Xoyoocr \|n06poo^
rcXao-acov | eiq ana cpepei naciv '05oaae6q: 148-149). They tell the absent Ajax: "You are
5

being disturbed by noise" (Sop-opfj: 164). Only at the beginning of the lyric section do they reintroduce the idea of a divine intervention, wondering whether it might have been Artemis or
Enyalios . Nonetheless, immediately after the name of Artemis, they make an apostrophe: "O
6

powerful rumour, you that are mother of the shame I feel" (co peyocXcc cpdnq, co | uatep
oricxova^ eudc,: 173-174). Their naming Artemis Tauropolos as a possible instigator of the
7

attack on the cattle is logical, given her connection to bull-tending, as is their suggesting
Enyalios, because of Ajax's association with war. The reasons they posit for a conjectured
divine anger would be based on an intimate knowledge of Ajax from their many years of service
with him, and would thus reveal traits of his character. He is thought capable by them of
showing a haughtiness and independence of character, already apparent in his encounter with

14
Athena, as well as a penchant for impiety, which foreshadows the specific examples later given
by Calchas, as quoted by the messenger. Earlier, however, he did promise Athena "golden
offerings" for his supposed revenge on the Greek leaders (92-93), and thus is not always
forgetful of the gods.
The supposition of divine interference is stated in the antistrophe: Ajax could "not
have been in his right mind" (oxmoie yap cppevoGev: 182) if he did carry out the attack; "a
godsent sickness must have come (upon him)" (fpcoi yap av Geia vocroq: 185). The theme of
sanity and sickness isfirstbroached by Athena: Suctpopouq en oupacu | yvdauocc, PaXouca:
51-52, "casting upon his eyes mistaken notions"; ocv8pa uavidcuv voaoic/ 59, "the man with
frenzied sickness";

TT|V8£

... vocov: 66, "this sickness". This theme will be a refrain of the

Chorus in the following episode and thefirststasimon. They then revert to the other
explanation to which they stay committed for the rest of the parodos, and make several
references to it: ei 8' tmoPaX.X.6u.£voi | K X ^ J I T O I K J I poGotx; oi peydXoi $a.GiXr\c,: 187-188,
"But if the great kings are trumping up charges and spreading false stories"; [ir\ ut| ... Kaicdv
tpativ dpn: 190-191, "do not, do not ... win an evil name";rcavxcovPaKxoc^ovTcov I y^oaocaiq:
198-199, "they all run riot with their tongues". In thefinaltransition they express an ambiguous
wish: " May Zeus and Phoebus avert the evil rumour of the Argives" (a7iepi)K0i | KCCI Zeuq
KOCKOCV KCCI

Ootpoc, 'Apyeicov cpcmv: 185-186). Most likely the Chorus are asking the gods to

dispel the effects of the slander against their leader but their words could also be interpreted as a
request to gods not suspected of manipulating Ajax's behaviour to erase the bad reputation he
has gained consequent to his mania-induced attack. The Chorus were not witnesses to the event
and could not be expected to know whether it happened or not, and if it did, whether Athena,
who was an unwavering ally of the Greeks, had a hand in it. Nevertheless, from the outset, we.
associate them with confusion and mistaken suppositions, mental shortcomings which anticipate
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further uncertainties and errors on their part. Their reliability is questioned, especially because
we are already superior to them in knowledge.
In contrast to their confusion over the night attack, the Chorus are shown to be men with
definite opinions about social structure and the common soldier. They draw a sharp distinction
between the leaders, "the noble spirits" (peydXcov yuxtov: 154), and the small men (Paioc/
160, uiKpoTEpcov: 161). These are interdependent and in need of each other if both are to
"prosper" (6p0ot9': 161). There is no indication that this extreme hierarchy applies only to the
army and not to the political life at home as well. These men are not radical democrats, but
recognize different and well-marked roles for the high- and low-born. The small without the
great make "a precarious protection of a tower" (ccpatepov nvpyov pupa: 159), which may
mean either a guard for a tower or more probably a tower of defense. If the latter, there may be
8

an allusion to wall-building in which large and small stones are used. In any case, without the
help of Ajax they are defenseless before the verbal attacks on him. The word for "great" occurs
nine times in the parodos , a quality clearly associated with Ajax, but the adjective is also used
9

to describe their anxiety (139), the rumour (173), and the Greek leaders (188). This is not a
world of half measures and mediocrity, but of largeness and extremes (the word occurs twentyseven times in the rest of the play), and Ajax is greater than his "great" enemies; he is the
10

greatest of the great. Three of the four superlatives of the word in the play describe Ajax
himself and it is the one adjective most descriptive of him: great in stature, in fighting prowess,
in recognition by others, in temper, in hate, in resolve to abide by his own conception of
himself. Concomitant to the Chorus' division of society between "the great" and "the small",
the leaders and the followers, is the bird imagery. In describing their present fearful state, they
liken themselves to the nervous glance of a fluttering dove, a bird associated with timidity. The
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common warriors left by themselves "warble like flocks of birds" (7iaTayooaiv one

7ITT|VCOV

ayeXav. 168) and would be cowered to silence by the arrival of a great eagle, such as Ajax.
As was noted above, the Chorus havefixedideas also about the common soldier. In
addition to their remarks about "warbling" and "cowering", they make other, equally
unflattering statements, some of which are perceptive and applicable to any time or place, others
grossly exaggerated or erroneous. These common men "exult with insolence" (Ka0v>ppi^cov:
153) over the troubles of their superiors, and their envy is directed only at "the rich or those in
power" (TOV e%ov0': 157). They are so lacking in sense that it is impossible to teach them to
restrain themselvesfromslandering "the haves", or to respect the leaders. So immoderate are
they that they "clamour" (164); their "insolence rushes along fearlessly in the wind-swept
glades" (ftppic, co8' aTocppT|8' | opuaxcxi ev eoavepoic, Bdcaaig: 196-197), likely implying,
11

because of the idea offireprovided in the previous line, that their malicious talk is spreading
quickly, like afirefueled by winds. They, together with the leaders ("all"), "run riot with their
tongues in grievous fashion" (navxcov PaKxaC

OVTC0V

I Y^cbccau; PapoocA/fryt': 198-199). This

final phrase is striking because of the strong language and it includes a unique adverb,
PapudA/ynra , and a unique verb form (if the oldest manuscript tradition is accurate),
12

pocKxdc^co. Characterizing their comrades-in-arms as envious, insolent, taking pleasure in the
13

troubles of others, andfrenzied,isolates the Chorusfromthe rest of the army and emphasizes
their attachment to Ajax. They are unaware, however, that they are describing men of the same
status as themselves and that they too, in vilifying Odysseus and later, the Atreidai, partake in
the same behaviour.
The parodos with its combination of confusion and certainty, the one over the night
attack, the other about the folly of the common warrior and the desirability of a rigid social
hierarchy, serves to reveal the personality of the Chorus. It is also made dramatic and effective
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because they are personally affected by the immediate situation. The Chorus' unswerving
loyalty to, and dependence on, Ajax, as well as their unheroic nature, are firmly established, and
their mood is encapsulated in the final line: "for me, distress stands firm" (epot 8' a%oc,
EGTOCKEV:

200). The parodos, addressed as it is to Ajax, and concluding with a command to him

to come out and defend himself, creates an expectation that he will emergefromhis hut at the
beginning of the first episode, but his re-entry is retarded for another one hundred and fifty
lines. Onefinalpoint to note is that the reasoning at the end of the antistrophe and in the epode
supporting the command is highly ironic. The Chorus command Ajax: "Do not, do not, my
lord, remain thus in your huts by the sea and win an evil name" (uri ur|, ctva^, E B ' a>8' etpd^oiq
K^iaiau; | E U U E V C O V

KOCKOCV

(pdxiv apn: 190-191). They tell him that by remaining hidden, he

is "letting theflameof ruinflareup to heaven" (octav oupaviav cpX^yrov: 195). If he had only
remained there after the awarding of Achilles' arms, there would have been no "evil name" nor
"flame of ruin" (nor a story).
Kommos 201-262

Tecmessa, rather than Ajax, whose entrance is expected, enters and engages in a
kommos with the Chorus. They identify her by her patronymic and describe her as valiant
Ajax's spear-won bride whom he holds in honour (211-212), but her actual name is not given
until line 331. Since she does not figure in any extant literature before Sophocles, she may have
been new to the story and if so, her entrance would have created suspense. The kommos is
14

composed of three sections of melic anapests (201-220; 233-244; and 257-262), thefirstof
which is shared by Tecmessa and the Chorus while the second and third are sung by Tecmessa
alone. The intervening strophe and antistrophe are sung by the Chorus in a meter of iambic,
dactylic, choriambic, and perhaps ionic rhythms, but the scansion remains problematic.
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In the kommos information is exchanged: the Chorus are informed that Ajax did in fact
make a deadly assault on the animals and they learn, as do the spectator and reader, that he has
recovered from his mental illness. Tecmessa is apprised that the cattle slaughtered by Ajax
came from the common herd and that herdsmen were also killed. During the exchange, the two
participants exhibit mutual respect and sympathy, qualities which characterize their relationship
for the entire play. They both salute one another with a descriptive address (201-202; 209-213).
Tecmessa includes the Chorus with herself in "those who care for the house of Telamon from
far away" (oi

KT|86U,£VOI | T O O

TeXapcovoq tn^oGev O I K O O : 203-204), by using thefirstperson

plural, while the latter refer to Tecmessa, because of the affection Ajax has for her, as one who
speaks about their leader with knowledge.
The initial reaction of the Chorus to the confirmation of the rumours is given in the
strophe. In respect to the news which they call "unbearable" and "inescapable" (224), they still
blame the "great" (or "miserable") Danaans (225) whose "loud rumour magnifies it"
16

(TOCV

6

[ikyaq poGo^ de^ei: 226). They do not ascribe any guilt or responsibility to Ajax, but only
comment that "an unapproachable fate holds him in its grasp" (TOV ale ocrcXcxToc, i'axei: 256).
The mood of anxiety and fear they created in the parodos continues. They use the verb,
cpoPoopai, twice (229, 254) to describe their feelings. In a moment of pessimism and foresight,
they predict that Ajax will die (229-230), not at his own hands, but rather, as they specify in the
antistrophe, in "a death by stoning" (TwGoTteocrtov "Apn: 254). This prediction corresponds to
Tecmessa's earlier warning to the Chorus. When they are about to hear of the night slaughter,
she says: "For the disaster you shall learn of is as bad as death" (Gavocxco yap i'aov ndGoq
EKTreoari: 215). But Ajax's imminent death is only a momentary insight and their prediction of
a public killing will be soon forgotten when they behold their leader's suicidal mood, and all
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notions of death, self-inflicted or imposed, will be completely abandoned in the second
stasimon.
After Tecmessa's description of Ajax's killing of the captive flock in the camp and his
abuse of two rams, the Chorus, in the antistrophe, confirm their cowardly nature by announcing
their desire to escape. First, they wish to cover their face with a veil, either out of shame or,
more probably, for concealment, and steal away, or as they say in a striking periphrastic
expression, "to commit a theft with the feet" (rcoSoiv KA,07idv dpecGai: 248). Then they want
to occupy the rowers' bench and leave by sea. The second stage of escape is linked verbally to
the threats the Atreidai are assailing them with, or literally, "rowing" (epeaaot>oiv: 251) to
them. Such threats must stemfromAjax's intention to kill Agamemnon and Menelaus who
presume his men shared in the plan, but the Chorus say nothing about this. By their silence they
implicitly link the threats to the night attack which Tecmessa has just recounted.
Of note also in the kommos are the epithets used to describe Ajax. The Chorus call him
"impetuous" or "raging" (Soupioc,: 212); "glowing" (ai'Govoq: 223) which reflects his fiery
disposition, and is the same word they used of his iron dagger in the parodos (147); and
"renowned" (TiEpitpavxoq: 229). The fullest characterization is given by Tecmessa who speaks
of him as "the dread, the mighty Ajax, harsh in his might" (6 8eiv6c, peyaq wpoKpaTnq | Ai'aq:
205-206). Thefirstadjective has a range of meanings but in this context signifies something
akin to formidable, inspiring fear. I have already discussed the second. The third through its
prefix is related to later descriptions of him. Ajax is called by the Chorus "harsh-tempered"
(ropoGupov: 885), and "harsh-minded" (rjbpocppcov: 930) and Ajax himself refers to his own
"harsh manner" (d)u.ot$ ... vopoic; 548) when he picks up Eurysakes. Although the Ajax of the
play is the same man as the Homeric Ajax, the characterization is not the same. Both Ajaxes are
big in stature andfiercefightersbut in Homer he is never called harsh or hard because-he never
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commits an egregious act of brutality, such as he does in the play.

17

Sophocles had to provide

him with a temperament which would motivate him to such excesses.
Before the next kommos the Chorus, represented by the coryphaios, engage in a dialogue
with Tecmessa. They are shown to be rather dim-witted when they naively assume that Ajax
must be happier, now that he is no longer subject to delusions (263-264). When Tecmessa
mentions a double sorrow, that of Ajax and of those concerned for him, they are slow to
understand. Added to this lack of mental acuity is their confusion about Ajax's state of mind, as
they waver in their belief about his condition between sanity and sickness, although Tecmessa
tells them that he is no longer sick (269, 274).
(ppo-oSot) ydp TJ8T| TOU KCCKOU ... 264
for the trouble is now departed
... 8e8otKoc ar\ 'K

Geou

nXnyri %iq TJKEI. 278-279
I am afraid some blowfroma god has struck him.
T e K p n a o a , SEI vote,,

fiptv

TOV

nai

TE^EUTOCVTO^,

Xeyeic,

dv8pa 8ia7iE(poipdo8ai KCCKOIC, 331-332

Tecmessa, daughter of Teleutas, terrible are the evils by which you tell us that
the man has been driven mad.
dvfip

EOIKEV

fi VOCTEIV, fj tote, ndXai

vocripaoi ^uvouci X\)7t£ia9ai napoo v. 337-338
It seems that either he is sick, or he is grieved by the thought of the sickness that
afflicted him before,
dvnp cppoveiv EOIKEV. 344
The man seems to be sane.
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Their uncertainty carries on into the following kommos and beyond (355, 481-482) and
combined as it is in this scene with mental slowness, the Chorus are shown as being
overwhelmed by events which they are unable to understand.
Kommos 348-429

The long anticipated re-entry of Ajax occurs when the door of his hut is opened.
Whether an eccyclema was used to expose the dead animals is not known, although it is widely
accepted as most likely. It is doubtful whether the original audience could see into the hut.
Even without the moving platform, it would be sufficient for dramatic effect that the Chorus can
see into the interior, after the earlier detailed descriptions of the slaughter. Ajax has been
18

heard in lamentation earlier from inside his hut (333, 339) and he begins the kommos with
another wail. The metrical scheme used emphasizes the despair and anguish of Ajax, who sings
the lyric parts, composed of iambics, choriambics, dactylics, and especially dochmiacs, the
19

meter associated with strong emotion. In contrast, Tecmessa and the Chorus speak in iambic
trimeters, indicating their calmer state as they try to console him. There are three strophic pairs,
the second longer than the first, and the third longer than the second, as if Ajax were
experiencing a crescendo of emotion. The strophe and the antistrophe of the first pair both end
with two trimeters spoken by the Chorus. In the second pair, the strophe is interrupted twice by
a single trimeter from Tecmessa and concluded with two trimeters from the Chorus, and the
antistrophe likewise, except that Tecmessa and the Chorus switch parts. Finally, the strophe of
the third pair is followed by two trimeters from Tecmessa, the antistrophe by two trimeters from
the Chorus. Demonstration of the close bond between Tecmessa and the Chorus is a feature of
the kommos. Their roles are identical - to give consolation to Ajax and bring him out of his
despondency - and the symmetry of their lines in relationship to the second and third strophe
pairs emphasizes their closeness and common purpose.

As can be seenfromthe above analysis, Ajax has the principal part in this kommos and
the participation of the Chorus is limited. There are two observations to be made about their
involvement in this scene. First, their loyalty to their leader is reinforced by Ajax's double
mention of it. He says: "Dear sailors, the only ones among myfriendswho still abide by the
rule of loyalty" (cpiXoi vat>|3dTai, uovoi epcov cplXcov | uovoi ex' epuevovxec, opGco vopcp: 349350), and "you, you are the only guardians I see who will help me" (ae toi ae povov SeSop- |
Karcoiuevcovenapxeaovx': 359-360). But they are his only support which is underscored by
the repetition of, in one phrase, uovoc, and, in the other, ae. Second, their efforts at providing
comfort are woefully inadequate, not surprising given what we already know about them.
Confronted with Ajax's despair, they resort to banalities, ii Sryz dv dXyovry; £it
e^eipyaapevoiq; | oo yap yevoix' dv xaoG' orccoc, oi)x co8' exoi: 377-378, "Why should you
grieve over what is accomplished? It is impossible that things should be other than they are",
^bv tcp Gecp nac, Kai yeXa KcbStipexai: 383, "Every man laughs or laments according as the
god gives." Or they issue commands which go unheeded, etxpnjia cpcbvei: 362, "Speak words
of good omen". unSev uey' ei'nriq: 386, "Make no big boast". In this last command they are,
without thinking, asking Ajax not to be Ajax. At the end of the kommos, the Chorus
acknowledge their own inability to offer any remedy, when they say they can neither restrain
nor guide his thoughts. Ajax is thus shown to be completely isolated when such men as these
are his only supporters.
For the remainder of thefirstepisode the role of the Chorus is minimal. Ajax, in two
long speeches, repeatedly states his desire to die, which Tecmessa tries unsuccessfully to
counter, by reminding him of his filial duty to his parents and to the mistreatment she and his
son will suffer when he is dead. Although he gives no indication that her pleas have persauded
him in any way, he later reveals that he has been moved to pity (651-653). At the end of the
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episode, Ajax, Tecmessa, and Eurysaces probably all retire into the hut so that only the Chorus
are present for thefirststasimon.. Certainly, a departure for Ajax seems required for the
reflection on his circumstances which is made evident in his third speech.
First Stasimon 596-645
Composed of two strophe pairs (596-608; 609-620; and 624-634; 635-645) both of
which are in iambic and choriambic meters, the stasimon combines elements of remoteness
20

and immediacy. Convinced that Ajax has gone inside his hut to commit suicide, they make no
direct mention of it because it would be considered ill-omened and because, coincidentally, it
21

is characteristic of them to avoid mention of unpleasant subjects. They nonetheless do allude to
it by references to his sickness, by a description of his mother in lamentation for him as if he
were dead, and by the mention of Hades (635) and his ruin (arav: 643). The invocation of their
homeland, Salamis, which is addressed at the outset and then later in thefirstantistrophe, and
the glimpses of what Ajax used to be like, take us away, if only momentarily, from what seems
to be the impending suicide. The imagined grief of his mother and the address to Telamon at
the end of the ode partake in both elements; they take place in Salamis, awayfromthe action of
the play, but are related to Ajax's imminent death.
Thefirststrophe begins with an invocation of Salamis which is said to be "famous"
(xXeivd: 596), although its fame derives from a battle after the action of the play. It is also
"conspicuous" (jiEpicpavtoc/ 599), the same word they applied to Ajax (229) but with a
difference of meaning ("renowned"), and "blessed" or "happy" (euScdpcov: 598), unlike "their
wretched selves" (eyco 8' 6 tX&pcov: 600). Salamis, symbolic of peace and happiness, serves as
a contrast not so much to their present predicament as to their general experience of war,
summarized neatly in three points. It is of an interminable length, it wears one down, and death
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is always lurking, the last point expressed in two lines with alliterations of epsilons and alphas
and a play on words at the end:
KOCKCCV

eA.7ii8' £%COV

ETI pe no% avocreiv tov arcoTpoTov diSriXov "Ai8av. 606-607
with the dark prospect of coming some day to the ruthless destoyer, Hades.
The subject of thefirstantistrophe is Ajax, as he was and as he is. Once mighty in war
and capable of exploits requiring the greatest courage, he is now "difficult to cure"
(8tKj0epdnet>Toq: 609), "(another trouble) to wrestle with" (ecpeSpoq: 610), "pasturing his
thoughts alone" (tppevoc, oioPoi) | xocc/ 614-615) , and "a great source of grief for his friends"
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(cpiXoiq peya nevGoq: 615). On top of their day-to-day hardships, this is a litany of woes which
will make their reversal of mood in the next stasimon all the more prominent. They also speak
of him as possessed by a divine madness (611) and later in the ode refer to his mind-devouring
sickness (625-626), his hopeless sickness (635), and his uncharacteristic temperament (639640). Only in terms of sickness does Ajax's intention to kill himself make sense to them and it
is their way of speaking of the unspeakable.
The theme of the second strophe, the future grief of Eriboea, is closely tied to the
unhappiness of Telamon, who is addressed at the end of the ode. The subject of Ajax's grieving
parents has already been twice broached: in the second speech of Ajax where he instructs his
son to care for them in his absence; and by Tecmessa when she beseeches Ajax not to abandon
his parents. Although the description of her grief does not emanatefromthe concerns of the
Chorus, who have their own troubles and are unlikely to be thinking of her, it serves two
purposes. It adds to the melancholy and despondency of the ode and functions as a formal
lamentation for Ajax's death before the fact. There will be little time for extended grieving after
the event when therightof his burial becomes a contentious issue. The mother's act of
lamentation contains the conventional elements - wailing, self-beating, and tearing of hair, but
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is vivid in its description. Words appealing to the sense of sight (naX,aig ... dpepa,

XEVKW

...

yipa, noXiaq auuyua %aita<;) are mixed with words indicating sound. These include the
three sorts of wailing she will make (the linus cry, the piteous cry of the nightingale, and the
shrill-pitched notes of a dirge) as well as the heavy thud of hands striking her breasts.
The depths of hopelessness of the Chorus is apparent in the opening line of the second
antistrophe where they openly speak of death. The formulation is atfirstimpersonally stated (6
vooxov

UXXTOCV:

635, "the man who is hopelessly sick") but the next line beginning with a

relative clause indicates that it applies to Ajax. Their remark that he is of the noblest lineage
echoes their leader's earlier boast about his preeminence among the Greeks (423 ff), both
failing to include Achilles, probably not out of ignorance or hybris, but in order to heighten the
contrast between past and present. His present state, described as "no longer firm in the temper
he grew up in" (OOKETI covtpocpoic, | 6pyat<; epneooc,: 639-640), contains a word for
"nurtured". Significantly, there are two other instances of "nurture" in the ode (cruvxpocpoc;:
624, e.0.pe.ijjre.v: 644). What the Chorus are doing is subtly contrasting Ajax's former "nurtured"
self to his present "sickness", a restatement of the theme of thefirstantistrophe. As was
mentioned earlier, the ode ends with an apostrophe to Telamon, whose sorrow, unlike Euboea's,
is only hinted at, befitting his stern character. Thefinalphrase (644-645) is awkwardly
expressed, possibly due to Sophocles' desire to make a play on Ajax's name with aicbv
AiaKiSdv. It is apt that the ode should end with Ajax who is the cause of their misfortune and
their imminent, although short-lived, jubilation.
Second Stasimon 693-718
Between thefirstand second stasima, Ajax delivers his speech on time and change, often
labelled his "deception" speech, which has generated much debate. For the purposes of my
subject, the following remarks will suffice. There has been a change of emotion in Ajax since

his last appearance. He is calm and self-controlled, reflective about his present condition, less
self-absorbed. Although he still intends to commit suicide, his words are ambiguous, causing
both Tecmessa and the Chorus to believe he has changed his mind. The ambiguity is deliberate,
perhaps because Ajax wishes to deceive (unless for most of the speech he is talking to
himself), but certainly because Sophocles wants Ajax for dramatic effect to die alone and the
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deception is a means of accomplishing this. The speech by itself constitutes an episode, which
is unique in Greek tragedy, and the ambiguity in it is given greater impact by being framed by
two stasima, thefirstof which supports one interpretation - he wants to die - and the second,
that he wants to live.
The second stasimon is relatively short, composed of only one strophic pair, in iambic
and choriambic meters, and the Chorus are alone, Tecmessa and Ajax having exited. It is a
24

song of joy before disaster, a dramatic device used by Sophocles in other plays in order to
accentuate the reversal of fortune. In mood it is the opposite of thefirststasimon but the
25

Chorus' joy is not completely logical. Believing, as they do, that Ajax has put aside thoughts of
suicide, they would naturally be relieved, but their predicament is no better than it was after they
learned from Tecmessa that Ajax had attacked the cattle. They may be slow-witted at times, but
it is hardly imaginable that they would think that all their troubles had disappeared because of
Ajax's supposed change of heart. Their absolute jubilation is for dramatic effect and not due to
simple-mindedness. The function of the Chorus here is to create excitement, a break from the
continuous gloom and suffering since the prologue. Since we do not share in their deception,
however, we are mere witnesses to their rejoicing, not infected by it, and as they are carried
away in a transport of joy, we are aware of the tragic irony of their song. Even if some of the
original audience were puzzled by Ajax's ambiguous words, since they would have only heard
the speech once, they knew how the story ended and would have been suspicious of the Chorus'
joy-

They begin, not with the specific reason for their rejoicing which is delayed until the
antistrophe, but with their emotional state. In the opening line (693) they use two highly
descriptive verbs, "shiver" (ecppii;') and "soar" (dv£7iT&pccv), both in the aorist, indicating a
sudden emotion of no set duration and the noun, epco<;, in the unique sense of joyous rapture.
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Their ebullience is conveyed by the call to Pan (lob id) ndv ndv, | co ndv ndv: 694-695), with
responsion of similar emotion in the antistrophe when they invoke Zeus (icb icb, vuv ax>, | vOv,
co Zeft: 707-708) and their state of high emotion is of such intensity that they want to be inspired

by Pan to dance Mysian and Cnosian dance-steps. For a chorus in an ode to wish to dance while
they are already dancing is a sign of intense delight.
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Apollo, associated with music and

dancing, is also invoked as if one god of dancing could not satisfy their excitement, and the
28

Chorus may be punning his name, 6 AdXioq (SfjXoc,), with his attribute, ebyvcocrcoc,.

Four

compounds with the prefix for "well" (euyvcoaToc,, efrcppcov, eMpepov, and euvouicx) highlight
their well-being and euphoria.
The cause of their celebratory mood is specified at the beginning of the antistrophe:
Ares has lifted the grief. But from whose eyes it has been removed is deliberately left vague
and we are meant to assume both Ajax's and theirs. The former grief suggests their new
happiness, which is now expressed in an image of light and swift ships (vuv, co Zeu, ndpa
XEUJCQV

ex>- | dpepov neXaxsai cpdoc, | Qoav COKUCXXCDV vecov: 708-710, "now, Q Zeus, can the

bright light of day shine upon the swift ships that glide over the sea"). When they mention that
Ajax has undergone a change, particular words correspond to words used by Ajax in the prior
speech: cejkov: 713, cejfciv: 667; 6 ueyac, %povoc,: 714,6 paicpoc,... %povoc/ 646; aeXnuov.
716, OEXJITOV: 648;

and possibly, epam: 693, epa: 686. There may be another link in line 714.

Many editors add the words, te KCCI crAeyei. Thus, time "extinguishes" and "kindles",
29

matching more closely time "bringing to birth" and "covering" of line 647, but the inclusion
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would mean that there is a lacuna in line 702. The borrowing of words and ideas from Ajax's
speech, without the Chorus understanding the context or the intention of the speaker, heightens
the irony of the ode and is another instance of their inability to comprehend Ajax.
Epiparodos 866-878 and Kommos 879-973
After the second stasimon, a messenger arrives, not with the expected news of Ajax's
suicide, but with instructions from Teucer. The Chorus have to call Tecmessa out, which
requires the messenger to repeat some of what he has said and delays their search. The warning
to keep Ajax confined within his hut for this one day creates a sense of urgency. The deception
in tandem with the warning ensures the removal of the Chorus who split in order to cover more
teiritory, half exiting right, the other half left. The stage is now left barren for Ajax's final
speech, the absence of the Chorus a visual reminder that Ajax is completely alone at the end.
The re-entry of the Chorus, unique in Greek tragedy, constitues a second parodos,
although much shorter in length than the first. It is in iambic meters and because of its brevity is
astrophic. It is reminiscent of the opening of the play, where Odysseus was also in search of
Ajax. The Chorus are still divided into two half-choruses who enter from opposite sides. The
polyptoton (7t6vo<; 7r6vcp novov cpepei: 866, "Toil brings toil upon toil.") which begins the
epiparodos, and the three, following interrogatives (na na | na: 867-868, "where, where,
where") suggest their labour by the alliteration. The two halves speak in a different manner to
emphasize their split, one speaking periphrastically, the other using simple constructions until
thefinaltwo lines (877-878), thus indicating the merging of the two groups.
The kommos between Tecmessa and the Chorus is made up of three distinct parts. The
strophe and antistrophe (879-890; 925-936), sung by the Chorus only, are mainly in dochmiacs.
Following these are two corresponding sections (891-914; 937-960), in emotional lyrics of
various meters, sung by both, after which appear two other sections, one of 10 lines (915-924),
the other of 13 lines (961-973), in iambic trimeter, spoken by Tecmessa only.
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It may be

29

structured like a formal dirge, given the repetition of words and sounds in corresponding
positions and lines. Examples are: the double xie,
cbpoGupov (885) and cbpocppcov

(930); 891=937;

(879)

and the double epeXXec, (925);

the icb of 893 and 939; the cbpoi of 9 0 0 and

946; and double not (912) and the double cpeu (95 8).
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After the strophe in which the Chorus

suggests the background scenery of the search by namingfishermen,goddesses of (Mysian)
Olympus, and rivergods of the Bosporus as possible witnesses to the wanderings of Ajax, their
32

role in the kommos is to engage in mourning with Tecmessa. This mourning would have been
pronounced, in the original production, by means of the tone of voice used in the exclamations
33

of grief, sorrowful postures and gestures, and the melancholy sound of the flute.
The Chorus' reaction to and explanation of Ajax's death provide comparisons to those of
Tecmessa. Their initial reaction is to bewail the loss of any chance of going home and the
danger to them. "Alas for my homecoming! Alas, my lord, you have killed me your fellow
sailor" (cbpoi epcov

VOCTCOV

| cbpoi, Kaxejiecpvec,, ava%, | tov5e crovvainav: 900-902). Later,

they speak of their ruin (909) and are evidently afraid for their safety. Tecmessa's loss is,
however, total (OI'XCOK', 6X.coXcc, SiocnercopGnpai: 896, "I am gone, I am lost, I am utterly
destroyed"). The long vowels in the personal endings of the perfect are suggestive of
lamentation. Ajax was her entire world and her grief is acknowledged as greater by the Chorus
(942-943).

While the Chorus berate themselves for being deaf to, and ignorant of, Ajax,

Tecmessa, even in her great sorrow, has the presence of mind to worry about burial (920 ff.)
which will soon be of central concern in the play.
As for explaining the suicide, the Chorus signal out the awarding of Achilles' arms as
the cause of the disaster

(934-936),

having made the vague observation about Ajax:

epeXXeq, xaXac,, epeXXeq xpovcp
CTEpeocppcov

dp' e^avuaaeiv

poipav dneipecicov

Kaicdv

rcovcov 925-927
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You were bound, unhappy man, you were bound in your obduracy to accomplish
in the end an evil fate of troubles infinite!
They do not speak of his pride or sense of dishonour which led to his murderous rage, and they
think of him more as a victim of fate than as an agent of his own death. Tecmessa, with more
insight, recognizes that Ajax wanted to die and his death is a matter between him and the gods,
not between him and the Atreidai.
cxoicp 8e nepnvoq- cov yap fipaaGn

TO%EIV

eKXTjaaG' aoxcp, Gavaxov ovitep fj6eA,£v.
GEOIC, XEGVTJKEV

OOTOI;,

oo

KEIVOICTIV,

ot>. 967-968, 970

(my translation) a pleasure to him (was his death); for what he longed for, he got
for himself, the death he wanted. It is for the gods this man died, not for them,
no.
His death gave him "pleasure" (the word in Greek is very positive), because for him it was a
noble act. Continued life would have been meant groveling before the Atreidai. But they did
not drive him to suicide nor did the gods (the datives in line 970 are difficult to classify but they
are not dative of agents), although the latter played a part. Earlier, when the Chorus wished the
gods to avert the enslavement of Tecmessa and Eurysaces, she said that they would not be in
this dire situation but for the gods (949-950).
After the kommos, Tecmessa is silent for the rest of the play, although she remains on
stage except for a brief absence (990-1167) to fetch Eurysaces, and the participation of the
Chorus in the action is reduced. It seems appropriate that the role of both of them, who
depended so strongly on Ajax for support, should be diminished after his death.
Third Stasimon 1185-1222
Discussion of the role of the Chorus in the fourth episode will be delayed and combined
with comments about their limited participation in the Exodos. Before this I shall look at the
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third and final choral ode. It is a melancholy interlude between two debating scenes full of
wrangling and insults and provides a necessary break. Tecmessa and Eurysaces, in supplication
by the corpse of Ajax, are on stage. Although the issue of Ajax's burial is still unresolved, this
is not the subject of the ode, which is a general anti-war lament with only a passing reference to
Ajax and therefore not tied closely to the immediate situation. The sentiments expressed about
the hardships of war and the delights of peace while conventional in thought are characteristic of
this unwarlike Chorus and serve to broaden the perspective of the play. The desire to escape
34

from a difficult situation, which here is also the desire to return home, is frequent among tragic
choruses.
In the stasimon there are two strophic pairs; thefirstset (1185-1191; 1192-1198) is
largely in choriambics, and the second (1199-1210; 1211-1222), mainly in ionics, choriambics,
and glyconics.
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A sharp contrast is drawn between war and peace, Troy and Salamis. The

specific privations of war experienced by the Chorus (the long years of service, the neverending battle-toil, of thefirststrophe, the dew-drenched hair of the second strophe)framethe
non-specific horrors of war (hateful weapons, death, toil, of thefirstantistrophe), and the
pleasures of peace denied them (drinking, music, sleep, sex, of the second strophe). The final
antistrophe begins with the loss of Ajax who used to be their bulwark and closes with an
imaginary voyage home. The Chorus are largely concerned with themselves in this ode. Both
the words, epoi and poi, appear twice (1187, 1200; 1202,1212); topoi, a near substitute for epoi,
once (1205). Three of the verbs are in thefirstperson (1206, 1216, and 1222).
In the opening sentence which also constitutes thefirststrophe, two features are to be
noted which are distinctive in this ode: repetition, of construction in this case (7roA.tmX&yKTcov
ETECOV

apiGpoc,: 1186, 8opoaaof|Tcov u.6%0cov oVtav: 1187-1188), and a summary phrase

(86cTavov ov£i8ocj 'EXXdvcov: 1191, "sad reproach for the Hellenes"). Part of the effectiveness
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of this ode comesfromthe abundance of repeated words or words with common roots and the
short one-line phrases, giving it the power of simplicity. Examples of repetition include TIC,
(1185, 1215 twice), KEIVOC, (1195, 1198) and eiceivoq (1199), novoi (1197) and novcov (1197),
xepx^w (1201, 1204) and iep\|n<; (1215), evvo%iav (1204) and evvD%un) (1211), epcbwv (1205
twice), Tpoiav (1190) and Tpoiccq (1210), anaoaxov (1188) and dnETia-Dcev (1205), and
TtoXuKoivov (1193) and

KOIVOV

(1196). In addition, there are two epexegetic infinitives (1201,

1204). The other summarizing phrases, reflective of the uncomplicated thinking of the Chorus,
are found in lines 1197 ("O toils which beget toils"), 1198 ('Tor that man destroyed
mankind."), and 1210 ("reminder of miserable Troy").
The garlands, wine (by a synedochefromkylikes), flute-music, sweet repose, and lovemaking, symbolizing the pleasures of home and for which they yearn in the second strophe, are
elements of afifth-centuryAttic symposium, yet the anachronism is not too marked since many
desires remain constant. Their imagined homecoming at the close also contains an anachronism
since Salamis was not captured by Athens until the time of Solon in the early sixth century.
While few in the original audience would have noticed these historical inaccuracies, all would
have caught the patriotism at the end of the ode where the Chorus imagine saluting Athens.
Whether they were also aware of the irony outside of the illusionary world of the drama, that
while the Chorus was singing about their desire to behold sacred Athens, the members of that
Chorus were singing in Athens in a play which was a part of a religious festival, is uncertain but
doubtful. It is the sort of observation that modern readers are more prone to make.
Fourth Episode 974-1184 and Exodos 1223-1420
After the third kommos, Teucer arrives and when the death of Ajax is confirmed to him
by the Chorus, he shares three lines (981-983) with them in expressing his grief, which is like a
mini-kommos. One of the functions of this Chorus is to engage in exchanges of emotions with
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the actors in the play (two kommoi with Tecmessa, one with Ajax and Tecmessa). These
emotional exchanges give expression to misery and sorrow and heighten the suffering in the
play.
In the debate scenes between Teucer and the Atreidai, the Chorus assume a new,
although minor, role as mediator. After Menelaus has charged Ajax with being insubordinate
and fiercely insolent, they do not defend their leader but, having conceded that Menalaus has
spoken wisely about some matters, ask him not to disrespect the dead by denying burial rites.
This is the man, along with his brother, they have been vilifying throughout the play (251, 619620, 946-948, 955-960). When Agamemnon has spoken for thefirsttime and Teucer has not
yet replied, they tell both of them to show moderation. They presume Teucer will adopt the
same style as he did with Menelaus, but he has just been grossly insulted by Agamemnon and he
is trying in his own way to prevent the corpse of Ajaxfrombeing left exposed. On Odysseus'
entry, they express the hope that he has come to settle the dispute, a man whom they pictured,
the last time they mentioned him, as laughing at their "frenzied sorrows" (957) and about whom
they have learned nothing new to account for their more positive estimation. One could argue
that it would not be characteristic of the rather timid Chorus to be confrontational and boldly
stand up for their dead leader but more natural for them to cower in fear, as it were, before the
big eagles. But the dynamics of the play have changed. The interest now lies in the
confrontation between Teucer and the Atreidai. If the Chorus were to side with Teucer or make
their own pleas, it would detractfromthe one-to-one conflict and diffuse the tension. It is more
effective dramatically that the Chorus act as conciliators, which is the traditional role for
choruses in such quarreling scenes.
Thefinallines of the play, as is usual, are spoken by the Chorus. Its thought is
commonplace: mortals learn many thingsfromexperience but what the future holds no one can
tell. Its banality is reflective of play closures rather than of the character of the Chorus. It is a
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tag that is of limited significance to this play and could as easily be placed at the end of any
other tragedy and it may be merely a sign that the play has ended. Although they have
witnessed the destruction of Ajax, they can hardly be said to have learned a great deal from it.
But the final sentiment is more applicable. What they could not have foretold was the
restitution of Ajax through the intervention of Odysseus.
Summary

In terms of the number of their lines alone (342), which represents about a quarter of the
play, the Chorus have a significant role. In addition to presenting the parodos, epiparodos, and
three stasima, they engage in three kommoi. Because of their dependence on Ajax and the
danger to them because of his attempted assassination of the Greek leaders, they are much
involved in the action, assuming the role of another actor in their interactions with Tecmessa
and Ajax, but they do not change the course of events. They had nothing to do with the night
attack which occurred a little before the prologue and set off the plot. They are unable to
dissuade Ajax from his resolve to end his life. They do not influence the decision of
Agamemnon to grant the right of burial to the corpse. Their participation in the action is greater
in the earlier scenes, up to the discovery of their slain leader, after which other characters enter
and their involvement lessens.
In the lyric meters of the two kommoi with Tecmessa not only do they vent their sorrow,
giving expression to the suffering which Ajax has caused, but they also voice their dread of
what is going to happen, generating suspense and a feeling of danger. In the kommos with
Ajax, they and Tecmessa accentuate the dire emotional state of Ajax by speaking in iambic
trimeters while he sings mainly in dochmiacs. The Chorus are used to create a change of mood,
even contrast. After the prologue with its mixture of fear, horror, and pity, the parodos creates
anxiety and worry. After the gloom and lamentation of the first stasimon, followed by the
ambiguous, philosophical speech of Ajax, the second stasimon's joyous excitement is the
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opposite in mood of the earlier stasimon, as is its rapturous abandonment in contrast to the selfcontrol of Ajax. Between the bickering and ad hominem attacks of Teucer with Menelaus and
Agamemnon, the melancholy and longing of the third stasimon is an interlude whose appeal is
universal and not narrowly focused. The absence of the Chorus when they exit to search for
their leader is used to emphasize how alone Ajax is at the end.
The Chorus are consistent as a character in the parodos and episodes, except their role as
mediator is more conventional than indicative of their personality. They are repeatedly shown
as loyal, dependent, fearful, unwarlike, concerned for themselves but empathetic towards
Tecmessa, lacking in perception, and ineffectual, and are recognizably human and generally
sympathetic. Ajax, on the other hand, whose nature is opposite to theirs in many ways, creates
admiration, rather than sympathy. The character of the Chorus is also evident in the odes, but at
times stretched to fit the situation. For example, the absolute joy of the second stasimon is more
for dramatic effect than character-driven. True, they are deceived about Ajax's motives but it is
improbable they would have forgotten the danger they are still in at this moment. In the first
stasimon, their description of the lamenting Eriboea is pertinent to Ajax's declared intention to
kill himself, but unlikely to be of primary concern for them. The subject of the third stasimon,
while consistent with their character, is not consistent with a character involved in the action.
While the question of burial and by implication, their fate, are still undecided, they stand back
from the immediate issues, a convention in Greek tragedy, and instead sing about the
deprivations and destruction of war.
Although the Chorus are limited in understanding, they do help us evaluate Ajax, by the
specific words and phrases they use of him, by providing brief descriptions of what he used to
be like which contrast with his present behaviour, and by their faithful support of him which
attests to his leadership and ability to engender loyalty, qualities which are not dramatized.
Because they are shown in the parodos as being at times confused, erroneous, or unforthright.
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characteristics which continue afterwards, we are alerted at once to their imperfect knowledge
and perception and are forced to recognize that what they say about Ajax will be incomplete and
inadequate.
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1

This form of parodos is unique in Sophocles although it resembles the parodos of the Antigone, where anapests

alternate with lyrics. It is used by Aeschylus in the Persae, the Supplices, and the Agamemnon, and therefore
suggests a relatively early date for the play.
2

H.A. Pohlsander, Metrical Studies in the Lyrics ofSophocles (Leiden: Brill, 1964) 5-6.

3

Gardiner, 55.

4

The messenger from Teucer reports that the army was aware of Ajax's plot against them (725-726).

5

The abundance of sibilant sounds in the Greek is strongly suggestive of whispering.

6

A third candidate is Ares, if the adjective, xaAKoBcbpccE,, of line 179 is sufficent identification. See the

commentary of Kamerbeek, Ajax, 55-56 for a defense of this position and the distinction between Ares and
Enyalios.
7

See J.C. Kamerbeek. Ajax, H. Schreuder. trans. (Leiden: E.J.Brill, 1953) 53-54 for information on the Attic cult of

Artemis Tauropolos which most likely was orgiastic, suggesting the frenzy of the attack.
8

W.B. Stanford, Sophocles, Ajax (Bristol: Bristol Classical Press, 1981) 79.

9

On "greatness" see Stanford, Ajax, xxvii, note 37.

10

1 determined the number of times

\iiyaq

appears in the rest of the play by means of a computer word search per

the "Thesaurus Linguae Graecae". Stanford noted only twenty other occurrences.
11

1 include them in the designation, "enemies", and do not think the term refers only to the hostile leaders.

1 2

F. EllendL Lexicon Sophocleum (Berlin, 1872) 118.

1 3

Stanford. Ajax, 87.

1 4

Gardiner, 57-58.

1 5

Pohlsander, 8,

1 6

Lloyd-Jones and Wilson express doubt about the authenticity of iieya'kGiv in the text and have suggested jieXioov

as a possibility.
1 7

Stanford, Ajax, xxviii.

1 8

Stanford Ajax, 107.

1 9

Pohlsander, 9-13,

2 0

Pohlsander, 15-17.

21

Both Stanford Ajax, 136 and Gardiner, Sophoclean Chorus, 66 make this point.

2 2

An apt description of Ajax's solitary thinking. O'IOBCOTCCS is a unique word (Ellendt 520).

2 3

Arguments for this reading (Ajax means to kill himself, but is not deceiving Tecmessa and the Chorus because he

is not addressing them) are given by B.M.W. Knox, "The Ajax of Sophocles", Sophocles, A Collection of Critical
Essays (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice Hall, 1966) 29-61, a reprint of his article in HSCP 65 (1961), 1-37. M .
Sicherl, "The Tragic Issue in Sophocles' Ajax", YCIS 25 (1977), 67-98, believes too that Ajax is intent on suicide
and not deceiving anyone but does not think that he is soliloquizing. See also O. Taplin, "Yielding to Forethought.
Sophocles' Ajax", Arktouros: Hellenic Studies Presented to BernardM. W. Knox (Berlin: de Gruyter, 1979) 122129. He thinks Ajax is describing events after his death where time and change still operate.
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m

25

2 6

27

Pohlsander, 17-18.
Antigone, 1115-1152, Trachiniae, 633-662, and Oedipus Tyrannus, 1086-1109, are other odes before disaster.
Stanford, Ajax, 151.
Antigone, 151-153, Trachiniae, 216-221, and Oedipus Tyrannus, 1093-1094, are three other examples of a

Sophoclean chorus referring to its own dancing.
2 8

A.F. Garvie, Sophocles, Ajax (Warminster: Aris and Phillips, 1998) 194.

2 9

Garvie. Kamerbeek. and Stanford retain the second verb. Pearson and the editors of the 1990 O.C.T. do not.

3 0

Pohlsander, 19-21, and Garvie, Ajax, 209.
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For the above analysis see Garvie, Ajax, 209.

3 2

Kamerbeek, Ajax. 180.

3 3

Stanford, Ajax, 177.

3 4

According to F. Budelmann, one of the functions of the Chorus in the second part is to extend the scope of the

play. This is accomplished by a twofold development. First, there is a lessening of the division between the
Chorus and the Greek army, so they become more representative and not merely Ajax's men. Second, they reach
out to the spectators by references to "mortals" (1166, 1416, 1418), "Greeks" (1196), and "humankind" (1198), so
that Ajax becomes a lesson to all who look at and contemplate his life and death. See F. Budelmann, The Language
of Sophocles: Communality, Communication and Involvement (Cambridge, New York, Melbourne: Cambridge
Univ. Press, 2000) 231-244.
3 5

Pohlsander, 22-24.
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Chapter Three
The Chorus in the Ajax: Issues of Interpretation
Since the nature of the Chorus in the Ajax is not particularly controversial, they have not
attracted the same attention as the choruses of the Antigone and the Oedipus Tyrannus. There
are nevertheless issues related to the Chorus about which there is disagreement. These touch
upon fundamental aspects of the play, such as its unity and the character of Ajax. In the
discussion to follow, I have identified two major and three minor issues.

Major Issues
1) Unity Provided by the Chorus
Problem: Is the Ajax composed of two distinct parts which are not sufficiently alike to give
the play unity? Related to this question is another: does our interest wane in the second part?
Thefirstpart is concerned with the fall and death of Ajax while the second is about his burial.
Although most scholars would concede that there are two parts, where the division lies is not
easy to determine. It would seem atfirstglance that the death of Ajax ends thefirstpart and the
epiparodos begins the second, but the ensuing kommos between the Chorus and Tecmessa and
even the mourning of Teucer are more related to his death than his burial. These sections may,
however, belong to neither part and be transitional.

1

Certainly the arrival of Menelaus signals a

marked change. His bickering with Teucer and later that of Agamemnon are different in tone
from what has transpired previously. Furthermore, the characters have changed. Apart from
Athena and Odysseus in the prologue and the messenger of the third episode, all the lines until
Teucer's arrival are spoken (or sung) by Ajax, Tecmessa, or the Chorus. When Teucer enters,
Ajax is already dead, Tecmessa is silent, and the participation of the Chorus in the action
diminishes.
Scholarly Opinion: Burton sees an ABA pattern in the three choral odes and believes the
Chorus help unify the play by the similarity of the lyrical sentiments in thefirstand third.
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According to him, both odes are reflective, as the Chorus stand back from the immediate events.
In thefirstthey make no comments about Ajax's bitter words to Tecmessa nor her appeals to
him. Because they fail to distinguish between his initial delusion and the suffering he undergoes
when it passes, their references to sickness apply not only to his suicidal mood but also to his
earlier, deluded state. Therefore the relevance of the ode extends to the whole play as it has
progressed up to this point and does not pertain merely to the impending suicide. In the third
they do not mention the quarrel between Teucer and Menelaus nor, as a result, comment on the
moral issue of Ajax's guilt. In addition, no reference is made to the arrival of Agamemnon
which they anticipated earlier (1163).

Furthermore, both odes are melancholic in mood and

resemble each other in content: longing for home, weariness of war, and the prospect of death.
Gardiner, while she too agrees that the third ode echoes thefirst,maintains that the Chorus
create the play's dramatic unity, but for a different reason from that given by Burton. Although
their physical presence provides technical unity, it is their continual concern about the present
circumstances and their fear about the future which produce a steady atmosphere of danger and
sustain the tension of the drama. From the parodos through the kommoi to the final
confrontation and resolution, they continually generate suspense by their apprehensions. Even
in the third stasimon, three-quarters of which is about the miseries of men fighting in a foreign
land, the now leaderless Chorus are addressing their very present troubles, maintaining the
mood of uncertainty, and possibly even heightening the suspense of the moment. Without
commenting on the Chorus per se, she also notes that there are twenty-six entrances and exits in
Ajax, more than in any other Sophoclean play, which would prevent the original audience from
losing interest in the play after the death of Ajax.

3

M y View: Thefirstand the third stasimon do share the same mood and certain themes,
namely war-weariness and the ever-looming possibility of death, but there are enough
differences between the two to obviate a close association and disprove Burton's ABA
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designated pattern for the choral odes. With the exception of itsfirststrophe, which includes an
apostrophe to their home, Salamis, and a brief description of their long, life-threatening military
service in Troy, thefirststasimon is about Ajax: his past and present conditions, the mourning
he will cause his mother and father, his "hopeless sickness" (635), which is worse than death,
his present behaviour which is uncharacteristic of his innate temper. In the third stasimon,
however, there is only a passing reference to Ajax, at the beginning of the second antistrophe:
"And before my shield against nocturnal fear and arrows was mighty Ajax. But now he is made
over to a hateful god" (iccri Jtpiv pev evvo%loo 8ei- | uaxoc; fjv poi npoPoXa Koci | PeXecov
Goopioq Ai'aq-1 vov 8'

OOTOC,

dvevtca "oyepcp 8ai- | povi: 1211-1215). The Chorus are here

concerned about themselves, as I mentioned in the previous chapter, rather than Ajax.
Moreover, the later ode's curse against the imagined inventor of war and the pleasures
associated with symposia have no counterpart in the earlier ode.
Burton's observation that the Chorus in these odes stand back and reflect upon less
immediate issues applies only to the latter, which indeed does not pick up any issues from the
preceding debate between Teucer and Menelaus. In fact, the reflections about the hardships and
privations of war are not only pertinent to this Chorus but to all those who have ever fought in
war, thus giving this ode a universal appeal and widening the scope of the drama. On the
contrary, thefirstode is very much anchored in the action. Rather than being reflective of the
general circumstances from the beginning of the play onwards, it is largely, but not exclusively,
concerned with the immediate situation. Thefirststrophe (described above), the
characterization of the former Ajax (612-613, 616-617), and the indirect reference to the
awarding of Achilles' arms (619-620) do relate to remoter events. But the same cannot be said
of the specific terms they use for his current state: SoaGep&rcewoc,: 609, "difficult to cure";
cppevdc, oioPcbtaq: 614-615, "pasturing his thoughts alone"; vocouvra cppevop6pco<;: 625-626,
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"sick with a mind-devouring illness"; 6 voccov paxocv: 635, "the man who is hopelessly sick".
These expressions describe Ajax's recent suicidal disposition in which he has been deaf to their
and Tecmessa's appeals for moderation and concern for his family. The frenzy that induced
him to attack the herds was only temporary; they have been told by Tecmessa that it has
passed. Naively believing that one who has recovered from an "illness" should feel better, they
4

cannot comprehend his present pain and gloom. Thus they liken his current condition to another
sickness, but one which is different from the earlier delusion. The imagined lamentation of
Eriboea as if Ajax were already dead, and the "hard to bear" news for Telamon of his son's ruin
(otrav) are closely tied to our expectation of Ajax's imminent suicide. It is not unreasonable to
suppose, after he has clearly and repeatedly spoken of his desire to die, that he is performing the
deed as this ode is being sung.
There are, therefore, marked dissimilarities between the two odes in content and focus as
well as in closeness to the immediate action. In mood and, to some extent, in content there is a
resemblance between them, especially when contrasted with the second ode. The differences,
however, predominate over the similarities, with the result that their ability to unify the play is
nullified. Even if they were more alike, the two odes alone would not sufficiently offset the
disunifying elements stemming from the new characters, the lowered tone of language, and the
new theme of burial.
The sense of danger continually generated by the Chorus does provide tension and a certain
cohesion to part of the play. In the parodos they are anxious and worried about the veracity of
the reports of Ajax's night assault: "loud clamours beset us, tending to our discredit" (peY&Xoi
Gopupoi

KCCTEXODO'

'rpcxc, I erci 5t)OKXeia: 142-143). In thefirstkommos with Tecmessa, they

are fearful of death by stoning and in the kommos with Ajax deeply disturbed that he wants to
die and make the situation even worse. After Ajax's farewell speech to Eurysaces, the
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coryphaios voices his alarm: "I am afraid when I hear you show this eagerness (for death)"
(8e8oiK

CXKOUCOV

xf|8e T T V VrcpoGupiav:583). In thefirststasimon they express their misery of

having to deal with a leader stricken with a "divine madness" and allude to his imminent death.
The joy of the second stasimon, rather than creating hope for Ajax, heightens our sense of an
impending disaster because we know, or at least suspect, that their optimism is based on a false
appraisal of Ajax's thinking. After the messenger reports that Ajax must be confined to his hut
for the present day if he is to survive, the exit of the Chorus increases the urgency of the danger
to Ajax's life. In the second kommos with Tecmessa, they express gloom about their future:
cbpoi epcbv vooxcov | cbpoi, Kocxenecpvec,, ava^: 900-901, "Alas for my homecoming! Alas, my
lord, you have killed (me)"; cbpoi epaq axac; 909, "Alas for my ruin". They also voice their
dread about the "ruthless" sons of Atreus (946-948) and these men's and Odysseus' exulting
and laughing over Ajax's death (955-960), thus anticipating the coming confrontations.
Although Tecmessa, aware of the need to act quickly before being prevented by the Greek
leaders, is thefirstto broach the subject of burial (920 ff.), the Chorus reintroduce the theme.
When they see Menelaus arrive, they command Teucer: "Do not speak for long, but think how
you are to bury the man"

xeive pocKp&v, aXX' orccoc, Kp\)\|/ei<; xdcpco | cppd^ot) xov dvSpa:

1040-1041). Afterwards, however, the tension of the play lies in the debates in which the
Chorus do not participate and which in fact they try to moderate. What generates suspense at
this point is whether Ajax will be granted therightof burial; the Chorus play no part in the
decision. In addition, the third stasimon does not add to the tension but is a momentary reprieve
from the action. It does not create uncertainty about what is going to happen to these men, but
rather conveys melancholy as they lament about the hardships of war and their longing to go
home. Granted, their fate is still undecided and bound up, although not explicitly stated, with
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the issue of burial, but our interest does not lie with the fate of the Chorus and we do not wonder
at the end of the play where they will go and what their lot will be.
As I said at the beginning of the previous chapter, Ajax dominates the play, and it is this
dominance which gives the play unity. After he dies, his corpse remains on stage and its
presence is all the more marked from 1168 until it is carried off at the play's close, by being
accompanied by Tecmessa and Eurysaces in supplication. This tableau is a strong visual
reminder of what lies behind all the vituperation and arguments of the second part. The
question of his burial is important, both in terms of proper respect for the dead and as a mark of
recognition of his greatness, howeverflawed,and his worth for cultic worship. It therefore
sustains our interest (as do, to a lesser extent, the frequent exits and entrances in the second
part). Although his future veneration is not made explicit, there are "hints at the heroization of
Ajax in cult" in Teucer's instruction to Tecmessa and Eurysaces to attend to the corpse as
supplicants (1168 ff.). Just before this, the Chorus may also be suggesting cultic worship when
5

they refer to "the dank tomb that shall ever be remembered by mortals" (Ppototi; TOV
oceipvnaxov | idcpov eupcoevxa: 1166-1167). His burial is not a separate issue from his
downfall, but rather both are parts of the same dramatic structure which is the portrayal of his
character in action.

6

2) Usefulness of Chorus in Our Assessment of Ajax

Problem: I stated in Chapter Two that the character of Ajax emerges as the central issue of
the play. In what way do the Chorus help us to evaluate his character? Do they assist us in
understanding him or do they determine in any way how we feel towards him?
Scholarly Opinion: Burton maintains that the Chorus are of no use in helping us to
understand the moral issues raised by the play for several reasons. He says that they have little
insight into their leader's motives and find him an enigma to a great extent, a burden to be borne
rather someone they understand. They never acknowledge his crime of planning a murderous
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assault on the Greek chiefs when his honour was slighted in the awarding of Achilles' arms to
Odysseus. He considers that their main function is to increase the pathos of the play by
contrasting his former glory to his present ruin and by remaining loyal and devoted to him when
he is alienatedfromhimself and the companionship of his peers.

7

Winnington-Ingram characterizes the Chorus as limited in perception, even obtuse, but he
thinks that at times they unwittingly help us understand Ajax. After the delusion of Ajax has
passed and he cannot bear to live in humiliation and as a object of mockery, the repeated
attempts of the coryphaios to determine whether the suicidal Ajax is sound of mind, while
lacking interest or importance in themselves, get the audience or reader to think about Ajax's
state of mind. He suggests that in thefirststasimon they reveal things about Ajax which are
beyond their comprehension. His reasoning is as follows. They first contrast Ajax who is
"difficult to cure"(609) and "dwelling with a heaven-sent madness" (611) with the mighty Ajax
who set outfromSalamis. They then refer to Ajax as now "pasturing his thoughts alone" and "a
great grief to hisfriends"(614-615), but the distinction between "then" and "now" is left vague.
There is the implication that Ajax who once was inside the community is now outside of it. He
used to be a fierce warrior, bringing happiness to his friends. Now he has withdrawn from
society and is deaf to hisfriends,in communication only with his sick mind. When the change
happened is suggested in the next lines, which are an allusion to the awarding of Achilles' arms.
Yet what they say in thefinalantistrophe is not the same. There they claim he no longer
"abides in the temper with which he grew up." In the previous episode, however, they said he
was speakingfromhis own mind, not another's (481-482) when he alluded to suicide, and Ajax
himself told Tecmessa that she could not correct his "character" (rjBoc/ 595), which is nothing
else but his innate temper. They are unwilling to accept that he is sane when he desires his own
death, but if he is mad and his character is unchangeable, then in some sense he has always been
mad.

8
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Gardiner sees the Chorus, not as obtuse and imperceptive, but as reliable and credible
observers of Ajax's mind after he recoversfromhis initial delusionary state. She offers two
reasons for their ability to judge Ajax. First, they are competent arbiters of heroic standards of
behaviour because they respect the hierarchy of great and small men, which they make clear in
the parodos. Later they even approve Menelaus' fairly harsh rules of governing. Second, their
long service to Ajax and shared Salaminian/Athenian origins enable them to comment in a
knowledgeable way on Ajax's character. Their knowledge applies not only to his previous
condition and conduct before the awarding of the arms and the attack on the chiefs, but also to
his present state. Because the latter is entirely inconsistent with the former, they become
convinced that he is sufferingfroman illness. This illness relates to his brooding on his woes
and allusions to suicide, not to the delusions he suffered when he assailed the animals.
Moreover, Gardiner argues, the Chorus are used to show how unheroic Ajax's actions are. They
suffer the consequences of his death; they are abandoned in Troy with no means to return home.
His desertion of them is made clear when theyfirstlook upon the corpse and charge him with
killing them. They elaborate the loss of their homecoming in greater detail in the final stasimon.
They describe in thefirststasimon the grief Ajax is inflicting on his parents by his dark, selfabsorbed, sick thoughts. Throughout the play they imply that, although their leader was great
once, he no longer is. His recent conduct is in no way admirable and there is no glory at all in
his suicide since he abandons his war-bride and son, his parents and comrades.

9

My View: The Chorus, because of their long association with Ajax, are in a position to
speak of certain aspects of his character with authority and absolute credibility. To the several,
previously mentioned adjectives which the Chorus apply to Ajax (Goupioc; 212; cd'Govoc/. 223;
nepicpavtoc,: 229; cbpoGupov: 885; cbpocppcov: 930) two others can be added: 8t>otpd7reX.o<;:
913, "hard to turn," "unmanageable"; ctepeocppcov: 926, "stubborn-hearted." Both adjectives
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draw attention to his obduracy and inflexibility. There is no doubt that all these epithets, in
conjunction with ueyac,, the single most frequent term, are giving us an accurate sketch of his
nature. Even in the parodos when they are still unconvinced that the reports about his night
attack are truthful, they do concede that Ajax may have not given the appropriate sacrificial
honour to one of the gods. The acknowledged possibility that he failed to reward divine help
reveals that they, who have known him for a long time, believe that he is capable of arrogant
self-sufficiency and impiety. The reported words of Calchas later corroborate that he has earlier
in fact committed such acts of hybris. It is noteworthy that these qualities for the most part
pertain to Ajax both in the past and the present, supporting the comment he himself makes about
his unchangeable character.
Nevertheless, their understanding of Ajax only goes so far. In the parodos they claim he
could not have been in his right mind if he did make the murderous attack on the beasts.
Partially right, in that he was deluded by Athena into thinking he was attacking the Greek
chiefs, they are also wrong, because it was he who hatched the plot. The desire to assassinate
his enemies came "from his own mind, not another's" (481-482). They are completely deceived
by him when in his speech on time and change, he announces his intention to go down to the sea
for purification and to escape the goddess' anger through sacrifice. Not being witnesses to his
suicide, they do not know with what spirit of defiance he dies or that he calls upon the Erinyes
to exact punishment, not only on the Atreidai but on the entire army. They say of his death that
he was bound "to accomplish in the end an evil fate of troubles infinite" (e^avt»oceiv

KCXKOCV |

potpav drceipecicovrcovcov:926-927) and in thefinalstasimon that "this man is made over to a
hateful god"

(OOTOC;

dveitai ccoyepcp Saiuovi: 1214-1215). Both comments portray him as

the victim of some outside force, which is an erroneous characterization of his final act. They
simply do not comprehend how his excessive - one might almost say maniacal - allegiance to
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the heroic code, when he is slighted and dishonoured by the judgement of the arms, led to the
attempted assassination and then, after he realized his great humiliation, to his suicide. That
public recognition of his worth and honour and his own self-esteem are more important to him
than anything - family, friends, comrades, community - is beyond their understanding. So in
terms of the moral issues involved in Ajax's downfall, the Chorus are of no help, because they
do not recognize any guilt on his part nor do they perceive that he is driven by a code of
behaviour that he has pushed to the extreme.
In spite of Tecmessa's news that Ajax is no longer "sick", repeated several times (257
ff, 269, 274 ff, and 306), the Chorus are reluctant to accept her diagnosis and eventually
become convinced that he is once again afflicted with an illness. This error is significant, not
because it is another instance of the Chorus' limited understanding, which was already apparent
in the parodos, but as Winnington-Ingram correctly observes, it forces us to consider whether
Ajax's thinking is sane, especially because the Chorus keep bringing it up.

10

They believe that

his ruin began with the judgement of arms, a belief asserted before (616 ff.) and after his death
(934-936). The inference that the Chorus at the end of thefirststasimon are unknowingly
suggesting a different time-frame for the start of his "sickness" is, I think, a little too convoluted
and subtle, at least for a spectator. But when we learn in the messenger's speech that Ajax has
already twice displayed haughty pride, we begin to realize that "his thinking beyond the human
level" (761) goes back a long way and is a part of his innate temper. In a deeper sense, the
Chorus areright.Ajax is "sick", but has always been so, or at least from the time he set out
from Salamis, because his true self includes an excessive pride and self-sufficiency, an
unwillingness to recognize his mortal limits, which the awarding of the arms unleashed. By
their confusion over delusion and sanity, the Chorus, in spite of their "obtuseness", have
supplied us with a vocabulary to understand the mind of Ajax.
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While the Chorus do not fully understand Ajax andfindhim difficult to deal with, they
still remain steadfastly loyal and devoted to him. Their concern for his well-being and
unwavering support have an enormous influence on how we feel about Ajax and offset to a
remarkable degree the negative impression caused by his actions. A quick review of what he
does will make this repulsion evident. Ajax, feeling slighted and cheated when Achilles' arms
are given to Odysseus, harbours such resentment that he plots to assassinate the Greek chiefs
and would have been successful but for the intervention of Athena who deludes him into
mistaking animals for men. He slaughters many beasts, killing the herdsmen as well; he takes
sadistic pleasure in his deeds of carnage and even treats the goddess with some condescension.
Upon recoveryfromhis state of delusion, he remains unrepentant, feeling humiliated only
because his intentions were frustrated. Shortly afterwards, he kills himself, invoking a curse on
the entire army, and abandoning his war-bride and son, his parents and comrades. What a
monster we think! Yet to our surprise this is not ourfinalevaluation of him and we even feel
pity towards him.
How has this happened? It begins in the prologue when Odysseus takes pity on his
deluded rival (121 ff.) but is continued by the Chorus in the parodos where they stress the
positive qualities of Ajax.

11

He is a "noble spirit", an "eagle", and the Ajax they know would

never have slaughtered tame, helpless animals. Their complete dependence on him, which they
willingly accept, and their anxiety and worry for his reputation attest to his character and ability
as leader. In thefirsttwo kommoi, the tones of grief to which the Chorus contribute, inspire,
temporarily at least, a strong feeling of pity and compassion for Ajax.

12

The sadness and

dejection of thefirststasimon, which includes the grieving of his parents, and the contrast
between his former illustriousness and present abject state add to the pathos of Ajax's situation.
In the third kommos the mourning of the Chorus for their fallen leader contributes to our sense
that with his death something of importance has been lost. In short, the Chorus "sustain our
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sympathy and admiration for Ajax even at his worst."

13

They, of course, do not do this single-

handedly. Tecmessa, because of her love and devotion to him, and to a lesser extent Teucer,
because of his mourning and brotherly affection, also help us see Ajax in a more positive light.
To engender such feelings as these he must, we surmise, be endowed with admirable qualities,
in addition to those of military might and prowess.
Another important reason for our feeling pity for Ajax is the Chorus' blindness towards
his guilt. They never mention his thwarted attack on the Greek chiefs and it is not until the
arrival of Menelaus that we hear of it again. The result is that Ajax is seen more as a victim
14

who is deluded by Athena into committing degrading acts of butchery, rather than as the
instigator of his own downfall owing to his uncontrollable, criminal passions. His frenzy
appears to be something imposed on him instead of generated within and merely redirected.
They surmise in the parodos that he must have a been a victim of an angry god if in fact he
performed the act of carnage and a little later fear that a blowfroma god has struck him
(SESOIKOC
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TIC, fJKet: 278-279).

Even their characterization of his later mood

as a sickness reinforces the impression that he is not at fault for his thoughts and actions but
subject to a malevolent force which he cannot overcome.
They may complain about the difficulty of dealing with him but they never reproach him
for anything he does. Nor is he ever criticized by Tecmessa. This silence, if you will, on their
parts shapes in a subtle way our positive appraisal of him. Although the Chorus suffer because
of him, they are not used in the play to show that his death was unheroic and a shirking of his
responsibilities as a leader, nor are they used to emphasize the fact that he deserts his comrades
and leaves them stranded and vulnerable in a foreign land. He does abandon family and friends
but I believe his death has a certain nobility in it, however extreme his sense of personal honour
on which it is predicated. Rather than pointing attention to his failings, their function, as I have
indicated above, is to create sympathy for him through their loyalty and concern and by what
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they do not say. One of the fascinating aspects of this play is its ability to induce admiration for
Ajax in spite of much evidence that seems to condemn him.
Minor Issues
3) Self-referentiaiity in the Second Stasimon

Problem: What is the purpose of the Chorus' reference to their own or other people's
dancing (self-referentiality) while they are dancing themselves? Is it to heighten the mood of
jubilation or is it a reminder of their role as ritual performers in the religion of the polis? Choral
self-referentiality, which also includes references to maenads, pipes, and Dionysiac frenzy, is
present in four of the seven extant plays of Sophocles. These occur in the second stasimon (693
ff.) of the Ajax; in the parodos (152-154), the fourth stasimon (963-965), and the fifth stasimon
(1146-1152) of the Antigone; in the choral song (216 ff) and second stasimon (640-643) of the
Trachiniae; and in the second stasimon (896) and the third stasimon (1086 ff.) of the Oedipus
Tyrannos.

Scholarly Opinion: Henrichs argues that choral self-referentiality reminded the original
audience that the Chorus were not only characters in a play but also performers of rituals, which
were integral to the religion of the polis. He notes that the choruses in Sophocles who comment
on their own performance are all assigned Dionysiac identities. Although he examines only
choral references to dancing, he acknowledges that choruses in their dance-songs also perform
such rituals as prayer, lament, supplication, and divination. He believes, therefore, that ritual
self-referentiality in Attic drama is widespread. When the Chorus refer to dancing, they never
step out of the drama, but always locate the reference within the dramatic context.
Consequently they do not break the dramatic illusion but integrate their choral performance in
the orchestra with the imaginary rituals referred to in the action of the play. The tragic Chorus
through self-referentiality enabled the audience to cross the boundary between the Chorus as
tragic character and the Chorus as ritual performer, between the drama and the religion which
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the drama is celebrating. In regard to the reference to dancing by the Chorus in the Ajax,
Henrichs observes that at the height of their excitement they take on a dual identity. They are
both characters in a drama (Salaminian sailors) and performers of the choral dance. Their
double role is reflected in the dual identify of Pan whom they summon. The Athenian Pan was
connected to the battle of Marathon; the Arcadian Pan to the battle of Salamis. Furthermore,
Pan is closely associated with Dionysos with the result that the Chorus is here linked to
Dionysiac enthusiasm. Henrichs also remarks that the Chorus project to a more distant and
unspecified setting the dancing which they mention. Similar shifts occur in the other examples
of choral self-referentiality in Sophocles as well as in Euripides.

15

Heikkila in looking at the references to dancing in Sophocles does not consider whether
they reveal the Chorus as performers of rituals in honour of Dionysos, but he does make the
following points. The references to dance only appear in passages expressing joy and gratitude.
(Oedipus Tyrannus 896, where the Chorus, worried about the falseness of oracles, question if
they should dance any longer, is the exception that proves the rule.) They emphasize and
explain the physical aspect of the Chorus' high emotions and produce a contrast to the preceding
and subsequent action. The joyous dances represent false hopes and misconceptions. The
descriptions of the dances may also have served to point out dramatic irony and allude to future
disasters. Although it is not known what the "Mysian and Cnosian dances" of the second
stasimon of the Ajax entailed, there is some evidence to suggest that they were weapon dances
which induced a frenzied joy in the celebrants. Their mention would thus have imparted
additional information to the audience about the emotional state of the Chorus and the weapons
themselves may have been a reminder to the audience of Ajax's sword, the weapon he used to
kill the animals and the one on which he will shortly fall.

16

My View: It is impossible to determine with any certainty how the original audience
would have reacted to these choral references. There is no dispute that choral dancing was a
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major element in all Attic drama and an important part of Greek religion since it was performed
in other cultic and festive settings. As a result, even without the explicit references to dancing
or otherrituals,the audience would be well aware that the drama they were watching was a part
of a religious festival. Henrichs acknowledges that there is always a context within the drama
for these references. Therefore, the audience may not have given any particular thought to the
"dual identity" of the Chorus when self-referentiality does occur, and if they had, I am not sure
what this would have added to what they already knew. Henrichs thinks the audience would
have enjoyed a more "integrated experience".

17

Whatever may be the case, choral self-

referentiality was not common in tragedy. It is rare in Aeschylus; it occurs in some of the extant
plays of Sophocles and in a few of the surviving plays of Euripides. If it supposedly increased
the audience's enjoyment, it is odd that there are not more instances of self-referential language.
It is also curious that all the major references to dancing in Sophocles occur in odes of
joy which come before a catastrophe. The simplest deductionfromthis fact is that, rather than
drawing attention to theritualperformance of the Chorus, they are used to heighten the mood of
ecstatic happiness in order to offer a strong contrast to the coming disaster. It seems to me quite
natural to speak of dancing in a context of joy and celebration, thereby reflecting and
emphasizing the jubilation. No other reason is necessary for the reference. There would have
been enough to occupy the attention of the audience during the second stasimon, without their
reflecting on the ritualistic identity of the Chorus. Ajax had just uttered his "deception speech"
and probably they would still be contemplating the ambiguities in it and conscious of the illfounded hopes of the Chorus, knowing that the story of Ajax ends in his suicide (a frequent
subject both in black-figure and red-figure vase painting). Moreover, if Sophocles had wanted
to draw attention to the religion of the polis with these choral references, why is it that all the
rituals so mentioned bring no helpfromthe gods? Henrichs thinks that "the device of choral
self-referentiality thus serves to articulate thefragilityof ritual remedies, but also their centrality
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to the life of the drama and the life of the audience." I think that the moral lesson the audience
18

of the

Ajax

would have more likely drawn from the Chorus' illusory jubilation is: listen

carefully before you "leap". If attention was being directed to the rituals and they were shown
to be so inefficacious, members of the audience could have rightly asked, borrowing a phrase
from the Chorus of the Oedipus

Tyrannus:

"Why should I dance?" Religious practices would
19

have been seen to be questioned rather than their importance reinforced.
The points made by Heikkila, although not novel, are sound and focus on the dramatic
function of these references in the play, which I believe is the most useful way of looking at
them. His tentative conclusion that the dances named in the second stasimon involved weapons
is interesting. If it is true, these imagined weapons would have given the ode a further
complexity. I am not sure what additional impact the mention of these dances would have had
on the audience's understanding of the Chorus' mood since their opening words (ecppi^' epcoTi,
Ttepixocpite 8' dvenTdpav: 693, "I thrill with longing, and leap up in my delight!"), and their
two invocations (icb, icb), particularly to Pan, god of the dance and associate of Dionysos, make
clear their almost frenzied excitement.
4) Suicide and the First Stasimon

Problem: Are the Chorus aware that Ajax intends to kill himself when they sing the first
stasimon?
Scholarly Opinion: Kamerbeek believes they do not fully comprehend the situation.
According to him, they think that hisfrenzyhas still not gone away and appear not to realize
that Ajax intends to kill himself. Because they are ordinary people they fail to see the absolute
demand put on Ajax by his heroic ethics. If they knew he was going to commit suicide, there
would be no background against which the hero could be contrasted and they would have to
either try to dissuade him or remain inactive (as they are doing). Winnington-Ingram holds a
20
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similar but more nuanced view, which he supports by a different reason. He says that they are
either unable to see or unwilling to say that Ajax is bound to kill himself. Because they are soon
to be deceived into believing that he intends to live, they cannot now perceive his real
intentions.

21

Stanford claims that the imminence of Ajax's death is assumed but not explicitly

stated because such a mention would be considered ill-omened. Burton does not address the
22

problem as stated but he does think that the Chorus stand backfromthe tensions of the moment
and make no particular reference to Ajax's suicidal mood. Since I have already commented on
his interpretation of this ode, I include his opinion here for completeness but have nothing more
to add to what I have already said. Gardiner thinks the question is not relevant to the dramatic
situation. References to his death would be ill-omened, would involve future repetition, and
lessen the dramatic tension because it is what we expect. Yet in spite of this omission they are
still able to create a funereal mood.

23

My View: I have already argued in the previous chapter that the Chorus do allude to his
suicide by the references to his "sickness", the mention of Hades and his "ruin", and the
24

description of his grieving mother. I argued also that the ode contains elements of immediacy
and remoteness. I contended earlier in this chapter, that by "sickness" they mean his present
state of mind, not his initial delusion or combination thereof. So I do not think that knowledge
of his intention to kill himself prevents themfromdescribing his former glory (Kamerbeek's
"background") because there still exists in this ode a strong contrast between past and present,
with his intention of suicide allusively equated with his present condition. Nor does this
knowledge detractfromthe subsequent deception, because it is not made explicit. Even if it
were, for them to movefromapprehending the truth to being deceived then back to seeing
clearly is not dramatically impossible.
Before the ode, Ajax has given numerous indications that he wants to die, and Tecmessa, in
a long speech (485-524) appeals to him not to abandon her to slavery and his son to
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mistreatment and not to leave his parents without support, by his death. If the Chorus do not
25

speak of it in any way (a valid interpretation but different from mine), there have been so many
references to it that we have to assume they know of it. Perhaps Gardiner is right - the question
is not important. What is important is that we have been led to expect his death and, although
Ajax is out of sight during the ode, he is not out of mind. For the original audience he would
have been almost present since he was only behind the doors of his hut. This expectation may
shape our interpretation of the inexact terms the Chorus use to describe Ajax's state of mind
with the result that opinions differ about their awareness of his intentions. This is an ode which
contains ambiguity, preceding a speech of even greater ambiguity.
5) Sailors versus Soldiers

Problem: Are the men of the Chorus sailors or soldiers?
Scholarly Opinion: Burton believes that the Chorus are composed of sailors who do not
share the dangers of warfare with Ajax, only the discomforts of bivouacing in a foreign land and
the longing to return home and enjoy the delights of peacetime. They are addressed as "sailors",
"sea-faring men", and "mariners skilled in the art of rowing" (201, 349, 357ff, and 565). Once
they are called "warriors" (dvSpec, daniaTfjpec,: 565) and once "comrades" (enaipoi: 687), but
there is no suggestion that they ever engaged in the actual fighting.

26

Gardiner asserts that they are soldiers because they are called "shield-bearing men" (565),
are not associated specifically with the ships, and their fortunes are tied closely to those of Ajax.
Although several times they are called "shipmates" or "seafarers", this does not preclude their
identity as warriors. Moreover, in Homer there is no distinction between rowers and fighters. If
these men are not soldiers, she asks, where are Ajax's troops?

27

M y View: Gardiner's arguments are the more persuasive. Their utter dependence on Ajax
and the danger they feel they are in because of his actions imply a closer bond than that between
Ajax and the sailors he set out with ten years ago. Although there was a difference between
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rowers and hoplites in the fifth century, no such demarcation existed in the Homeric epics. The
Chorus refer to themselves as Ajax's "fellow sailor(s)" (covvccmav: 902). If Ajax is then both
sailor and warrior, are not the Chorus also? Burton dismisses too easily the two references to
their designation as fighting men, terms which seems puzzling if they are only sailors. The
frequent forms of address connecting them to the sea, rather than to the war, emphasize their
unwarlike nature (they compare themselves to doves in 140). They also are reminders of their
and Ajax's common place of origin, the island of Salamis, thus underlining the duration and
closeness of their friendship with him.
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Chapter Four
The Role of the Chorus i n the Antigone
The Antigone has two protagonists instead o f a central character who dominates the play,
as i n the Ajax. Since the play is named after her and she conforms so well to the characteristics
o f a Sophoclean hero, Antigone is generally regarded as the hero. These characteristics include
1

her extraordinary determination and courage, unwavering belief in the justice o f her cause, and
refusal to yield. Such features set her apart from Creon, who does not rise above the human
level, who eventually does yield, and whose faults, unfortunately, resemble all too many
autocrats and dictators. Although Creon speaks almost twice as many lines as Antigone and she
exits more than four hundred lines before the end o f the play, thefirst,second, and fourth
stasima are about Antigone and she features i n the third, with the result that their roles have a
more equal weight.
The play involves various types o f conflict between the protagonists: polis/oikos, divine
and human laws, rationalism/emotion, male/female. The protagonists, however, have very
different concerns and d o not speak the same language. They share no common values and are
not interested i n listening to one other. This gap between them is best articulated b y Antigone:
cbq e u o i

TCOV

CTCOV

Xoycov

a p e c T o v oo8ev, pr|8' a p e a G e i n none,

oikco 8e K a i aoi T a p ' 6xpav8avovT' ecpo. 499-501
There is nothing to please me i n your words, and may there never be, and just so
m y attitude displeases you.
They remainfixedi n their positions, except for Creon who does give i n but only late i n the play,
and they have only one major encounter. Complicating and obscuring the conflict is that neither
protagonist is the proper defender o f his o r her cause. Antigone is obsessed with her family t o
the exclusion o f almost everything else. Creon is a tyrant, who believes erroneously that he
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represents the interests of the polis and accordingly tolerates no disobedience, however justified.
It is not the case that they are equally wrong but that the issues are clouded. The Chorus
become the protagonists' principal link and bridge the gap between their extreme positions to
some extent. Although they are politically allied with Creon and disapprove of Antigone's
action and therefore are not neutral, they never actively support him and show some sympathy
for her, in contrast to Creon's unremitting hostility.
The Chorus are the ballast of the play. Creon is opposed by Antigone, Haemon, and
Tiresias in three successive episodes. If the Chorus were also against him, trying to persuade
him to show moreflexibilityand leniency, the forces arranged against him might have proved
too strong. At the least, his position would appear more indefensible. Moreover, if the Chorus
had defended Antigone's cause, the conflict between the two might have appeared too clear-cut.
On the other hand, if the Chorus truly concurred with Creon and promoted his policies, they
would have appeared extreme and immoderate, forsaking whatever credibility they have as
representatives of Thebes. There would be no intermediary, however ineffectual, between the
two sides, other than Haemon, whose role is perhaps relatively minor, though crucial.
The nature of the Chorus is established at the beginning of thefirstepisode. First and
foremost they defer to power. According to Creon (165-169), they have always shown loyalty
to the past rulers (Laios, then Oedipus, and lately his two sons). He has summoned them apart
from the rest (EK rcdvicov Si^a: 164) because, presumably, they will give him the same support.
They earlier indicated that they were old when they wondered why Creon had summoned them
for "this assembly of elders for discussion" (ciyyKkryzov rf|v8e yepovTcov . . . X&G%T\V: 159160). Later, we learn that they are members of the ruling class. Antigone calls them "rich men"
(noXvKiryiovec, dv5p£<;: 843) and "rulers of Thebes" (©fiPriq oi KOipavi8av. 940) and Tiresias
addresses them as "lords of Thebes" (©TIN? dvocKTEq: 988). Therefore, they are Theban elders
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whose position of wealth and influence is evidently connected to their loyalty to the person in
power.
As the play progresses, their reticence becomes apparent. When Creon informs them
about his decree to prohibit burial for Polyneices, they say: vopcp 8e xpfkrGca Ttavxi,
eveaxt aoi | Kai

TCOV GOCVOVTCOV

TOUT'

xronocoi ^copev nepi: 213-214, "you have power to observe

every rule with regard to the dead and to us who are alive." They do not say whether his policy
is good or bad, only that it is his right to rule as he wishes. They refuse to take sides during the
confrontation between Creon and Haemon. After both have spoken at length, they say to Creon:
dva£, ae % EIKOC,, ei' TI Kcdpiov Xeyei, | paGetv, ae T' ecu TOt>8'- eS yap eipnTca 8inX,fi: 724725, "King, it is proper, if he says anything that is to the point, that you should learnfromhim,
and you (Haemon),fromCreon; for true things have been said on both sides." They do not
argue against the injustice of putting Ismene to death, but merely ask Creon whether he intends
to kill both sisters. While their question indicates that they are more moderate than Creon and
prods him to change his position, they save Ismene's life more by luck than anything else.
Creon appears to have softened a little after the quarrel with his son and is thus more open to
suggestion. Whether they would have made any plea for her if he had indicated that he still
planned to kill both sisters cannot be known, but they remain silent when immediately
afterwards Creon informs them how Antigone will die. Only when Tiresias gives proof of the
gods' displeasure with Creon for his treatment of Antigone and Polyneices, do they at last
advise Creon what to do.
How much they repress what they think out of fear of Creon cannot be exactly
determined but it certainly appears to restrain themfromspeaking their mind. In his scenes with
the guard, Haemon, and Tiresias, Creon is revealed as a man quick to anger and ready to suspect
treason and insubordination on theflimsiestevidence. His brutishness is apparent in the harsh
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metaphors he uses, derivedfromanimal husbandry, metallurgy, and agriculture. The Chorus
experience his wrath personally when they speakfranklyabout the seemingly divine nature of
the first burial. Antigone believes they curb their tongues out of fear (505). Surely it is ironic
when Creon says to the Chorus:

epoi yap O C T I C , rcaaav euGuvcov noXiv
pTi

TCOV

aXX

E K

dpiaicov ocnxexai Pouteupancov,

cpoPoi)

KccKiatoq

iox> yXcoaaav EyicXfiaac,

etvai vbv

TE

K a i 7idXai

8OKEI.

E%EI,

178-181

Yes, to me anyone who while guiding the whole city fails to set his hand to the
best counsels, but keeps his mouth shut by reason of some fear seems now and
has always seemed the worst of men.
This fear, however much it affects their behaviour, is operative not only during the action but
possibly in some of the choral songs as well, since Creon may be present for the second, third
and fourth stasima, and the kommos with Antigone. It is unlikely, however, that he is on stage
for the third stasimon and following kommos since he probably leaves earlier to make
arrangements for Antigone's imprisonment.
Given the fact that fear does act as a restraint on them, their relationship to Antigone is a
bit problematic, but the broad outlines seem clear enough. As was said before, they show some
sympathy for Antigone. They are tearful (803) when they first see her being led off to the cave
to die and a little later acknowledge that her "respect (for her brother) is a noble kind of respect"
(CTEPEIV

p£v evce^eia

TIC;

872). But when she is first revealed as the perpetrator of the burial,

they say that she was caught in an act "of folly" ( E V dcppoauvn: 383) and after her speech on the
unwritten and immortal laws, they call her the savage daughter of a savage father (471-472).
They believe that her family is under a curse (594-597). They call both brothers "hated"
(aTDYEpoTv:

144), by which they probably mean that they are hated, not only by each other, but
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by the gods as well. The relationship, certainly from Antigone's point of view, worsens during
2

the kommos. In the exodos they make no mention of her. In summary, they are not without
feeling for Antigone but barely acknowledge the justice of her burial of Polyneices. They value
their position in relation to Creon over their pity and lukewarm sympathy for a girl whose
emotionalism and wilfulness they disapprove of strongly and whose family is marked for
destruction. Furthermore, differences in age and gender obviate a close association between
them.
Parodos 100-161

When the Chorus make their entrance, nothing of their personality is known but we learn
some things about them in the parodos. Their identity as old men, however, would probably
have been clear to the ancient audience by the masks and costumes they were wearing. The
entry song is composed of two strophic pairs (100-109, 117-126; 134-140, 148-154) in similar
meters. The first pair is strictly choriambic while the second pair, except for the beginning twoline enoplian period, is iambo-choriambic. Each strophe and antistrophe is followed by
3

anapests (110-116, 127-133, 141-147, and 155-161) recited by the coryphaios. The anapests are
a complement rather than contrast to the lyrics (excepting the final section), and the language of
the anapests is less oblique. The last anapestic section, heralding the arrival of Creon, is part of
the parodos in terms of meter, but in content, it looks forward to the following episode. It is as
if the Chorus were in transitionfromthe lyric mode to spoken dialogue,fromreflection to
interaction. Similar intermediary anapests occur after the first stasimon when the Chorus see
Antigone being brought in under arrest and after the second stasimon when they signal
Haemon's entrance.
The parodos provides a strong contrast to the prologue. There it is night (16) and the
mood is anxious and unsettled as Antigone severs all ties with her sister and plans to defy
Creon's decree and proudly die for it. Now the sun is dawning and the mood celebratory, as the
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Chorus voice their jubilation that the city has been saved from the Argive army. The meter
moves directly from spoken iambics to sung lyrics, without intervening anapests. Since they are
unaware of any potential discord in the city, their happiness is not without irony. Their mood
looks forward to the entrance of Creon who gives the impression of someone confident in his
ability to govern. The events they recall, however, look back to the war that ended just before
the prologue. The attack on the city, which almost seems like a civil war because of the enmity
between the sons of Oedipus, is the background to the action of the play. That they will place
great value on civil obedience and respect for the laws seems understandable in light of the
danger to themselves and their city caused by family strife.
The song is a celebration of the recent victory and borrows words and phrases from
epic and the Seven against Thebes. The frequent references to the city, by name (three times),
4

by the number seven (four times) and by association (Dirce, the dragon), give the song a
patriotic air. It is a hymn of thanksgiving to various gods. The sun is credited for driving the
Argive army into headlong flight. Ares, as he strikes down the enemy, is like a right-hand tracehorse (8e^i6oeipo<;), guiding the city on a safe course in its moment of peril. Glorious-named
Nike shows the city favour in return for past worship (ocvTixocpetaa). All the pantheon are
seemingly deserving of honour for the victory since the Chorus plan to visit their temples and
dance all nightlong. Dionysos merits special gratitude, fitting for the patron god of triumphant
Thebes, by being called to lead the dances. Hymnic form is not strictly observed since only the
sun is addressed and there are no patronymics. The song conforms to a rhapsodic hymn in
recounting the divine favours the city has received and in concluding with a farewell, as the
Chorus exhort forgetfulness of the war and look forward to nightlong revelry.

5

In its recall of the recent war, the parodos is vivid and striking. There are numerous
words appealing to the sense of sight. The ode begins with the "beam of the sun" whose
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brightness is reinforced by a triple reference to light (cpavev,

96:05,

ecpavGriq) and an epithet

(xpweac, dpepac, pXecpapov: 103-104). The gold in the epithet is echoed later in xptxroo
Kavaxfjc, (130) which combines sight and sound. The white shields of the Argives (106) are
likened to an eagle's snow-white wing (114). "Pine-fed Hephaestus" (123) is a metonymy for
the enemy's pine torches which might have burned Thebes had the enemy not been defeated.
Capaneus is carrying a torch (rcopcpopoq: 135) when he totters and falls to the ground.
Words suggesting sound are also frequent. The invading army "screams loudly' (o^eoc
KkaiCfov:

112)

and approaches in "clanging gold"

(130).

When they are struck down from the

top of the battlements, they are on the verge of "shouting forth victory" (viicrrv . . . dX.aA,d^ai:
133). Before his fall Capaneus is breathing out "blasts" (pinatq: 137) and as he hits the ground,
"the earth resounds with a thud"

(OCVTIT{)7ICX

. . . yd: 134). "The din of battle" (naxayoc,

"Apeoq: 125) at the Argives' backs grows intense and Ares himself "strikes down hard"
(~ucpeXi£cov: 139) on them.
The image of the eagle to which the attacking Argive army is compared is also effective
in conveying succinctly what the war was like, especially the terror. In addition to the
"screaming" and "white wings" which have already been mentioned, the eagle/army "flies"
(v7t£pe"a: 113), "pauses over the houses" (axdc, 8' imep peA-dGpcov: 117), "ringing round
(gapes around) with spears that longed for blood" (cpovcb- | aaiciv dpcpixcxvcbv KUKXCO:

117-

118), and departs before "his jaws had been glutted with our (Thebans') gore" (dpeTepcov |
ocipdTcov yevoaiv nXr\cQr\- | vai:

120-123).

As can be seen, the expressions are both literal

and metaphorical. Introduced in the anapests (112) after thefirststrophe, the eagle image and
metaphor extends to the end of thefirstantistrophe where the bird of prey is unsuccessful in
conquering the "serpent", associated with Thebes. The struggle between the eagle and serpent,
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often represented in Greek poetry, recalls in particular the serpent held in the talons of an eagle
in the Iliad (12.201)

6

Although military terminology is included in the description of the attack (noXk&v
OTIXCOV,

iTtnoKopou; KopuGeGaiv, Xoyxctiq, Xo%ocyoi, 7tayxaX,Ka

TEXTI,

X6y%a<;), the actual

fighting between the Argives and Thebans is of course not narrated. The rout of the enemy
from the perspective of the Chorus is due to divine intervention and the Theban soldiers'
contribution to the military success appears negligible. Perhaps "the seven captains at the seven
gates" are representative of the Theban and Argive armies but only the mutual slaughter of the
brothers is specified. The Chorus neglect to mention any other loss of life on the part of the
Thebans. The account, although impressive in its details, is selective and impressionistic.
Because of the minimalization of the Theban presence, the real fighting that took place is only
implied and the battle has been turned into a myth (which, of course, it is). The Argives are
guilty of "boastfiilness" (127), and "arrogance" (130) for which they are punished by the gods.
By the similarity of language between line 127 and lines 1350-1351 of the closing anapests, the
Argives' defeat foreshadows that of Creon. This tendency of the Chorus to remove themselves
from the action and think in abstractions will occur in other choral odes.
The last image of the battle and its culmination is that of the sons of Oedipus killing one
another (144-147). It is noteworthy that, although the blame for the war is clearly ascribed to
Polyneices, who is allied with the "boastful" and "arrogant" enemy and started the war
(noXuveiKouc, ... veiKecov EH, dpcpiAoycov: 110-111), there is no glorification of Eteocles. As
was mentioned earlier, both brothers are called "hated" (aTuyepotv: 144). The impropriety of
their mutual slaughter is suggested by the reference to their common lineage, "born of one
father and one mother" (144-145). The theme of a family turning in on, and destroying, itself,
the latter recalled in detail by Ismene in the prologue (49-57), and embodied here in the deaths
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of Eteocles and Polyneices, brings to mind Antigone, who has already risked her own death
through her devotion to the unburied Polyneices.
First Stasimon 332-375
In the previous episode, Creon enunciates his general principles of governance. For him,
the well-being of the polis is of the utmost importance. He disapproves of anyone who values a
friend or family member above the interests of the polis and abhors its enemies. When the
guard informs him that his decree has been violated, he suspects that the disobedience is the
result of bribery from a faction opposed to his rule. The guard and Creon both exit and the
Chorus are alone for the first stasimon. Made up of two strophic pairs (332-341, 342-352; 353364, 365-375), as are all the odes in the play with the exception of the third stasimon, the ode is
varied in meter. The first pair begins with aeolic elements (glyconics and choriambics) but
finishes in dactylics and iambics. The second pair, except for the initial enoplian period
extending over three lines, is iambic.

7

Probably the best known ode in all of Greek tragedy, it is often anthologized because it
can stand alone and still have a powerful impact. But it was written for this play and to take it
out of context is to lose some of its meaning. The ode seems at first remote and disconnected
from what has just transpired. For this reason it creates tension as we try to establish the links
between what the Chorus are saying and what we know of the protagonists. The subject of the
ode is man's 8eivoTT|c„ a word which denotes qualities which range from "wonderful" and
"ingenious" to "terrible", "strange" and "extraordinary". By "man", I mean that the Chorus are
speaking about males (dvGpcbnou, avfjp) or think they are, since they presume that the burial of
Polyneices, the immediate cause for the ode, was perpetrated by men. This creates irony since
we know that it was Antigone who carried out the act. Apparently they have abandoned their
earlier idea (278-279) that divine forces were responsible and have adopted Creon's belief that
men, unknown as yet, were bribed to bury Polyneices in order to subvert Creon's rule.
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The ode's link to the previous episode and the prologue becomes more and more
apparent as the song progresses. At the very beginning a connection is made, although not
obvious on a first reading. The word, 8eiv6q, which appears twice in the first two lines (8eivd,
8eiv6xepov) has already been used two times before, both in relation to the burial. When
Antigone is about to leave to go bury her brother, she bids Ismene to let her and her rashness
"suffer this awful thing" (ncxGetv

TO

8eiv6v

TOOTO:

96). The guard had been reluctant to report

the burial because "serious matters make one very nervous" (id 8eivd ydp T O I 7ipoaTiGT|a'
OKVOV

noX/6v: 243). Another connection to the burial is made through a word for "skill" or

"resource". In thefirstantistrophe, man rules over the mountain-wandering beasts by "skillful
means" (prixavatq: 349) and in the second antistrophe, SeivoTTjq is called "the contrivance of
art"

(TO

pnxavoev

TEXVOU;:

365). Ismene used the word dpfJKavoq twice (90, 92) in reference

to her sister's plan because it lacked sufficient resources for accomplishment and therefore
deemed "impossible", and once she applied it to herself (79) because she was without the means
to commit such an act. The taming of horses and bulls by placing a yoke on their necks (dpcpi
Xocpov £oyco: 351) recalls (although it is unintentional on the part of the Chorus) Creon's words
about rebels who refuse to acknowledge his power by putting their "neck(s) beneath the yoke"
(U7i6 L>ycp X-ocpov: 291-292).

Clear references to what has gone before are established in the second antistrophe. The
phrase "laws of the earth" (vopoo$ ... xQovoq: 368) is an obvious reminder of Creon's decree
(and burial rites), while its complement,

GECOV %

evopKov 8IKOCV (369), whether it means

"justice men swear by the gods to obey" or "the oathbound justice of the gods", cannot help but
suggest Antigone's defense for her action. Previously, she told Ismene that the gods honour the
burial of corpses (77). The words also look forward to her coming speech on the unwritten,
unfailing, and immortal divine ordinances which she claims commanded her action. The double
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reference to the polis (uxirircoXic/ anoxic/ 370) brings to mind Creon's political comments in
both of his long speeches of the preceding episode. The use of "daring" (ToXpocc; 371) to
describe the man who consorts with evil echoes Creon's first remark when the guard tells him of
the burial: xiq dvSpcov fjv 6 xok\iy]Csaq Td8e; ("What man has dared to do this?" 248). The
Chorus, therefore, are commenting about the burial, although with such abstraction that if the
ode is read out of context, one would never suspect what occasioned it. They condemn the
burial as an act of evil daring and of sabotage against the polis and want to avoid all association
with the men responsible.
Although the two earlier uses of the word, Setvoc,, implied "terrible" and "formidable",
its meaning for most of the ode is positive, which is why it is often referred to as the "Ode to
Man". In recounting man's accomplishments the Chorus are praising the craft and ingenuity
displayed. Perhaps there is a suggestion of a darker meaning in man's mastery over his
environment when he "wears away" (dTtoxpuetai: 339) the goddess, Earth, as if he were
committing an act of impiety. But he has little choice if he wants to survive. Not until the final
antistrophe is the alarm sounded that man, in possession of this "clever something, the
contrivance of art", does not always accomplish what is good but sometimes uses his
resourcefulness for evil purposes. His ingenuity is without a moral compass, although for most
of the song it has been shown as bringing him great benefits.
There is a rising movement in the ode culminating in the \)\|ri.7io?wc/ anoxic, (370) of the
final antistrophe, itself echoing the earlier TtavTorcopoc/ cbiopoc, (360). These phrases appear
particularly noteworthy because they are in responsion. Thefirststrophe deals with man's
ability to harness the natural world for his own use. He is able to cross the sea, even during the
stormy weather of winter. He ploughs the earth with the aid of "mules" (inneico yevei: 341) so
it produces food for his sustenance. This reference to animals in thefinalline anticipates the
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first antistrophe which is concerned with the capture of birds, beasts, and fish by woven nets,
and the taming of horses and bulls. Accomplishments of a higher order are the subject of the
second strophe. He has taught himself language, reasoning, a "disposition for living in
regulated communities" (aofovopoix; opyac/ 355-356), and shelter against the elements. In
fact, he is all-resourceful, even discovering medicine for previously incurable illnesses. His
ingenuity knows only one failure, he has found no means of avoiding death.
Most of the content of thefinalantistrophe I have already quoted or paraphrased but its
central thought is this. "High in the city" is the person who is able to temper this
"resourcefulness" by allegiance to the polis and by respect and piety to the gods. In and of
itself, 8EIV6TT|<;, is a dangerous force, because without proper guidance it can be as destructive
as beneficial. Such is the outline of the ode. The history of man's evolutionary development
may atfirstseem to be a digression and without relevance to the play. But these are the stages
that are the prerequisites for life in the polis, now under threat by the defiance of the decree, or
so the Chorus are implying. The road has been long and arduous. Therefore, the polis is all the
more valuable and must be defended vigorously against anyone who is trying to destroy it.
The focus of the ode is on man and his accomplishments, with a warning that his
ingenuity may be directed toward evil. Apartfromthe mention of Oecov t evopKOv 5iicav, the
gods are largely absent: "Hades" is more a synonym for death rather than a divine being and
Earth, "the oldest of the gods" (337-338), is a passive entity who must be ploughed to yield
crops. This is significantly differentfromthe parodos, where the gods play a major role in the
victory of Thebes, andfromthe second and third stasima, where divine forces are seen to
control humans. Man here is viewed as an independent agent. This double vision of humans, as
agents and victims, will characterize the Chorus' thinking about Antigone.
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The Chorus are still unaware of the identity of the perpetrator and her motives. As a
consequence, their comments about the relationship between the burial and man's ingenuity are
bound to miss the mark. The absence of any footprints or markings in the earth, as reported by
the guard, and the fact that Antigone performed the burial rite without being seen do suggest
craftiness. On the other hand, certain facts do not fit. Antigone told Ismene to broadcast her
deed, not remain silent about it (86-87), and she acted more out of courage and piety toward the
dead than out of SeivoTnc,, however the word is defined. Although their mention of "moving
toward evil" is meant to apply to the men responsible for the burial, who the Chorus see as
trying to subvert the polis, it suggests Creon, not Antigone. His refusal to let anyone bury
Polyneices anywhere, even though he was a traitor, would probably have been considered
excessive to members of the original audience. To emphasize the barbarity of the edict, there
have been frequent references to the corpse left exposed as food for dogs and birds. He has
already displayed intemperate behaviour, suspecting the guard of bribery without any proof, and
threatening him with hanging. The reluctance of the watchmen to inform Creon of the deed and
the relief of the guard, who was chosen for the task, that he was not put to death, are evidence of
Creon's violent temper. In response to the coryphaios' cautious supposition of divine
intervention for the burial, Creon barely suppressed his rage and insulted him by saying that he
was "foolish" (avouc,: 281) as well as old. This unintended double reference by the Chorus to
the protagonists whereby they comment about Creon while supposedly speaking about Antigone
is a feature of the second and fourth stasima as well.
This stasimon has attracted much attention and further comments about it will be made
in the following chapter. As a final point for the present discussion, it should be borne in mind
that the Chorus arefreeto say what they think since Creon is not present. Although they do not
know that a family member performed the deed, they voice no objection to or reservation about
the decree. Creon has their full support.
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After the stasimon, the Chorus announce in anapests (376-383) the arrival of Antigone, a
"godsent portent" (8aip6viov leprae/. 376). Three observations are to be made. The Chorus are
completely surprised that it was Antigone who performed the rites, an indication that they have
thought of her as obedient and incapable of such boldness. She is like her father (8uaTT|vo<;:
379), foreshadowing the theme of a family doomed in the second stasimon. Finally, consistent
with their stance in the previous ode, they disapprove of her action (ev atppoewn: 383), but
they now know that a relative, not political discontents, buried the corpse.
Second Stasimon 582-625
In the previous episode, the Chorus remain silent as Antigone acknowledges with
defiance that she did the deed and refuses to concede to Creon that a distinction should be made
between her brothers. They speak only to announce Ismene's entrance by a poignant
description of her grief. Immediately followed by Creon's likening her to a viper sucking his
blood dry, their remark clearly indicates that they think differentlyfromCreon about the sisters,
showing sympathy in contrast to his unmitigated hostility. The imminent execution of Antigone
and Ismene suggest to the Chorus the theme of a family destroyed by the gods. The two
strophic pairs (582-592, 593-603; 604-614, 615-625) of this stasimon, in terms of meter,
resemble earlier songs. The first pair, like the second pair of the first stasimon, begins with an
initial period of three lines in one meter (here it is in dactylo-epitrite) and changes to an iambic
rhythm. The second pair is mainly iambo-choriambic, the predominate meter of the second
strophic pair of the parodos.

8

The stasimon begins as if it were going to be about those who are happy and free from
evils, but except for those to whom hope is a benefit (615-616), left vague, and the "small man"
avoiding disaster (625), it is about quite the opposite sort of people.

9

It paints a gloomy picture

of human existence where self-deception and destruction, bothfromthe gods and self-induced,
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are prominent. The two gnomic utterances bring no comfort at all: wealth brings disaster (613614) and evil seems good to those whom the gods are leading to disaster (622-624).
The second and third lines introduce the main theme: a family destroyed by the gods
through ate. The destruction passing from one generation to another is emphasized by particular
phrases and repetition of words: yeveotc; eni nXfjGoc, eprcov, ap%ata ... nfipocTcc cpGncov eni
7ifipaai ni"ovr\ oo5' anakXarsaex yevedv yevoc,. The importance of ate is evident by the
word's appearing four times and the concept is given concrete expression through vivid images,
most prominently in the Thracian sea-storm. The dire blasts of winds suggest the power of ate,
while the darkness at the bottom of the sea and the dark sand stirred up, the destructive
blindness it causes. The wailing headlands buffeted by gales are reminders of the suffering and
lamentation ate brings in its wake. Other images connected to the concept are the bloody
chopper (or dust) mowing down the last root of the family and a foot being burned in the fire.
While the first strophe is meant to apply to the house of Labdacus, it is not named specifically
until the first antistrophe, which gives the impression that this family is only one of many who
have been destroyed by ate. Furthering the pessimism of the first strophic pair is the delay of
any indication that the victims are guilty of any offence. Until the Chorus qualify the
destruction as " folly in speech and the Erinys in the mind" at the end of the first antistrophe, a
phrase which is suggestive of both guilt and the manifestation of ate, the family members
targeted appear to be the mere playthings of malicious gods.
In the second strophe, the origin for the family's troubles is clearly ascribed to human
"transgression" (o7teppacria: 605) but the Chorus do not say whether this is manifested anew in
each generation or whether the original "transgression" is responsible for the death of successive
family members. The former explanation, however, would seem to be favored. The word
recalls 07tep8papetv (455) and O7rep|3aivooo-a (481) of the previous scene, thus establishing a
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connection to the violation of the decree and thus a new transgression. As well, the aphorism
about the link between wealth and ate that concludes the strophe points to new crimes. The
contrasts evoked in this strophe are remarkable. There is the "dazzling brightness"
(pappocpoeacav ai'yXav: 610) of Olympus and the sense of calm, instead of the murky
darkness under the sea and the winds wrecking havoc. Zeus is in a position of absolute
dominance and he is unassailable and ageless, the opposite of what is in store for humans who
are struck down by a divine force and whose lives (aicbv, T O V xpovov) are of a short duration.
The distance between mortals and the gods could not be greater.
The theme of ate is continued into the final antistrophe where the word appears twice. It
is in fact the last word of the stanza, echoing (along with EKTO<;) the end of the preceding
strophe, and giving the ode a ring structure, since the word appears in the second line. More
examples of blindness or inability to see clearly are given. Men are deceived by "thoughtless
longings" (617), they do not gain knowledge before they have suffered for their mistakes (618619). We note that the source of the concluding aphorism is anonymous (EK TOO: 620),
indicating perhaps that the condition it describes goes a long way back, since the person who
coined the aphorism is not known. It clearly states what happens to someone struck with ate.
When the god leads phrenes to ate, then evil seems to be good.
The ode is intended by the Chorus to be a commentary on Antigone, whom they see as
both an agent in her destruction and a victim of an inherited curse. Her family is named and the
destruction of generations and troubles succeeding troubles fit her family history, recalled in the
prologue (49-57). She and Ismene are indeed the last roots about to be extinguished since they
are both unwed and under a death sentence. The Chorus, in referring to foolish speech and
mental fury, are alluding to Antigone's encounter with Creon where she showed her fierce
determination and displayed haughtiness to Creon and pride at what she had done. This
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characterization is of course biased, failing to take into account her love and devotion, but it is
consistent with how they see the situation. The "transgression" through verbal echoes, as was
shown previously, recalls her disregard of Creon's law.
There is a loose connection to Antigone in the final antistrophe but a stronger one to
Creon. The mistaking of "evil" for "good" (622) recalls the verse in thefirststasimon which
includes the same two words (367). On the other hand, Creon has shown even more autocratic
tendencies, such as refusing to recognize therightof a sister to bury her brother, condemning
both sisters to death although he knows Ismene did not participate, and disregarding the fact that
they are both his nieces, one of whom is betrothed to his son. How the idea of "widely
wandering hope" (615-616) that is the "deception of thoughtless longings" ( d n d x a Koocpovocov
epcoTcov:

617) applies to Antigone is not immediately clear. Do the Chorus think that she is

deluded in thinking that she has brought Polyneices any benefit by burying him, or that her
family will be reconciled in Hades? Possibly there is a pun at work, because ann is in d n d T n .

10

They might be saying that a god has led her to ate. As a result, she lost normal prudence and
her mind wasfilledwith "trivial Eros", deceiving her into a bad act that she thought was a good.
In contrast, the phrase clearly applies to Creon. His belief that he can assert his will,
however unjust, and bring peace and harmony to the polis, is clearly a deception and an illusion.
Earlier words and phrases in the ode ('Tolly in speech", "fury in the mind", "transgression") are
also appropriate descriptions of his harsh and angry remarks to Antigone and Ismene and his
intended punishment of them, as well as his intransigence in not allowing Polyneices any right
of burial. The applicability of the stasimon to Creon is reinforced by the following choral
anapests (626-630) which signal Haemon's arrival. He is called the vectTov yevvrip' (627) of
Creon's sons, or in other words, "the last root". With his death and that of Eurydice, Creon's
family will also be destroyed through ate.
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Third Stasimon 781-800
The Chorus during the exchange between Creon and Haemon assume the role of
ineffectual moderator. They support Creon's speech in which he promulgates his views about
the importance of sons obeying their fathers and the disgrace for men of being bested by
women, and in which he calls Antigone an "evil woman". By referring to their age, which
Creon earlier used against them as an insult (281), and by qualifying with the word, 8oKeiq
(682), their understanding of what Creon said, they may be giving a hint of some minor
disagreement with his opinions. They urge both to listen to one another but give no indication
of whether they fully agree with Haemon, who said that Creon should show some flexibility and
that Antigone's action has the full support of the city. When Haemon leaves they perceive the
seriousness of his perturbed state of mind, unlike Creon, but do not press the point. They say
nothing about Creon's plan to entomb Antigone in a cavern and escape pollution by leaving her
a little food. Probably Creon leaves the stage at the end of the episode to prepare for Antigone's
entombment but he may be present as the Chorus deliver the third stasimon. The shortest of the
choral odes, it is composed of only one strophic pair. The meter is largely choriambic and most
of its elements have appeared in earlier odes.

11

The stasimon is a hymn addressed to Eros, starting in the second person but moving to
the third person in the antistrophe where it is equated to "desire" (ipepo$: 796) and Aphrodite
(800). It includes hymnic elements: invocation, listing of attributes and powers (unconquered
in war, dwelling in many places, inescapable, maddening), anaphora ('Epcoq ... "Epcoq, 05 ev
... 65 ev, O U T ... ot>0\ cb Kai ... ci) iced) and universal importance (neither the gods nor
mortals are immune from it). It does not include, however, a request or a farewell. Ring
12

composition is evident in the similarity between the opening address ("Epco<; dviKate p&xav)
and thefinalphrase (ocpocxoc, yap epTtai^ei Beoq 'AcppoSvta). The verb that is used of
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Aphrodite, "to sport or play with", ends the ode on a disturbing thought. This force which can
cause terrible harm (791-792) is the plaything of the goddess.
Its connection to the previous scene is unambiguous since the Chorus mention the
quarrel that has just taken place (i66e veucoc,: 793) and perhaps make a pun on Haemon's name
(c^uvaipov: 794).

13

In addition, they use a word which featured prominently in the prior

episode: cppevac, (792).

14

The "madness" of the person under the influence of Eros (790)

recalls Haemon's threatened suicide and his sudden decision never to see his father again. The
ode brings to the fore a factor remaining largely in the background of the previous dispute.
Haemon never expressed his feelings for Antigone because that would have weakened his
argument. Creon did allude to them but in disparaging terms near the end of the scene by
calling his son, "a slave of a woman" (756). Nevertheless, the reaction of the Chorus to the
confrontation between father and son is limited in scope. They are right to see Haemon's
behaviour influenced to some extent by his desire for Antigone but by focusing on Eros, without
considering the validity of what he said, and believing that it unhinges "just minds", they
discount his arguments, as if he were possessed and could no longer think straight.
The theme of Eros is directly related to both Antigone and Creon. She is brought to
mind by the reference to the young girl whose soft cheeks inspire desire and to the beautiful
bride whose glances conquer. Even though this is not a side of her we have seen, Haemon is in
love with her, and according to Ismene, it was a good match (570). Creon is not alluded to in the
ode but is connected to Eros in a negative way. He has tried to deny its power by breaking off
the marriage engagement, and refuses to see the dire consequences of his son's strong feelings
for his intended bride, not believing the threatened suicide poses any danger. Because the ode is
a hymn and the description of Eros general, not just specific to Haemon, we are also led to think
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of Eros in a wider context - that is, as a fundamental element in human existence. The Chorus
in fact make this explicit near the end of the antistrophe.
They remark that Eros "has its throne beside those of the mighty laws" ( T C O V peydXcov
ndpe8po<5 ev dp%cct<; Qeapcbv: 798-799), a further claim for the power and universality of Eros,
but a problematic phrase if the laws are understood to be those of humans. Eros more often
creates disorder rather than upholds it; sexual desire is usually seen in opposition to laws rather
than their partner. What they must mean by the "mighty laws" are the unwritten laws (so great
and fundamental are they that they need not be written down), which include not only burying
the dead, but also respect for parents. Haemon has just broken this last "law" because he has
Eros operating within him. When the Chorus say that they are being carried "outside the laws"
(Gecpcbv ec/o: 801-802) in the following anapests, they are echoing the reference to the laws
two lines earlier and comparing themselves to Haemon. He too, they think, does not respect the
laws. But in his case, they are referring to the absence of filial piety; in theirs, compassion for a
law-breaker. As afinalpoint, it is to be noted that since the theme of love is associated with
marriage, the ode looks forward to the many references to marriage in the kommos which
immediately follows and to Antigone and Haemon's later "marriage" in death.
Kommos with Antigone 801-862
At the core of the kommos are Antigone's two strophic pairs (806-816, 823-833; 839852, 857-871) which are concluded with an epode (876-882). The strophes and antistrophes
alternate,firstwith the anapests (801-805, 817-822, 834-838), and then the short lyric stanzas
(853-856, 872-875) of the Chorus. Thefirststrophic pair is completely choriambic, the same
meter as the previous stasimon. The second pair is iambo-choriambic with some dochmiacs, the
latter meter highlighting Antigone's agitation. The lyric stanzas are in iambic rhythms.
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Switching from anapests to lyrics, the Chorus indicate their heightened emotion. Different
analyses of the epode have been proposed but it is mainly in iambic and trochaic meters.

15

We notice at once a change in both Antigone and the Chorus. Antigone lets down her
defenses for the first time and appears vulnerable, no longer the young woman who was so sure
of herself. Believing at first that the Chorus secretly approve of what she did, she elicits their
sympathy with her opening words (806-816) and reveals her anxiety and sorrow at dying
unwed, unmourned, and friendless, without any family. Being unwed as she goes to her grave is
apparently her greatest regret, drawing attention to it forcefully in her first speech by the use of
words related to marriage ('buevodcov, vuntpeiou;,fcpvo<;,ftpvricev,vt)pcp£t>ca>). She would
never have spoken of her grief and fears to Creon, nor to her sister, whom she now thinks of as
the enemy. Although it is dramatically necessary that she no longer appear determined to die, if
her death is to evoke any pity, her lamentation is not entirely convincing. She does not think of
Ismene, who by this time clearly matters nothing to her and has been forgotten by everyone.
She refers repeatedly to the fact that she will never be married, but never mentions her
betrothed. Some scholars think Sophocles wanted to show her completely alone at the end, to
increase the pathos of her fate. I do not think her isolation a necessity for making her death
moving, but even if it were, there are consequences for her character. The world she bewails
leaving is bereft of people for whom she cares and thus it has only a tenuous grasp on her.
The Chorus are more sympathetic to her than they have been, at least in the beginning.
They are in tears in spite of themselves (Gecpcov e^co), when she is led out from the palace, and
remark that she has earned glory and praise (817), that she has attained a certain god-like status
(837) and that her action was a sort of piety (872). But their sympathy is limited, suggesting
that she acted "of her own free will" (ott)t6vouo<;: 821). This description implies that she put
her laws, the "laws of the gods", above Creon's. When Antigone says she is being mocked,
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because the Chorus' condolence is half-hearted and without acknowledgement that what she did
was right, they become more critical of her. In the lyric stanzas they charge her with extreme
daring (853) and self-willed passion (875) and by mentioning her father's crime (856), they
cause her even more grief. In their view, a ruler must be obeyed (873-874), a principle which
she chose to ignore and for which she is now paying the consequences.
If Creon is present during the kommos, he may exert some influence on the Chorus'
response to Antigone's words. Without being announced as re-entering, he speaks at line 883
and by his comment, it is evident that he has heard at least part of the exchange, indicating
perhaps that he never left. But the Chorus have been bold enough to say that Antigone has won
glory and praise (817, 837), which would seem to point to his absence. Even if he is on stage, it
is difficult to believe that they admire her unreservedly but fail to say so, simply out of fear. It
seems more likely that they are voicing their opinions, because what they say is consistent with
their earlier criticisms of Antigone and their belief that she is under the influence of ate. They
are opposed to her strong-mindedness and disapprove of her independence and disregard of the
edict. When she mentions marriage, they say nothing about Haemon's impassioned defense on
her behalf or his claim that her action has popular approval. Such remarks would have given
her some consolation. Earlier, they expressed disapproval of the person (or group) who defied
the decree. With such a disobedient subject, they do not want to "share their hearth or thoughts"
(373-374). Therefore, with Antigone, they remain distant and, in so doing, force her to turn to
elements in the landscape as her sole support.
A final point to be made about the kommos concerns Antigone's comparison of herself
to Niobe. She introduces the analogy because their deaths in stone, although different, have a
resemblance, and because they both hover between life and death (Niobe still weeps after she
has been turned into stone, Antigone in the cavern belongs neither to the living nor the dead).
Perhaps she also thinks that they are alike in their inconsolable grief. A further likeness may be
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that, w h e r e a s N i o b e m o u r n e d for her children, A n t i g o n e m o u r n s for the children she w i l l n e v e r
h a v e . W h e n t h e g u a r d n o t i c e d h e r at t h e g r a v e site, h e l i k e n e d h e r t o a m o t h e r b i r d m a k i n g shrill
c r i e s at t h e l o s s o f h e r c h i c k s ( 4 2 3 - 4 2 5 ) . W h i l e t h e C h o r u s g r a n t t h a t it is a n h o n o u r t o b e
thought o f in the s a m e c o m p a n y as s o m e o n e w i t h divine ancestry, they point out that the
c o m p a r i s o n is not entirely apt since A n t i g o n e , like t h e m s e l v e s , is m o r t a l a n d b o r n to mortals.
T h e i r c o n t r a r y v i e w s e r v e s a n i m p o r t a n t p u r p o s e . It r e i n f o r c e s t h e d i v i d e b e t w e e n t h e m .
After C r e o n intercedes, Antigone delivers a long speech., part o f w h i c h (904-915)

has

been thought b y s o m e to be a later insertion and not genuine, although Aristotle referred to the
p a s s a g e i n q u e s t i o n i n t h e Rhetoric ( 1 4 1 7 a ) a n d a c c e p t e d i t a s p a r t o f t h e p l a y . I n t h e l i n e s i n
dispute, she says she n e v e r w o u l d h a v e acted as she did, for a h u s b a n d o r o n e o f her children.
D o e s the Chorus' following remark help decide the issue one w a y or the other? T h e y call her
w o r d s " t h e s a m e b l a s t s o f t h e s a m e w i n d s o f t h e s p i r i t " ( e x i i c o v a o i c b v a v e p c o v a o t a i | \p o % f | q
p i r c a i TnySe y' e x o w r i v : 9 2 9 - 9 3 0 ) , e c h o i n g t h e w o r d s t h e y u s e d o f C a p a n e u s (enenvei | p i n a f t ;
e%8iaTcov a v e p c o v : 1 3 6 - 1 3 7 ) . W i t h o u t t h e l i n e s , t h e y w o u l d b e r e a c t i n g t o t h e f o l l o w i n g : I a m
d y i n g the w o r s t death b y far o f m y f a m i l y ; I a m k i l l e d for s h r o u d i n g m y brother; C r e o n is t a k i n g
m e away u n w e d and deserted by friends; Ihave not transgressed divine justice; Ihave acted
piously; if the gods approve o f m y death, I will forgive m y executioners, if not, m a y they suffer
the s a m e fate. T h e r e is m u c h here to w h i c h the C h o r u s w o u l d object. H e r death, they w o u l d
c l a i m , is o f h e r o w n d o i n g . S h e d i d n o t act p i o u s l y b u t c o n t r a r y t o the l a w o f the polis.

They

w o u l d not be pleased to hear a death curse directed against their ruler. A l t h o u g h Ithink the
w o r d s are consistent with her character and m a k e clearer her life-denying obsession with her
brother and family, what the Chorus say neither supports nor disproves the genuineness o f the
lines.
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Fourth Stasimon 944-987
As Antigone is led off to her entombment, the Chorus sing the fourth stasimon. There is
a lull in the action between herfinalexit and the arrival of Tiresias, bringing news of the gods'
displeasure and setting in motion the belated attempt by Creon tofreethe cityfrompollution. It
is thus an interlude, as we wait for new developments, and the three stories that the Chorus
recount are theirfinalthoughts on Antigone. The stasimon is made up of two strophic pairs
(944-954,

955-965; 966-976, 977-987), both of which follow a similar pattern, starting out in

aeolo-choriambic meters and then changing to iambics.
The stasimon is unique in that it is the only extant Sophoclean ode composed exclusively
of mythological exempla. Thefirststrophe is the story of Danae, thefirstantistrophe that of
Lycurgus, and the second strophic pair that of Cleopatra. Although precise interpretation of all
the particulars is impossible, because the stories of Lycurgus and Cleopatra have different
versions and it is not clear which version is to be understood, the main theme is unambiguous.
Fate often brings terrible suffering and not even the high-born escape it. They express the first
point twice: d poipi8ia TIC, 8<)vapic, 8eivd: 951, "the power of fate is strange"; and Kdrc'
eKeiva | Motpai paicpaicovec, ec?xov: 986-987, "even upon that woman, the long-lived Fates
bore hard". The second point features in all three stories about suffering. Danae is "of noble
birth" (yeved Ttpioc,: 949), Lycurgus is a king (956) and therefore presumably not of low-birth,
and Cleopatra is a princess and daughter of the north wind, tracing her ancestry back to
Erechtheus (981-986).
We should not expect the stories to fit Antigone precisely. There are details in all three
stories which differfromthat of Antigone, but which the Chorus ignore. Nor can we apply
basic arithmetic to the ode and say that because two of the three who suffered are innocent, the
Chorus now believe that Antigone is being unjustly punished. They never remark on the
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innocence or guilt of the victims. Analysis will be hopelessly convoluted if we think that they
are talking in code and cryptically expressing their revised or repressed opinion of her. This is
not to suggest that what they say and what can be inferredfromwhat they say are one and the
same thing. Ambiguity has featured in earlier odes in which the Chorus, intending to comment
on Antigone, have inadvertently remarked on Creon. It gives the odes a richness, but it is
probably the work of the poet, rather than the intention of the Chorus.
Imprisonment features in at least two of the stories (Danae, Lycurgus) and parent/child
violence in a different pair (Danae, Cleopatra). It is not certain whether all three stories are
united by these two elements. The story of Danae most closely resembles Antigone's. She too
has been taken awayfromthe brightness of the sun (944-945), which recalls Antigone's sorrow
at seeing the sun for the last time (808-809, 879), and confined in a "tomblike chamber"
(TopPilpei GaXocpco: 946-947), which expression echoes GaXapov (804) and TupPoc, (891), used
earlier to describe Antigone's cavern. There is no mention that she was wrongfully imprisoned,
like Antigone. Therefore, we ought to conclude that the issue of innocence or guilt is not an
issue for them. Since for Antigone, there is no parallel to Danae's impregnation by the golden
stream of Zeus, they seem to be saying that what happens to both is similar, even though their
fates are different. At the end of the strophe, they are merely making the point that fate is
inescapable, and thus Antigone cannot avoid her destiny. The means, however, which the
Chorus say are employed in the attempt ("wealth", "war", 'Tortification", and "black, seabuffeted ships"), do not apply to Antigone but are suggestive of a man in power, like Creon.
The story of Lycurgus is immediately connected to that of Danae by the word, "yoked"
(£E<>%6TI: 955), since she was treated in the same rough way (Kaxe^euxGn: 947). Nevertheless,
his offending Dionysos by trying to prevent his female devoteesfromworshipping him is not
apposite to Antigone, but bears a close resemblance to the actions of Creon, who in the
following episode will be told that he is offending the gods. On the other hand, Lycurgus, like
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Antigone, is confined in a rocky prison (957-958). Moreover, the description of his
temperament (o^o/oXo^, KEpxopioiq opyatq, KEpTopioiq yXcbacrai<;) recalls their earlier
observations about her "savagery" (471) and the "blasts of winds" (929-930) which come out of
her.

The "terrible (8eiv6v), exuberant force of his madness" (959-960) is a reminder of both the

first and second stasimon. "Terrible" was the word they used of man and, by implication, of the
burial which inspired the ode. The "exuberant force of madness" (959-960) is like a "fury of the
mind", exhibited by those suffering from ate.

The particulars of Lycurgus' personal history

may be different but his personality, according to the Chorus, is similar. But their observation
that he came to know the errors of his way is unlikely to indicate a supposition on their part that
Antigone also will repent. Certainly they have given no indication that they think she will yield
in any way.
The third and longest myth has the least connection to Antigone or to Creon. There has
been a movement away from Thebes during the ode. Danae lived in Argos, Lycurgus in Thrace,
and Cleopatra in further Thrace, on the shores of the Black Sea. As well, her history includes
fantastical elements. Ares is a neighbour and she herself, the daughter of a god, has been raised
in a cave, inhabited by her father's storm winds. The focus of the story is as much on the
blinded children as on Cleopatra, who is not introduced until the antistrophe. The moral seems
to be that even the innocent may suffer a horrible fate and the gods do nothing to stop it. Ares
sees the crime but does not interfere. Again, the Chorus do not blame or absolve anyone
outright but the emphasis put on the children's grisly blinding (dpatov

ETLKOC;,

TocpXcoGev,

dXaov, apa%0Evrcov) and their tears and sorrow (979-980), imply the cruelty and outrage which
they undeservedly suffered. The

KCCI

in KCCTI' EKeivcc (986) suggests that Cleopatra too did not

do anything to warrant her fate. They are not exonerating Antigone by means of this myth,
which involves innocent victims, for if that is what they are now thinking, they would not have
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included the story of Lycurgus. That they are moved at least somewhat by Antigone's
punishment is indicated by the repetition of co next (next) (949, 987) but their sympathy goes
only so far. The allusions to her temper in the second myth may be complemented by
references to the wildness of Cleopatra (raised in a cave, fleet as a horse), perhaps reflective of
Antigone's wild nature, which cannot be tamed by Creon. Furthermore, the shuttle as an
instrument of crime may be a reminder of the rebellion of the female, since it is not a weapon a
male would likely use. Creon has been particularly sensitive about being bested by a woman.
In addition to the unintended allusions to Creon already mentioned, there is the unjust,
unnamed prisoner of Danae, her father, Acrisius, who is eventually killed by Perseus,
foreshadowing the punishment of Creon for his crimes. The "anger" and "madness" of
Lycurgus evoke Haemon's words to his father:
Totq

G E X O U C T I TCOV

EIKE

Gupou: 718, "retreatfromyour anger"; cog

cpiXcov podvn auvcbv: 765, "so that you can rave on in the company of those

friends who will endure it". The third myth does not pertain to Creon in any obvious way, if
indeed there is a connection. The two blinded sons perhaps are to be equated to the two sons of
Creon, although reference to Megareus only appears later (1303). Phineus could be equated
with Creon if he too was blinded as a punishment. Since the ode has attracted considerable
attention because of the difficulty of interpreting these myths whose details are uncertain, I have
only indicated some of the possible secondary meanings, but shall discuss others in the
following chapter.
Fifth Stasimon 1115-1154
In the previous episode, the Chorus are silent during the exchange between Creon and
Tiresias, but when the latter leaves, they advise Creon to release Antigonefromthe cave and
bury Polyneices. Although Creon admits that he too, like the Chorus, knows that the prophet
has never spoken falsely, that knowledge alone does not appear sufficient to convince him to
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reverse what he has decreed, so reluctant is he to admit to error and show weakness. Without
the prompting from the Chorus, it seems he would have remained intransigent. While he is off
stage endeavouring to correct the situation and avoid "the net of disaster" (1097), the Chorus
sing thefifthstasimon. The ode is composed of two strophic pairs (1115-1125, 1126-1136;
1137-1145, 1146-1154) of varied meters. Thefirstpair is more unusual and irregular than the
meter of previous odes but generally is aeolo-choriambic with some iambics. In spite of some
irregularities and uncertainty of the text which make analysis uncertain, the second pair is
similar to that of the first.

18

It is a kletic hymn addressed to Dionysos, containing the standard elements of such a
hymn. There is an apostrophe (co BaKxeo), and an epithet, which here is all-inclusive
(noXocbvope). The names of his parents are given (1115-1118, 1149) as well as his many
haunts (Italy, Eleusis, Thebes, Corycia, Delphi, and Nysa), his attributes (flashing smoke-flame,
ivy, grapes, cries of euhoe, dancing, female devotees), past services to Thebes (1137-1139), and
call for help (1140-1154). His association with Thebes is emphasized by calling the city "the
19

mother city of the Bacchants" (1121) and the god's favourite (1137-1138), by reference to his
Theban mother (1115-1116, 1139), and by referring to the city itself (twice) or things associated
with it (the river Ismene, the seed of the dragon). The numerous references to the city recall
those of the parodos.
It is usually classified as a joy-before-disaster ode as if the Chorus were convinced that
all would turn out well and therefore are celebrating. But it is a prayer to Dionysos to bring
relief to the city, and consequently their joy is anticipatory, rather than unrestrained because of
the certainty of their happiness. They are praying in effect that Creon, by quickly correcting
what Tiresias has described as blasphemy, can remove the stain of pollution from the city.
There is a movement in the ode from the god's journey to the cityfromvarious locales, to his
anticipated arrival, and thenfinallyto the imagined celebration under the night sky, which itself
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appears to take part in the revelry. Tension is created by delaying the main verbs (poXetv:
1144, jipocpavnG': 1149) until near the end of the stasimon, although the postponement of the
request until after the appearance of the other elements is inherent in the genre. Undoubtedly the
original audience would have taken pleasure in listening to a prayer to the patron god of the
dramatic festival they were attending.
The ode is relatively straightforward, in comparison to the previous ones, and the only
one not to allude to the protagonists. It is closely connected to the previous scene in which they
learnfromTiresias of the city's pollution. Hence, they are praying that it be cured of the
"assault of plague" (picdac, ... vocou: 1140-1141). In spite of the Chorus' fervent hopes, there
are hints of a darker outcome, which we are expecting in any case because of the dire prophecy
of Tiresias. Thefrenzyof the god's followers (ei)a^6vTtov, paivopevai) is a reminder of the
double-sided nature of the god who can bring both release and destruction. The thunder of Zeus
(Aioq PapuPpepeta: 1117) and the "groaning strait" (1145) hint at calamity, while "firebreathing stars" have a sinister connotation.
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Finally, the all-night dances which conclude the

ode echo those the Chorus mentioned at the end of the parodos butfromwhich they were
distracted, because of unforeseen events. Here they pray for the arrival of Dionysos and instead,
a messenger arrives.
Since the messenger's opening speech conveys no specific information, the Chorus have
to question him for details of what has happened. He only relates the death of Haemon at first
and not until the entry of Eurydice does he give the full particulars, which includes Antigone's
suicide. The Chorus say nothing about her death, being distracted by the sudden departure of
Eurydice which arouses their concern. It is to be noted how Antigone is practically forgotten
after the fourth stasimon. Rather like Ismene, she disappearsfromthe play. Tiresias alludes to
her only after Creon suspects him of lying for profit and shows his unwillingness to comply
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with the prophet's instruction to bury the exposed corpse. After the messenger's account of the
incidents in the cave, she is never mentioned again and her body, unlike Haemon's and
Eurydice's, is not brought on stage.
Kommos with Creon and Messenger 1260-1353
The Chorus signal Creon's arrival in recitative anapests (1257-1260) in which they
cautiously (ei 9epiq eineiv) blame him for his own ruin. The basic building block of the
kommos is made up of two strophic pairs (spanning 1261-1276, 1284-1300; 1306-1325, 13281346), mainly in dochmiacs and sung by Creon. These lyrics are interrupted by iambic trimeters
(1270, 1277-1283, 1293, 1301-1305, 1312-1316, 1326-1327, 1338) spoken by the messenger,
the Chorus, and Creon. The dochmiacs underscore Creon's anguish, in contrast to the calmer
tones of the messenger and Chorus. Anapests (1347-1353) of the Chorus end the kommos and
the play.
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The Chorus have only eight lines of dialogue between their announcement of Creon and
thefinalanapests. Most of the kommos is dominated by Creon, utterly broken in spirit, as he
laments the deaths of his son and wife, blames himself for the catastrophe, and wishes for his
own death. The secondary role is that of the messenger from the palace who relates the suicide
of Eurydice. As in the kommos with Antigone, the Chorus offer Creon little consolation and do
not share in his sorrow. Since Creon is crushed by events, overwhelmed by his loss, they begin
to take control, telling their king that "quickest is best" (1327), "we must attend to present
tasks" (1334-1335), "utter no prayers now" (1337). When Creon asks to be led away, they say:
(my translation) "you are advising what is profitable, if there is any profit in misfortunes"
(Kep8n 7iapaivetq, ei' T I Kep8o<j ev Kocicotq: 1326). By referring to "profit", they use one of

Creon's favourite words, knowing that they will be understood.
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Thefinallines clearly refer to Creon who has acted impiously ( d c e n T e i v : 1350), has
received "great blows" (peydXac,rcXnyac,)and is advanced in years (yipcx). The thought may
be expressed in general terms and gloss over the suffering of the characters, but the pious
wisdom of the Chorus offers some moral guidance. The phrase TO cppovetv ("good sense",
"wisdom") frames the final anapests. It is fitting that this phrase should be used at the end,
since the verb, its derivatives, and related words have appearedfrequently,and "good sense" is
an important theme of the play. As the Chorus have shown, however, "good sense" and "piety"
are insufficient without also, the courage to speak.
Summary
The Chorus are notable for the beauty, variety, and suggestiveness of their lyrics, which
rangefroma dazzling, mythic account of the recent war, to a lovely hymn to Dionysos, with
odes to human "craft", the deception, destructiveness, and inescapability of ate, the power of
Eros, and the harshness of fate in between. In the odes they have a habit of stepping back from
the action and singing in general terms about what is happening, so that their songs are both
related to and transcend the events of the play. For example, the report of the burial gives rise to
their pondering man's ability to work wonders, both good and bad. The argument between
Creon and Haemon suggests the universality and destructiveness of Eros. The recent war makes
them reflect on human pride and arrogance. In their lyrical mode, they seem to be both inside
and outside the action of the play.
Their songs also provide some sort of changefromthe previous episode, whether in
mood or tone. The celebration and thanksgiving of the parodos contrast with the outrage and
discord of the prologue. After Creon fears that the dire prediction of Tiresias may come true
and departs in haste and desperation, the Chorus express hope that the "sickness" of the city can
be cured and imagine a night of revelry and jubilation in their hymn to the city's patron god.
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The mythological exempla which serve as the Chorus'finalthoughts on Antigone are different
in tonefromthe preceding kommos and dialogue, reflective rather than emotional. Their
comments about the ubiquity and dangers of Eros are distant in tenorfromthe wrangling that
occurred just before, to which the conversation between Creon and Haemon degenerated.
With thefirstfour stasima, the Chorus generate a certain tension, as we try to make the
connection between the protagonists and the principles of human existence stated in them. This
connection is not always obvious. We wonder how the burial by Antigone exhibits 8eiv6tr|<; or
whether the term is morefittinglyapplied to the nature of her personality. Likewise, the word,
in the sense of "ingenuity" and "resourcefulness", does not suit Creon when he is suggested in
the ode by their comment about a person who, in possession of this quality, sometimes uses it
for evil ends. In the sense of "harshness", however, it describes up to this point his treatment of
the guard at least, if there is still some doubt about the appropriateness of his decree concerning
a traitor of the city, and also characterises his subsequent autocratic behaviour. The Chorus may
believe that because of ate, Antigone demonstrates "folly in speech and Erinys in mind" but we
do not or not in those words, and we instead think of Creon. Nevertheless, we try to understand
on what basis they are making this assertion.
Their relationship to Antigone creates interest because they show less sympathy to her
than we expect. We attempt to come up with reasons for their reluctance to back her cause,
since they do not explain themselves fully. Certainly, their distancefromher is used to isolate
her and to prevent her glorification and the demonization of Creon, but it has to make sense, in
addition to being dramatically useful. Certainly, the presence of Creon is a factor that
determines what they say or do. We know that they are men who supported Laius when he was
king (165-166) and persisted in loyalty (epne8oic, cppovnpacuv: 169) toward Oedipus' sons and
therefore they disapprove of political disobedience. They believe her family is doomed and
perhaps have rationalized to themselves that there is little they can do to keep herfromher fate.
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From their harsh criticisms of Antigone (471-472, 603, 929-930), we think of her faults,
knowing that she is far from endearing. She shows hardness to Ismene and a proud defiance of
Creon. Her passions are exclusively directed toward her family, with no thought given to the
polis or even her fiance. Without justifying the reserve of the Chorus toward Antigone, we are
forced to think about it and try to explain it as something other than just subservience and
cowardice.
The Chorus display in their songs both wisdom and piety. They show insights into the
forces which shape human lives, display an awareness of the danger of not thinking correctly,
and recognize the power and presence of the gods. But they are not candid about what they are
thinking. They reflect on the situation in their lyrics, but their involvement in the action is
limited. Apart from the odes and the kommoi, they have only about fifty lines of dialogue.
Sophocles portrays men who probably know very early that Creon is making mistakes. In spite
of their reticence, due to fear of his irascible temper, they still offer him gentle counsel and
voice their opinion, from time to time. They urge him to listen to what Haemon has said (724725), suggest the dangerous state of Haemon's temper when he departs suddenly (767) and
quietly hint that Ismene's life should be spared (770). When Creon finally asks for their help,
they give him good advice, telling him what he should do and in what order. To Antigone, in
their final scene with her, they finally acknowledge that her action was "a noble kind of respect"
(872), an indication that they believe Polyneices should have been buried.
Because of their fear of Creon, they cannot to any extent translate into practice the truths
they express in the odes. That their comments in the odes, which are ostensibly about Antigone,
have sometimes only a tenuous connection to her and often better fit Creon, is perhaps a sign
that they intuit all the dangers associated with the course of action Creon is choosing.
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Chapter Five
The Chorus in the Antigone: Issues of Interpretation
Since the Antigone has long been one of the most popular Greek plays, much has been
written about it. Apartfromarticles on particular odes, however, there is little scholarship
focusing exclusively on the Chorus. They are usually given secondary treatment in discussions
of the protagonists. Yet, because the attitudes and sympathies of this Chorus are difficult to
determine, opinion about them has varied widely, as have interpretations of the odes. Unable to
address all disagreements that have arisen concerning the Chorus, I shall limit myself to
discussing two major and three minor issues of interpretation, as I did for the Ajax.
Major Issues:
1. Relevance of the Chorus

Problem: The choral odes sometimes seem only remotely connected to the action and
frequently do not touch upon important issues raised. As supporters of Creon, the Chorus
ignore the motives for Antigone's deed. Are the Chorus, particularly their role as singers of
songs, largely irrelevant for interpreting the play?
Scholarly Opinion: I begin with three scholars who would answer "yes" to the previous
question. Gardinerfindsthe odes to be so loosely connected to the action that if they were lifted
out of the play, they could function as independent poems. She thinks that they sometimes seem
so ambiguous that only after detailed and subtle analysis is their relevance perceived. For her,
the Chorus in the odes turn awayfrommatters of importance. For example, in thefirststasimon
(which she discusses in one paragraph), the Chorus do not discuss the burial specifically and
because they are alone and able to speakfreely,that must mean that they do not care who did it
or why. In the second stasimon, they fail to consider Antigone's motives for the burial or the
proper relationship between moral conduct and the state. After Haemon's departure, they ignore
subjects he has broached, such as the responsibilities of kingship, the duties sons owe to fathers,
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and the nature of wisdom. In the kommos with Antigone, they are interested only in the
external, physical aspects, not the ethical problem of her death. The fourth stasimon is an
impersonal ode which says nothing about the present circumstances. The Chorus address the
side issue of Antigone's royalty rather than the dishonouring of her piety. The fifth stasimon is
used simply to keep the audience engrossed by means of the elders' hopeful anticipation, which
the spectators know to be mistaken. Hence the Chorus are of little use in interpreting the play
because they are blind to the causes generating the conflict.

1

According to Ronnet, the hostility of the Chorus to Antigone prevents themfromoffering
any insight into the heroine. Moreover, their songs are not strongly linked to the action, which
is only the pretext, and the ideas expressed in them lack depth. Their chief function is to reveal
the religious philosophy of the Chorus which complements their political philosophy. They are
fatalists and see humans as the victims of unpitying gods who dispense unmerited evils or
punish faults which they themselves provoked by blinding the guilty. Resigned submission to
the gods corresponds to their servile loyalty to the person holding power. In her view, the first
stasimon cannot be a eulogy of man's genius because that would not reflect the religious beliefs
of the Chorus, unless it represents the humanistic fervour of the poet. This latter view she
rejects because it is not his practice to speak in his own voice nor would such a hymn be
appropriate at this point. The ode is in fact an unrelenting criticism of man's audacity, such as
was evidenced in the burial of Polyneices. Confusing justice with human laws, they believe that
all disobedience is sacrilege. In the second stasimon, their notion of piety is nothing but a
passive adoration of divine omnipotence, a view of life which takes away from humans all
initiative and hope. The third stasimon is an elaboration of a commonplace topic and shows the
mediocrity of their thinking. The mythological exempla of the fourth stasimon turn the attention
of the spectator awayfromAntigone and dilute the pathos of her death. The last stasimon,
which could have been the occasion for these pious men to sing about the justice of the gods and
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the respect due to the dead, is absolutely void of thought and feeling, without any dramatic or
emotional value, nothing but a musical interlude. The odes, in Ronnet's view, are the only
weakness of the play because they constantly tend to express generalities. They contain
beautiful images rather than convey emotion. On each occasion they risk becoming simple
interludes between episodes.

2

In Vickers' analysis of the play, he rarely mentions the odes. He says that the Chorus are
not representative of the people, which is unique for a chorus in Greek tragedy. They are
Creon's handpicked supporters who are conservative and, more importantly, uncritical of their
king. As such, they are discredited observers of the action. For example, they tell Antigone that
she is suffering, not because of Creon, but for the crimes of her father. After Haemon storms
off, they make an irrelevant deduction about his motives. It is apparent that they have not been
listening to what he has been saying. When Antigone ends herfinalspeech with the balanced
remark that either she may be wrong and suffering justly, or Creon and his supporters may be in
error and should be given the same punishment as she herself is receiving (925 ff), they dismiss
her comments as those of the same tempest of mind which ever controls her (929-930). Because
of their strong bias, the Chorus are used to isolate the heroine completely, but at the same time,
they alienate us or compel us to regard them with deep suspicion.

3

One of the scholars who do not believe that the Chorus are irrelevant is Kirkwood. He
maintains that they are important for the thought of the play and sees them in a much more
positive light than these other scholars. In his view, they are personally interested in what is
happening and react to events with a regard for religious rectitude and the welfare and stability
of the state. They admire Antigone's piety and from the beginning have doubts about Creon's
edict, but they believe it is right to abide by the laws of the land and censure her disobedience as
headstrong and ill-judged. When they become convinced by the words of Tiresias that the edict
is blasphemous, they tell Creon that he must yield. Their final lines, which are a condemnation
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of Creon, and their judgement of Antigone in which they are divided between sympathy and
reproach (872-875), form a pair of comments of great significance for the theme of the play.

4

Burton also believes that the Chorus contribute to our understanding. In the first and second
stasima, they develop great themes which arisefromthe preceding scene. In the former, they
acclaim how "formidable" man is, which reflects contemporary ideas; in the latter, they ponder
5

the destruction of a house by an inherited curse, an ancient theme which employs Aeschylean
imagery and thinking. These odes are not merely related to the immediate context but range
beyond it, illuminating matters of deep and enduring significance underlying the action.
Furthermore, they suggest political and religious ideals by which to judge the characters and
with which they are in conflict. They are also powerful instruments of dramatic irony. The
hymn to Eros, unlike thefirsttwo stasima, ignores the implications of the previous episode, but
introduces a motive that could not be brought in earlier without weakening Haemon's case.
Only the fourth stasimon contributes little or nothing to our understanding of the action and is
almost an intermezzo. Thefifth,while not contributing any new ideas, is closely connected
with the preceding action and strongly influences the emotions of the audience. In short, the
lyrics move awayfromgeneralized reflection on the deep issues that lie beneath the action to
emotional effects appropriate for particular moments.

6

Griffith emphasizes the ambiguity of the lyric poetry in the play. Rather than merely
presenting the viewpoint of the Chorus, the odes sometimes offer two distinct layers of
signification. The primary or "surface" meaning is what the Chorus intend, while a secondary
meaning is suggested ironically, or subversively, something we are meant to notice although the
Chorus do not "intend" it (first and third stasima). Other times, there is no primary
interpretation but a multiplicity of signification which constitutes the "meaning" of the passage
(second and fourth stasima). The songs habitually confound our expectations and are multilayered and open-ended. It is often difficult to extract one opinion or a definite interpretation,
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because the language is rich and suggestive, the subject-matter far-ranging and abstract. Within
the dialogue itself, the Chorus have an important function. As representatives of stodgy and
conventional normality, their continuous, if half-hearted, support of Creon and their strong
disapproval of Antigone and Haemon, mixed with some pity, direct us to formulate our own
ambivalent responses. Our assessment of them as commentators on the action and our response
to their points of view strongly influence our interpretation of the play.

7

M y View: The issues that the Chorus address vary in importance. On the one hand, the
second and third stasima do not appear to show an awareness of key issues. In the second
stasimon, they do not allude to Antigone's motive for burial, although they do later characterize
it as a sort of piety (872). In the third stasimon, they do not consider Haemon's fine points of
argument, because they suppose he is under the baleful influence of Eros and thus cannot think
clearly. On the other hand, sometimes they do respond to key issues. In thefirststasimon, they
do not mention the burial, but it is strongly implied, as was shown in the previous chapter, by
the language they use (Seiva, 5eiv6xepov, pnxavoev, x6A,pa<;), the emphasis on the polis, and
the reference to laws of the earth. What they do say in the odes, even if it is unexpected and
side-steps what we might consider the essential issues, introduces ideas which are pertinent to
the action. Man's "formidableness", the destructive powers of ate and the blindness it causes,
the inescapable and harmful influence of Eros, even the terrible suffering that fate brings - the
main themes of thefirstfour stasima - are concepts which the Chorus mention and are
applicable to the action. We may not agree with their perspectives but, as Griffith remarks, they
compel us to evaluate these perspectives and articulate, in response, our own evaluation of the
principal characters. Thefirststasimon, strongly political, and the second stasimon, deeply
8

religious, indicate the concern of the Chorus for the prosperity of the city and for proper human
behaviour which involves the recognition of limits and piety toward the gods. These are
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important issues and, as Burton notes, involve political and religious standards to be used in our
assessment of Creon and Antigone.

9

As can be seen from the summaries of scholarly opinion above, there is no agreement
about the personality of the Chorus. While Gardiner's contention that they care little about the
burial is an extreme reaction and cannot be substantiated and Vicker's remark that they are
10

completely uncritical of Creon ignores certain of their comments which hint at differences of
11

opinion, it is not critical for the question of the odes' relevance what exactly it is they believe.
Naturally, we endeavour to determine their thinking toward the protagonists with what evidence
we have, so as to interpret their lyrics better. In the previous chapter, I characterized them as
disapproving of but somewhat sympathetic to Antigone, loyal to Creon as head of the state, but
not without qualms about his current policies. This characterization is closer to Kirkwood's
assessment than Ronnet's. But it has long been apparent to readers that there are numerous
double references in the odes, many of which I pointed out in my previous discussion.
Therefore, we are hearing not only the particular views of the Chorus about Antigone, but also
unwitting, or less likely, deliberately subtle criticisms of Creon. Such ambiguity gives the odes
an extra dimension, greatly expanding their meaning, allowing them to be interpreted in
different ways. Because the odes are lyric poetry, their language is often more suggestive than
precise, general instead of specific, which qualities make expressions with double references
possible. The scholars who dismiss the odes as irrelevant because the Chorus are biased and
blind to the ethical issues fail to take into account this aspect of the odes.
Since thefirstand fourth stasimon are the subjects of a major and minor issue
respectively, I shall discuss the relevance of the other odes and thefinallines of the play. The
concept of ate, which figures so largely in the second stasimon, was shown previously to fit
Antigone in part, but to apply more appropriately to Creon, who clearly is mistaking "evil" for
"good" and will be shown to be in the wrong by Tiresias. Antigone is not usually considered to
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be sufferingfromate because the burial of her brother is not a transgression, an "Erinys in the
mind", but an act of philia and a courageous gesture. But I mentioned that the association of the
concept with destruction and troubles passingfromone generation to another clearly applies to
her family, whose history was earlier recounted in the prologue. Part of the family history is
also later recounted by Antigone in the kommos (857 ff), but in this second version, the word
ate appears. In describing her parents marriage, she says: icb p a x p c o a i XeKTpcov a- |
KOipfipaxd

TOCI

% awoyev- | vryz epcp naxpi 8t>op6pou paxpoc/ | oicov eycbrcoG'dxaXaicppcov

ecpov: 863-866, (my translation) "Ah, the ate of a mother's marriage and the incestuous
intercourse of an ill-fated mother with my father. From such parents was I born, miserable
one." According to this description of her family history, Antigone may be thought to be
sufferingfromsome form of ate, which she has inheritedfromher parents. If my suggestion,
mentioned in Chapter Four, that with the word apate in line 617 (noXXoiq 8' drcdxa
12

Koucpovocov

epcbxcov, "to many the deception of thoughtless longings"), some reference to ate

may be present, Antigone can be considered to have been misled by "trivial Eros". Although
she has clearly done the right thing in burying her brother, her mind nonetheless seems to be in a
distorted state.
The battle between the Argives and the Thebans, as depicted in the parodos, does not
relate particularly to Antigone and Creon, except as a metaphor for conflict. The picture of the
gods, however, in full support of the city contrasts strongly with their later turning away from
the city when their altars are fouled by the flesh of the exposed corpses. This contrast
emphasizes Creon's impious act. As well, the theme of arrogance and boastfulness punished
foreshadows his terrible downfall. Capaneus being struck downfromthe top of the wall just
when he is about to cry victory has parallels with Creon, who has just assumed supreme power
and is confident in his abilities to govern and defeat any opposition to his rule. "Zeus", they
chant in anapests, "detests the boasts of a proud tongue" (Zeuc, yap peydXnq yXoxya^c,
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KOUTIO-DC;

I VTiEpexQaipEt: 127-128), words which are echoed in the final anapests. With Creon

in mind, the Chorus conclude the play by saying: "the great words of boasters are always
punished with great blows, and as they grow old teach them wisdom" (peydXaq nXrxYa^

TCOV

O7i8pat»xcov | dnoTeiaavTec, | yf|pa to (ppovetv £8i8a^av: 1351-1353). Since the maxim
preceding these words advises the avoidance of impiety towards the gods, it is noteworthy that
the Chorus begin and end the play with a common but relevant idea: the gods punish those who
display overweening pride.
A few comments should be made about the relevance of the concluding anapests to the
important theme of T O cppovEiv ("thinking properly"). The process described in these lines is
what happens to someone who has to be taught because he will not learn on his own. The final
word £8i8a^ocv in fact suggests its complement, pavGdvco. Earlier in the play, Haemon who
tells his father that "for a man, even if he is wise, there is no shame to learn (TO pocvG&vEiv)
many things and not to be over-rigid" (710-711) and "it is a good to learn (TO pav0dv£iv) from
those giving good advice" (723). He supports his advice with images of yielding. The trees
which bend with the wind do not snap and ships whose sails are not too tight are not capsized.
Tiresias informs Creon that (my translation) "it is most sweet to learn (TO pavGdvEiv)fromone
giving good advice, if his words bring profit" (1030-1031) and that all men make mistakes.
Their real error is in remainingfixed,because stubbornness breeds stupidity. Thus the final
lines point back to other statements about learning wisdom, statements which advise flexibility
and listening to others.
The final point to be made about the relevance of the odes concerns the third, fourth, and
fifth stasima. The presence of Eros/Aphrodite in the third, Dionysos in the fourth, who appears
simply as "the god"

(TOV

GEOV:

961) in the myth about Lycurgus, and Dionysos, again, in the

fifth, to whom the hymn is addressed, point to the increasing irrationality in the action. Eros is
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said to make people mad (6 5' excov pepnvev: 790) and "wrench just men's minds aside from
justice, doing them violence" (791-792). The role of Dionysos in the myth is not clear, either
punishing "mad" Lycurgus for trying to prohibit the god's cult, or inflicting madness as a
punishment for the offense. In either scenario, the god is associated with madness. The hints at
the darker side of the god which are present in thefifthstasimon were detailed in Chapter Four.
This emphasis on madness and frenzy in thefinalodes foreshadows similar behaviour in the
action. In the exodos there are three suicides and one attempted murder. Antigone's suicide,
perhaps, should not be termed irrational since, not believing that Creon would ever change his
mind, she had to choose between killing herself or slowly starving to death. The other two
suicides, on the contrary, were the result of emotions of grief and anger overwhelming reason
(and dramatically necessary for Creon's tragedy). Haemon, who vowed earlier never to see his
father again, is so enraged when he does that he "glares at him with savage eyes" (1231), and
"spits in his face" (1232), before trying to kill him. His death is grisly, as he leans on his sword
and drives half of it into his side and then clasps his deadfiancein the bend of one arm.
Eurydice's suicide is hardly less lurid or hateful. When she learns of her son's death, she stabs
herself below the liver, cursing her husband as a son-killer.

2. The Relation of the First Stasimon to Themes of the Play
Problem: Although greatly admired, thefirststasimon's relation to the rest of the play has
perplexed many. It can function as an independent poem and in fact is often anthologized.
While the tie to the burial which gives rise to the ode, even if not made explicit, is easily
understood, the ode, especially the opening three strophes in which man's evolutionary progress
and achievements are recounted, does not seem pertinent to important themes of the play.
Scholarly Opinion: According to Waldock, the stasimon is afillerbetween the guard's exit
and his return. It would have undoubtedly charmed the audience but its irrelevance cannot be
questioned. The warning contained in thefinalantistrophe is a hasty attempt to connect it to the
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action before the song is finished. The thinking of the Chorus is muffled and hazy. The very
offense that they spoke of with awe a short while before is now seen to be an act of anarchy and
a menace to civilized order. Because such a reaction is overblown and contradicts what they
believed moments ago, and because the real issue is untouched, the first stasimon serves as a
warning that the Chorus cannot be taken too seriously.
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Crane acknowledges that the relation of the first three strophes to the play is problematic
because of the optimism in them. Why such a mood if the Chorus do not admire the person who
buried Polyneices? A possible solution is to stress the ambiguity of 8ewo<;, like Ronnet (as
described above), and interpret the stasimon as a criticism of man. Another solution is to admit
that they have no connection with the rest of the play. The former hefindsunacceptable
because it ignores the clearly positive elements within the ode. As a refutation of the latter, he
proposes that the Chorus at this point in the play see Creon as an innovative and high-minded
ruler and are associating him with progressive political ideas current at the time, ideas which
stemfromProtagoras, whose thinking is reflected in the ode, and the founding of the new,
panhellenic colony, Thurii, whose constitution Protagoras may have written.
Creon's enlightened political ideas are set out in hisfirstspeech. He will fearlessly follow
the best policies (178-180) and not put personalfriendshipsbefore the interests of the state (182183). When it is functioning properly, only then canfriendshipsflourish(189-190). These
selfless principles may not be the subject of thefirstthree stanzas but they are its point of
departure. The shiftfromtriumph to danger which occurs in thefinalstanza parallels the
change in the previous episode,fromthe initial idealism to the revelation that the decree has
been defied. This shift to the negative also anticipates Creon's own development within the
play. As well, his eventual status as social outcast within the city is foreshadowed by the
conclusion of the ode.

14
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McDevittfindsthe ode rich in implications and secondary levels of meaning. At one level,
the Chorus are saying that because man has the power to impose his will on the world of nature
and shape his environment for his own purposes, he has the moral responsibility of choosing
how to use that power. He has to choose all the time between good and evil. Since the welfare
of the city is their chief concern, good consists in upholding the laws of the land (i.e. Creon's
decree) and the justice of the gods. But as a direct expression of support for Creon, the ode also
ironically suggests that Creon's moral judgement may be at fault. The Chorus unintentionally
recall Creon by the language they use in the ode. The ability to sail the sea and to tame and
yoke animals are two of man's major achievements. Thebes itself is likened to a ship (162-163,
189-190) and Creon its helmsman, who, in a different metaphor, imposes the yoke of slavery on
the necks of his subjects (291-292). "The temper which rules cities" (occrcuvopooq opyocq: 355356) would naturally be found in a ruler.
The cppovrpa man has taught himself (355) has been linked by Creon to laws and
government, for only through these can men's thoughts be known (175-177). If, however, there
is no correspondence between man-made and divine law, then Creon is the one failing in right
conduct. This implication is made explicit when Antigone speaks of the Unwritten Laws and is
ultimately validated by later developments. There is also a still deeper level of suggestion in
which the ode is not applicable to Creon at all. He does not successfully sail the sea but steers
his ship to the "harbour of Hades" (1284). His "thought" is not "wind-swift" and therefore
worthy of wonder, but proven to be in error (1261). Rather than curing diseases, he inflicts
them on the city (1015). It is Antigone who transcends the limits imposed by her environment,
whose conception of law is right, and who overcomes all obstacles but death, in asserting her
will. She exemplifies this capacity for greatness which is suggested by the glorious
achievements of the paean.
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Thefirststasimon, in Segal's view, expands the meaning of the conflict from one involving
human relations to basic attitudes to the whole of existence. Sophocles, while drawing on the
optimistic rationalism of the Sophists, sees in reason and technical control a potential source of
human bondage. The praise of man's intellectual achievement is not unreserved and without
qualification. In addition to the ambiguity of Seivoc;, there is also opydq (356), which has been
used to mean "anger" (280) and cppovnpcx (355),which also signifies "pride" (459). The image
of control, evident in the description of man's progress, applies directly to Creon, who tries to
dominate everyone. But the world of nature will be shown to be not so easily controllable. For
example, the birds (342-343) are the messengers of a violated divine order, and Antigone
herself, when in defiance performs the second burial, is likened to a mother bird. Instead of
curing diseases (363-364), he brings sickness (noted by McDevitt also). He cannot even tame
wild animals (348-352) since Haemon, described as if he were an animal who has lost the power
of speech (1231-1232), tries to kill him. This qualification, in the course of the play, of the view
of man implied in the ode results in a clearer definition of human greatness, in which the
masculine joins with the feminine, rationalism is tempered by the value of affection and
emotional ties, and weakness and uncertainty is acknowledged. It only reaches its full measure
when confronted by its own negation in death. The image of human greatness persists in the
figure of Antigone rather than Creon.
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My View: Waldock's opinion that the stasimon is merefilleris the result of a cursory
reading which does not take into account the suggestiveness of the language and the unintended,
ironic, references to Creon. Such a charge can sometimes be made against Euripides but
Sophocles always takes care to relate his odes to the play. His odes are never diversions to pass
the time until there is a new development in the action. By believing that thefinalantistrophe is
a sudden effort by the poet to relate the ode to the play, he fails to consider that the poem is a
unified whole, with a strong rising motion from simpler to more complex achievements,
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culminating in the polis, which, in the view of the Chorus, is now under attack. One of the
reasons why Waldock concludes that the Chorus can be largely ignored is that in the stasimon
they are contradicting what they said previously about the burial. Kirkwood also takes
exception to this alleged contradiction, but explains it away by maintaining that the Chorus in
the stasimon are not passing judgement on the act of burial. But the comment of the Chorus
17

about possible divine intervention is used to plant doubt in our minds about the piety of the
decree and to show the violence of Creon's reaction. Creon also has to be seen convincing the
Chorus of the decree's validity, which he does subsequently, so as to reinforce the notion that
the decree is his alone and does not have any support initially. In the final scene, Creon,
Eurydice, and the Chorus all remark that the catastrophe was caused by Creon and no one else.
So as the Chorus sing the stasimon, they believe that the laws of the city and divine justice are
in agreement.
Crane's contention that the Chorus are identifying Creon as a high-minded and innovative
ruler is farfromconvincing. Granted, the thinking of Protagoras had a strong influence on the
composition, if not the purpose, of the ode.
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Whether he was responsible for progressive

political constitutions is a reasonable conjecture, but still uncertain. That the Chorus believe at
this point that Creon is a practitioner of progressive politics, however, is not supported by the
play. Although it has not yet been demonstrated that his political maxims are completely
hollow, he has already shown signs of low-minded, autocratic behaviour. He immediately
suspected the guard of bribery without any evidence and threatened him with death. The decree
itself hardly represents innovative rule but rather the contrary, barbarism. The exposure of the
corpse to dogs and birds of prey has been mentioned three times already, a strong indication that
the decree is harsh and uncivilized. The Chorus, thinking that Creon wants them to guard the
19

corpse, are reluctant to take on the task, alleging old age as an excuse. They thereby show their
lack of enthusiasm for the decree. Furthermore, Creon has been portrayed as a ruler who
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inspires fear, a traditional way for autocrats to govern. When he announces the decree, the
Chorus appear hesitant to voice their opinion and merely say that it is within his power to so
command. They know, without being told, that the penalty for violating it is death. None of
20

the guards wants to convey the news about the burial to Creon because of the fear of being put
to death. Therefore, it is hardly credible that the Chorus see him as promoting new, advanced
principles of governing.
While the optimism apparent in thefirstthree strophes is appropriate for the Chorus because
these are the achievements which are necessary for communal life as represented in the polis,
the use of certain words, as Segal points out, tempers this mood, not explicitly, but subtly. Even
if the achievements recounted are praiseworthy, calling 8EIV6TT|<; at the beginning of the final
antistrophe a aocpov TI ("a clever thing") and xb pr|%cxVOEV texvac, vnep eXrciS' ("the
contrivance of art beyond hope") immediately casts doubt on the glory of these achievements, as
if they were merely technical, material accomplishments. Certainly, the absence of the gods
(apartfromthe Earth who is ploughed and Hades, a synonym for death) in the evolutionary
development of man which the Chorus present, is also a warning that the optimism in man's
ability to make continuous progress is less than whole-hearted. The Chorus in the parodos
revealed how conscious they were of the intervention of the divine in human affairs. Yet their
piety is noticeably missingfromthefirstthree quarters of the ode and does not present itself
until the mention of the "sworn justice of the gods" in thefinalantistrophe.
Consequently, when they qualify their optimism outright, saying that both good and evil
purposes are served by SEIVOTTJC,, it is not an abrupt change, a "hasty attempt" at relevance, but
flowsfromsignals that have already been given. What they are making explicit is that

SEIVOTTI^

is amoral, a capability that can be directed toward many types of achievements, both good and
bad. If the former, this capability is "wonderful"; if the latter, then it is "terrible". This
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potential is as likely to be negative as positive unless there is respect for other humans,
expressed in obedience to the laws, and a recognition of human limitation by piety toward the
gods, in which case it is directed toward beneficial ends. In the following stasimon, the Chorus
add, to complicate matters, that often "evil" is mistaken for "good". This moral range for
human potentiality applies to both protagonists. Creon, who does not listen to others but thinks
what he is doing is both right and beneficial for the city, acts the tyrant, bringing pollution to the
city and causing three suicides. He has the opportunity of restoring peace to Thebes after the
victory against the Argives but misuses his position of power as a means of enforcing his will,
with deadly consequences.
Antigone's burial of her brother is shown to be in accord with the will of the gods. Her
action is courageous and her refusal to be intimidated by Creon admirable. She does what is
right (i.e. the body ought to be buried), but her greatness is problematic, which McDevitt and
Segal fail to address. She does not actfromthe purest motives, since she claims she would not
have obeyed the "divine laws" if the corpse had been a husband or child.
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She also has had an

unhappy life and to a certain degree courts death as a releasefromher troubles. Moreover, we
misunderstand her if we see her as a Christian martyr. The Greek gods do not ask humans to die
for them. If she had done nothing, by the logic of the play, Polyneices would still have been
buried because Tiresias would have communicated the gods' displeasure at the desecration of
the body. Therefore, while the Chorus made a simple contrast between "good" and "evil", the
actions of Antigone and Creon are not completely one or the other, although clearly Antigone is
in the right and Creon in the wrong.
Another important relevance of the stasimon stems from the applicability of many words
and phrases to Creon. Since they have already been pointed out, there is no need to repeat them
here. I would add that there is already considerable doubt at this point about the propriety of the
decree so that the implication that Creon is "moving toward evil" is quite strong. Segal is
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correct to see in man's progress, as outlined in the ode, the elements of control and mastery,
which when applied to Creon assume sinister connotations. Creon is obsessed with control but
rather than over nature and animals, spheres which need to be controlled if humans are to get
beyond a primitive stage of existence, it is over men and women. The yoke reference (351), as
was mentioned in the previous chapter, is almost a repetition of his own words (291-292). He
tries to extend political control over areas that are outside the domain of politics. He violates
the sanctity of burial and discovers that his ability to dominate has its limits. Birds give signs
that the city is polluted, a "mother bird" defies his edict, sacrifices to the gods no longer burn,
his own son, likened to a wild animal, tries to murder him. He transgresses the proper bounds of
power and tries unsuccessfully to manipulate bonds of affection so as to make them conform to
his own narrow, political ideology. The subsequent use of imagery from the ode to describe
rebellion and wildness, in opposition to Creon's attempted control, is extremely effective.
Although it is only in retrospect that the theme of control is made clear, it extends the meaning
of the ode to an important theme in the play. Being mere mortals who are subject to the will of
the gods, we cannot expect to exercise complete control over our lives. We must recognize our
human limitations, even if many of our accomplishments are wonderful and beyond our
expectations.
Minor Issues
3. The Nature of What the Chorus Say

Problem: The odes are rich in thought and suggestiveness. Why do the Chorus speak as
they do? Do they fully understand what they are saying? Are they in some measure an
instrument of the poet, who uses the odes to highlight themes and direct our attention to
important issues?
Scholarly Opinion: Winnington-Ingram believes that in the plays of Sophocles, the
characterization of choruses in Sophocles is in general consistent and while not detailed,
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operates within appropriate limits, which vary from play to play. But according to him, the odes
are so important structurally and thematically that the connection between the songs and the
character of the singers may become rather tenuous. Although the attitudes and sympathies of a
typical Sophoclean chorus tend to be straightforward and readily explicable, the Chorus of the
Antigone are different. In regard to Creon they veer from ostensible, if not unreserved, support
to a measure of censure. Toward Antigone, it is difficult to determine the nature and degree of
their sympathy. Although he does not directly address the question, according to his
22

reasoning, the vagueness of their position and the strained link to character complicate the
distinction in the odes between what they intend to say and what meanings are conveyed.
Commenting on the ambivalence of the phrase in thefirststasimon vopooc; ... xQovbq \
Gecov x evopKOv 51KCCV, which, in one interpretation, would show they are supporting Creon, in
another, that they favour Antigone, Else writes: "... on which side does the chorus stand?
Which does it mean? But the question is misplaced and idle. ... There is simply no use asking
what the chorus 'means,' as if it were an individual with a definable fj0o$ and Si&voioc. The
chorus means what it says, no more and no less, and if what it says can carry two quite different
meanings, then it means both - unless and until the development of the play establishes one of
them as right."
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To Bernardete, the Chorus are continually shifting perspective. They move effortlessly from
the unlimited power of man to the unlimited power of Eros, totally persuaded of each at the
moment, but they never reconcile the thought of their odes. In his view, they never understand
anything of what they say. They are merely the mouthpiece of wisdom, without being wise
themselves.
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At one level of interpretation, according to Kamerbeek, the words of a Sophoclean Chorus
are always consistent with their general characteristics and what they can be expected to know
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of the action. But the songs are not only comments by ordinary human beings about the actions
and situations of heroic protagonists far differentfromthemselves. They are also the
reflections of the poet on aspects of the human condition as dramatized in the tragedy. If at
times ambiguity exists, it is put there by the poet. It does not reflect a double perspective on the
part of the Chorus.
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For Griffith, the Chorus are remarkable for combining obtuseness with insight. Likening
them to archers, he says they have an uncanny ability to miss the nearest target completely, but
score a bull's eye on another target at which they are not even aiming.
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My View: My three questions are: Why do the Chorus speak as they do? Do they fully
grasp what they say? To what degree, if any, are they an instrument used by Sophocles to
highlight key issues? As men of wisdom and yet filled with fear of Creon, the Chorus appear to
speak often with deliberate ambiguity because he is present. This partly explains why they
speak as they do. The odes are full of double references and multiple meanings. Of these, the
Chorus are probably not fully cognizant. They are consequently in some measure an instrument
that Sophocles uses to present important issues in the play.
A different approach is that put forward by Else, who asserts that the Chorus do not have a
defined character and viewpoint. In the odes they are thus characterless lyric voices, which the
poet can use for his own dramatic purposes. Bernardete comes to a similar conclusion. If, as he
says, they constantly shiftfromone perspective to another, without attempting to harmonize
their thoughts, that must mean that there is no coherent character reflected in the odes.
Winnington-Ingram's proposes a less extreme variation by claiming that the character of the
singers is sometimes only dimly perceived in the odes. On those occasions, they are more the
instruments of the poet - to create mood, to reinforce themes, to be allusive - than characters in
the action.

Ill
In the previous chapter, I argued that the thinking of the Chorus is to some degree
perceptible in the odes. They give thanks to the gods for the Theban victory in the parodos.
They disapprove of the burial in thefirststasimon. They think Antigone is suffering from ate in
the second. They believe Haemon is blinded by Eros in the third. They advise Antigone to
accept her fate in the fourth, and pray that Dionysos may come and heal the city in the final
stasimon. Such thinking may be straightforward and avoid important ethical considerations, but
it reflects their concern for the city, their support of Creon, and their disapproval of Antigone.
Therefore, I do not agree that their character is entirely lost or only tenuously present in the
lyrics.
The odes, however, convey much more than the straightforward thinking of the Chorus.
Unintended references to Creon, foreshadowing, explorations of themes, suggestiveness - these
all form part of what the wise and pious Elders say. Here we detect the great artistry of the poet,
not speaking in his own voice exactly, but shaping the thought of the Chorus in words that elicit
other meanings. The play would be far less interesting if the odes were merely the
uncomplicated thoughts of the Chorus, who might then appear unable to judge the conflict
adequately. In such a case, we could largely ignore the odes because the ideas contained in
them would be rather thin and would offer little insight into the drama. Fortunately, the poetic
skills of Sophocles have made them multi-layered and open to different interpretations. There is
a distinction, therefore, between what they may intend and what they unintentionally suggest.
Since they are not aware of all the possible secondary meanings, they do not understand all they
say.
The unexpectedness of some of the odes is an indication that the Chorus are not just reacting
to the situation but are being manipulated to some extent by the poet in order to direct our
thoughts to important issues underlying the action. Is it not surprising to hear an ode that begins
with man's amazing achievements, from a Chorus who wish to convey their censure of the
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burial? Is not the hymn about the universality and inescapability of Eros an interesting and
thought-provoking reaction to the conflict between Creon and Haemon? The range of the odes
is another indication that they transcend the specific horizons of the Chorus. They borrow ideas
from current thinking (Protagorean and Sophistic concepts) and traditional thinking (the power
27

of Eros), and are rich in mythological references (parodos, fourth and fifth stasimon). The
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inherited curse which passes down from one generation to the next is Aeschylean in thought.
While the parodos and thefifthstasimon are the most characteristic of the Chorus, reflecting
their piety and patriotism, the other odes are less so, yet still conveying on one level their
thinking about Antigone and Haemon. It is an amazing achievement that the odes, especially
the middle ones, are both the thoughts and more than the thoughts of the Chorus.
4. The Attitude of the Chorus to Antigone

Problem: The Chorus show only moderate sympathy for Antigone. Haemon, however,
mentions that the city fully supports what she did and is lamenting her punishment. Are the
Chorus different from all the other citizens and unrepresentative of common morality? Would
whatever support they seem to give to Creon have appeared extreme to members of the original
audience and alienated them?
Scholarly Opinion: Vickers, as was indicated above in the summary of scholarly opinion
on the relevance of the Chorus, thinks they are very unrepresentative and mere toadies of Creon.
Gardiner also believes that the Theban elders differ from average citizens. They have been
summoned by Creon because of their continuing loyalty to the royal house, not because they
are representative of the Theban people. Nevertheless, she thinks that as mature men of
standing in the city, they bring a broad political significance to the conflict. She describes them
as pious individuals, who are at the same time passive, fearful, and very much concerned with
their own survival.
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A contrary view is put forward by Kirkwood, who describes the men of the Chorus as
impartial and judicious, and thinks that they represent the view of law-abiding Thebans. They
are concerned about what is happening and take an interest in both the laws of Thebes and acts
of human decency. But Antigone has broken what is, right or wrong, a law of Thebes, which
explains their judgmental attitude toward her.
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Winnington-Ingram says that Haemon must be believed when he says that the city mourns
for her and regards her actions as most praiseworthy. Although a Chorus of elders would
normally be expected to voice the sentiments of the polis, the isolation of Antigone is an
essential dramatic requirement. To accomplish this end, the heroine is given a male chorus who
cannot speak freely. As males, they are naturally opposed to a woman's boldness. As
councillors to the throne, they value more highly the maintenance of authority than the common
people of whom Haemon speaks.
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According to Griffith, few members of the original audience would have been likely to have
identified completely with either protagonist. Their relationship to the action would have been
similar to those whom he calls the "internal audience of the play" (i.e. the guard, the messenger,
and the Chorus). Notwithstanding their limitations, the circumspect and complacent Chorus
represent a normal perspective, especially near the end of the play.
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My View: Although they say nothing against Creon for most of the play, the Chorus give
hints that they do not fully agree with him. Such hints include the neutral tone of their reaction
to the announcement of the edict, their sympathetic description of Ismene when she reenters,
their questioning Creon if he intends to kill both sisters, and their tears of sorrow when Antigone
is led out to her death. They are evidently more moderate in their views than Creon and do not
share his extreme hostility toward Antigone or Ismene. As I have already noted, there are
indications that they are reticent about expressing themselves out of fear. This timidity, to be
sure, emphasizes strongly the autocratic and ruthless nature of Creon. Allegiance to the ruler
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has always been their political creed, but it is reasonable to suppose that fear prevents them from
saying that the punishment of Antigone is harsh and excessive. When Creon, uneasy about the
dire predictions of Tiresias, asks them what he should do, their uneasiness about his policies is
finally expressed, as they compare him to "those who think mistakenly" (xovc, KaKocppovaq:
1104).
Unless we have good reasons to suppose that Haemon's remark about Antigone's popularity
among the general populace is false, we must accept the fact that the reaction of the Chorus to
Antigone is somewhat differentfromthat of the common people. They refer to her
"thoughtlessness" (383), "savage nature" (471), and "folly in speech and Erinys in the mind"
(603). Although they agree that her action was pious (872), they censure her independence,
aggressiveness, and exclusive devotion to her family (or those whom she recognizes as her
family). What they see in her character leads them to express their disapproval of her.
Their differencefromthe common people does not mean that they are unrepresentative in
their reaction to Antigone, only that their thinking is shaped by different concerns. They place
the utmost importance on the respect for law and loyalty to the ruler, even if the latter, in their
case, is tempered by fear. There is also another reason for their distancefromAntigone, which
was probably shared by many in the ancient audience. Although they do not express it, this
male Chorus presumably disapprove of a woman's defiance of male authority. Therefore,
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their allegiance to Creon, stemmingfromthe importance they place on political obedience as a
means of promoting the welfare of the city, andfromtheir displeasure at Antigone's
"unfeminine" assertiveness, would not appear unreasonable.
In some way, the failure of the Chorus to comprehend fully the nature of a hero is typical of
a Sophoclean Chorus. They do not find Antigone easy to understand because she does not act in
accordance with their everyday morality. Whether her isolation is a necessity is another matter.
It is an element of the play Sophocles has chosen to write, but this isolation need not be a way of
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increasing her heroic grandeur. It can as easily be attributed to her harsh, uncompromising
nature. As Winnington-Ingram himself writes: "How well we know her, and how well we are
rid of her!" Therefore, the Chorus' distance from her may reflect partially our own. We may
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admire her courage and her refusal to be intimidated by Creon, qualities which are in contrast to
those of the Chorus. But we may notfindher particularly likeable. We may also fail tofindher
willingness to die for the sake of burying her brother particularly worthy of great admiration and
praise. We may also note that Tiresias reports that the gods condemn Creon for his actions
(1015, 1068 ff.) but never says that Antigone was right to act as she did.
5. The Interpretations of the Fourth Stasimon

Problem: As was said previously, it is difficult to understand the implications of the fourth
stasimon because uncertainty exists in regard to the second and especially the third myth. While
the idea that fate may bring suffering is stated twice and is evidently a major theme, it is not
clear why these three myths have been chosen and what they signify. Various interpretations of
the ode have been offered.
Scholarly Opinion: For Bowra, the stasimon shows the Chorus wavering. The change in
Antigone that was apparent in the kommos, has left them puzzled and uneasy. They can no
longer accuse her of arrogant obstinacy, but come to no definite conclusions. The three stories
seem to suggest different interpretations, any one of which may be right. Gellie, on the
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contrary, maintains that the Chorus remain dispassionate. He believes that it is impossible to
discover precise connections to the action because of the expansiveness of the story telling at a
point of rest. The ode's principal purpose is the evocation of darkness, both of the cavern and of
death itself, to which Antigone is being led.
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According to Else, Sophocles has intentionally

kept the stasimon low-key and its content fairly unimportant at this break in the action. Perhaps
we are not supposed to listen too carefully to the mythological exempla. Perhaps the stasimon is
one of the poet's less successful efforts.
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In McDevitt's view, there is a sharp distinction between what the Chorus intend and what
they unknowingly imply. They mean to apply all three exempla to Antigone, but since many of
the details do not fit her and the parallels are banal, their understanding of her is seen to be
inept. The disparity between Danae's eventual good fortune and Antigone's anticipated death
shows their insensitivity and tactlessness. Although they do not mention the guilt or innocence
of the victims and therefore are not here passing judgment on Antigone, the myths, when
applied to her, imply otherwise. Danae and Cleopatra were not responsible for their suffering,
while Lycurgus brought on his troubles. The three myths reinforce Antigone's essential
innocence, the first and third as positive exempla, the second as a negative exemplum. The ode
is also rich in ironies and resonances. These include the image of the yoke, the realization of
error, marriage, wild nature versus civilization, knowledge and ignorance, sight and blindness.
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Sourvinou-Inwood does not distinguish between intended and unintended meanings
because the stasimon represents for her a much more negative appraisal of Antigone. In the first
myth, the ancient audience would have differentiated between Danae, who was a passive victim,
and Antigone, who initiated her own punishment by assuming the role of a (rebellious) male
acting against the polis. The second myth, which shiftsfroma comparison with Antigone to
closer references to Creon, emphasizes learning and healing. Both Lycurgus and Creon made
mistakes of which they were unaware, because knowledge of divinity is fraught with
uncertainty. In the myth, Antigone is represented by the Maenads, who too leave their house
and embrace "madness" and disorder.
The figure of Cleopatra in the third story is an ambivalent figure, not only because of the
wildness of the setting, but more importantly because of the ambiguity of the reference to the
"savage wife", who could be the mother or the step-mother. Since the guilt of Phineus is in no
way implied, there is no "bad father", only a "bad mother" in the story. Antigone is also a "bad
mother" because she favours brothers over sons and kills her future sons by renouncing Eros
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and choosing to die for a dead brother. The first and third paradigms relate expressly to
Antigone because of the invocations of to not in them. As well, only in these two myths is fate
a factor since mention of it is omitted in the middle story. All three paradigms are concerned
about not seeing properly and the rising pitch of parent-child hostility in the ode (only implied
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in the Lycurgus myth) suggests the destruction of the Labdacids.
My View: Although the stasimon comes at a pause in the action, it is unlikely that the
stories lack significance, having merely the purpose of creating mood and being only loosely
connected to the play. The principal problem of interpretation is our ignorance of what versions
of the second and third myth were understood by the ancient audience. We do not know how
Lycurgus was punished in the Edoni of Aeschylus. The two plays that Sophocles wrote about
Phineus are not extant. Interpretation, therefore, can only remain speculative. If the myths
seem puzzling, it may be due to our ignorance rather than to the ode's failure.
Bowra's belief that the stasimon shows the Chorus wavering is hardly credible. Fifteen lines
before (929-930), they made a harsh comment about Antigone and it would be unusually abrupt
if they were now moderating their position without any new information. It is true that by
addressing her twice as next, they show sympathy. The first apostrophe (949) is double,
indicating perhaps greater commiseration, while the second is given extra force because it
concludes the ode. Nevertheless, their attitude toward her remains the same. They are
exhorting her to submit to her fate, cruel though it might be, by giving examples of people who
have suffered for one reason or another.
Sourvinou-Inwood's reading, although interesting, is not completely satisfactory and is
sometimes convoluted. She argues that the Chorus by subtle references consciously portray
Antigone negatively and Creon positively. In her analysis she overlooks some of the negative
references to Creon. The last four lines of the Danae myth, which are about the inescapability
of fate, refer more appropriately, as she says, to Acrisios than Danae. Acrisios recalls Creon:
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both men imprison others and both are father figures, thefirsta real father, the second,
Antigone's kurios. Creon, therefore, must be linked to fate also, which would indicate that he
cannot escape his doom. The omission of a reference to fate in the second myth, which is most
closely associated with him, may then not be significant. The theme of parent-child hostility is
more suggestive of the quarrel of Haemon with Creon, which escalates later to murderous rage,
than of the Labdacids. The exposure of Oedipus by Laius is never alluded to in the play.
If Cleopatra was the "savage wife", the closing phrase of the stasimon would be perplexing,
since it seems to underline her innocence. Sourvinou-Inwood's explanation for that scenario is
far-fetched. She says that the Chorus would be then referring to the mental derangement with
which the Fates afflicted Cleopatra and which caused her to blind her own children, comparable
to the "fury in mind" of Antigone, which induced her to think that the burial of her brother took
precedence over the laws of the city. If that were so, Cleopatra would be afigureof horror,
which Antigone clearly is not; their "crimes" would be of a different order. If Cleopatra is the
offender, the presentation of the myth is extremely condensed and elusive. The association of
"bad mother" to Antigone is also not convincing, because of the hyperbole of equating dying a
virgin to killing one's future children, and because of the incomparability of the latter with
blinding one's own children. Furthermore, members of the ancient audience may not have
criticised her for renouncing Eros, because they thought it a malign force which caused people
to lose self-control. Since child-bearing is essential for the continued life of the community,
however, her preferring to bury a brother whose corpse was being dishonoured, rather than
consummate her future marriage to Haemon, would not have been considered a model for
female behaviour.
The interpretation of McDevitt is attractive because it recognizes the difference between the
thinking of the Chorus and the unintended negative references to Creon, whom they are still
supporting. But I do not think that the Chorus are being characterized as inept, insensitive, and
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tactless because some details of the myths do not apply to Antigone. They are exhorting her,
with sympathy for her plight, to accept her fate, which, in their view, she has brought upon
herself to a large degree. These stories provide similarities to, as well as differences from, her
own, but that is how mythological comparisons work. Even Niobe, to whom Antigone
compared herself, is different in some aspects from the heroine.
The conclusion that Antigone's innocence is reinforced by the ode is possible but is perhaps
a little too straightforward, and must remain tentative, given our incomplete knowledge about
the versions intended. The inclusion of a negative exemplum between two positive ones, if true,
would be unique in Greek literature. The guilt or innocence of Antigone is not in any case a
major theme. Of greater importance is the notion of not seeing, common to all three myths, and
to which Sourvinou-Inwood draws attention. Danae no longer sees the heavenly light.
Lycurgus fails to recognize Dionysos as a god and in one version of the story, mistakes his son
for a vine and kills him. The eyes of Cleopatra's sons are blinded. Sight and blindness is a
metaphor for knowledge and ignorance. This metaphor is most apt for Creon who is ignorant of
his transgressions and the destruction he is bringing to his family. After the stasimon, blind
Tiresias arrives with news of the gods' displeasure at the exposed corpse and the entombed
living body. At the beginning of his first speech, he tells Creon: "you shall learn" (yvcban:
998). Only later does he say at what cost.
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Chapter Six
Conclusion
After examining the choruses in the Ajax and the Antigone, I determined that there were
several significant issues for each play. For the Ajax, the major issues were: 1) the
contribution, if any, of the Chorus to the play's unity; and 2) their usefulness in our assessment
of Ajax. In regard to the first, I said that the similarities in mood and content between the first
and third stasima are not sufficient to unify the play. In my discussion of these odes in Chapter
Two, I noted that they are in some ways quite different. Thefirstis largely concerned about
Ajax, his past and present self, and although it includes elements remotefromthe present
situation, it is strongly anchored in the immediate action. The third, on the contrary, has only a
passing reference to Ajax, and is reflective, universal in its theme. Rather than being a response
to the preceding scene, it is an interlude in the wrangling. Nor did I think that the Chorus'
concern about present circumstances and their fear about the future, emotions which generate
tension and a sense of danger, carry far enough into the second part of the play to give it unity.
A sense of disunity is provided by the introduction of new characters, a new theme (burial of
Ajax), and the lowered tone of language. In my analysis of the role of the Chorus, I observed
that thefinalode is a reprievefrom,rather than a continuation of, the tension, and that their
participation in the action diminishes after the discovery of Ajax's corpse. Therefore, the
Chorus cannot be said to act as unifying agents for the two parts of the play.
Concerning the second issue - the contribution of the Chorus to our evaluation of Ajax
- 1 acknowledged that their understanding of events is sometimes limited but, nevertheless, they
direct to a large extent our response to the hero. In my discussion in Chapter Two, I described
them as being unaware of the heroic ideals which motivate Ajax, and confused about his mental
state after he recoversfromhis initial state of delusion. They characterize him as a victim of the
gods rather than a would-be assassin who is consumed by resentment and outrage. Not aware of
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his true nature, they are easily duped into thinking that Ajax has changed his mind about
suicide. But because of their long association with him, they are credible observers of his
character. I listed several words and phrases they use to present Ajax as a man with a fiery and
harsh temperament, and pointed out that their acknowledgement in the parodos that he might
have shown haughtiness and independence toward one of the gods is later shown to be a correct
assessment of his character. Their steadfast loyalty to, and utter dependence on, Ajax attest to
his grander qualities - his abilities as a leader and protector of his men. They create sympathy
for him by their continual concern for his well-being, their grieving over his present condition,
and their mourning when he is dead. By never referring to his attempted murder of the Greek
leaders, or assigning him any guilt for what he did, they draw our attention awayfromhis crime
and thereby help contribute to our positive appraisal of Ajax.
The minor issues in the Ajax related to: 1) the meaning of choral self-referentiality; 2)
the Chorus' awareness in the first stasimon of Ajax's intention to kill himself; and 3) their
identity as soldiers or sailors. I expressed doubt about whether the purpose of choral references
to dancing were to remind the ancient audience of the ritual role of the Chorus in the cultic
celebration of Dionysos and in so doing, make their experience "more integrated". I questioned
whether rituals which were shown to be ineffective promoted cultic worship and suggested that
it might do the opposite, if attention were being drawn to their role as ritual performers. Where
the reference occurs in the Ajax, the audience, instead of contemplating their dual identity,
would have more likely pondered the ambiguous words of Ajax's preceding speech and
surmised that the joy of the Chorus was ill-founded. I thought a sufficient explanation for the
reference is that it is a way of indicating the heightened emotions of the Chorus, which then
stand in contrast to the following reversal of fortune.
As for their knowledge of Ajax's imminent suicide, I said in my discussion of the ode in
Chapter Two, that the Chorus allude to it by references to "sickness", Hades, "ruin" and by the
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description of the funereal-like lamentation of his mother. Ajax has made clear his intention to
kill himself too many times already for them to be ignorant of it. I conceded, however, that their
awareness is not a primary concern, because while they sing the ode, we believe that Ajax may
be ending his life at that very moment or will do so presently, and therefore we interpret their
words with this expectation.
Of less significance is the occupation of the Chorus. Since, however, two scholars who
have written books on the Sophoclean Chorus thought it worthwhile to state their views about it,
I addressed the issue. I maintained in my discussion of their identity in Chapter Two, that they
were both soldiers and sailors. The danger they feel to themselves because of Ajax's night
assault is more credible if the Chorus are his comrades in battle. The more frequent reminders
of their role as sailors call attention to their unheroic nature and their birthplace, Salamis, the
latter underscoring the length of time they have known Ajax.
For the Antigone, the major issues were: 1) the relevance of the Chorus, particularly the
odes, to the interpretation of the play; and 2) the relation of the first stasimon to important
themes. I argued that the Chorus are extremely relevant, because of themes they introduce or
develop, and because of the suggestiveness of their lyrics, which often have unintended
references to Creon. They may not always address the most obvious issues and confound our
expectations, but the ideas they do introduce are always pertinent. The piety and patriotism of
the Chorus, which I noted in my discussion of the parodos, are important concepts for the play.
Creon will be shown to commit acts of impiety and unknowingly cause harm to the city.
Instead of having the gods' full support, as made evident in the Chorus' description of the
Theban victory, the city will become polluted and anathema to the gods.
The political and religious considerations of the first and second stasima, which I
discussed in Chapter Four, are useful in evaluating the actions of both Antigone and Creon. I
said that the concept of ate, which more easily applies to Creon and foreshadows the deaths of
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his son and wife, may also apply to Antigone, whose mind is distracted and whose devotion to
her brother can be regarded as excessive and exclusive of other concerns. While the Chorus do
not respond to the valid points raised by Haemon, their broaching the subject of Eros picks up a
theme underlying the argument between him and his father but the mention of which during the
scene, would have distracted from what was conveyed. I observed that the presence of Eros and
Dionysos in the final three odes point to the growing irrationality in the play, particularly in the
final episode, where three suicides and an attempted murder are reported.
In regard to the first stasimon, I concluded that it is extremely relevant to the themes of
the play. In my analysis of the ode in Chapter Four, I said that according to the Chorus,
8eiv6TTiq,

an amoral force, needs to be directed toward "good" by respect for laws and piety

toward the gods. In Chapter Five, I stated that the terms "good" and "evil" apply to the
protagonists but not wholly. Antigone is clearly in the right but her actions are not completely
pure, and the cause she dies for does not merit our absolute admiration. Creon's belief in the
importance of the polis is not wrong, and after the recent war, his concern for its well-being is
sincere. He is mistaken, however, in believing he is acting in the interests of the city, and
thereby unknowingly commits "evil".
I observed that in this first stasimon the optimism apparent in the description of human
progress is tempered by the ambiguity of certain words, and put into some doubt because the
pious elders almost totally exclude the gods from their account of human accomplishments. I
agreed that the theme of mastery and control is inherent in their account of human development,
a concept most relevant in interpreting the character of Creon. He tries to put the "yoke" on
humans rather than animals, only to find that his control is limited. He loses control of the "ship
of state" and sails it to the harbour of Hades. He brings disease instead of medicinal remedies,
and finds himself opposed by the animal word, represented by birds who no longer give oracular
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signs, by Haemon, likened to a wild animal without the power of speech, and by Antigone,
compared to a mother bird.
I identified the following minor issues in the Antigone: 1) the ambiguity of the lyrical
utterances of the Chorus and their understanding of what they sing; 2) the relationship of the
Chorus to Antigone and how representative their attitude to her is; and 3) the interpretation of
the fourth stasimon. I explained that in the odes, the Chorus speak ambiguously at times, partly
because of their fear of Creon, and partly because of the artistic intentions of the poet. I
mentioned in Chapter Four that the presence of Creon prevents the Chorus from speaking with
candour. In the following chapter, I argued that Sophocles crafted the lyrics so that they mean
more than what the Chorus are thinking, more than what they can know. For instance, they
have no prophetic powers, so they cannot realize that their words foreshadow the destruction of
Creon's family. Furthermore, the range and unexpectedness of the odes suggest that they are
not just the thoughts of the Chorus. Therefore, they cannot be fully cognizant of the double
references, multiple meanings, and exploration of themes, which are present in the odes. In
spite of these secondary meanings, their thinking is still perceptible in the songs, including their
piety, concern for the city, uneasy support of Creon, and disapproval of Antigone.
In describing their attitude to Antigone in Chapter Four, I said that they have sympathy
for her, but disapprove of her defiance of the edict. While supporting Creon, they still have
qualms about his manner of governing. Certainly they are not nearly as hostile as Creon to
Antigone. Although they do not praise her to the same extent that the common people do, they
acknowledge that the burial of her brother showed a noble respect for him. They withhold their
full assent because of the importance they place on the respect for law and ioyalty to the ruler.
They also react negatively to her harshness, independence, assertiveness, and (female) defiance
of maie authority. I concluded that their attitude to her reflected that of many of the original
spectators.
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The interpretation of the fourth stasimon must remain tentative because of the
uncertainties relating to the second and third myths. The main theme of the ode, which I made
clear in my discussion in Chapter Four, is the harshness of fate, to which even the high-born are
subject. With some feeling of sympathy for her cruel punishment, they encourage her to submit
to her fate. That their mythological exempla do not fit her in many respects is not an indication
of their insensitivity, only that some, not all features of these myths remind them of her. As in
other odes, there are unintended negative references to Creon. These are suggested by the
figures of Acrisios and Lycurgus, and by the description of parent-child hostility. One theme I
agreed was common to all three stories and most pertinent to Creon, was sight and blindness,
which is a metaphor for knowledge and ignorance. This theme also anticipates the arrival of the
blind seer, who will instruct Creon to "see" the errors of his ways.
I draw the following general conclusions about the Chorus in these two plays.
1) Personality of the Chorus
The Chorus have a distinct personality and character. Ajax's men respect authority, are
totally dependent on, and utterly loyal to, their leader, unheroic, war-weary, and confused at
times in their thinking. They distance themselvesfromthe rest of the Greek army, by their
devotion to Ajax, by their suspicion of the slanderous talk of the common soldiers, and by their
hostility to Odysseus and the Atreidai. The Theban elders are pious and patriotic, judicious in
their judgements, rich men of the city, who place a high value on allegiance to the ruler, but
fearful of Creon. Their attitude toward the major characters, unlike that of the Chorus in the
Ajax, is not easy to determine because of their lack of candour. But there are sufficient hints to
indicate with some degree of certainty what their feelings are toward Creon and Antigone. In
both plays, however, the Chorus do not always act as a distinct character. Announcing the
entrances of other characters and advising moderation between disputants are conventional
functions, not closely tied to their personality.
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The nature of their character, for the most part, is established early in the play, the parodos
in fact revealing a great deal about them, especially that of the Ajax. Their character is also
reflected in the other odes, but at times these songs are not driven by their character. This does
not occur nearly to the same extent in the Ajax as it does in the Antigone. In their songs, they
never sing of anything that is inappropriate to their personality, but sometimes the themes are
not closely linked to their character, but could have been sung by a generic Chorus, not just by
this one. Examples are the description of the grieving Eriboea in the first stasimon of the Ajax
and in the Antigone, the "Ode to Man", the description of ate, and the hymn to Eros. This
blurring exists only for those who expect lyrical utterances to emanate always from the
character of the singers. It would not have been noticed by the original spectators for whom
reflection in choral song was a common phenomenon.
2) Characters in the Action

The Chorus are not only commentators on the action; they participate in it to some extent.
In both plays, the Chorus are concerned about the events they witness and are personally
affected by what happens, although the soldier/sailors more so, because of their strong
attachment to Ajax. This Chorus act as a second (and third) actor in their exchanges with
Tecmessa and Ajax. Although they participate a good deal in the action in the first part of the
play, they never affect the plot development. On the contrary, the Chorus in the Antigone, who
are more reflective and less involved in the action, ironically do influence what happens. They
save Ismene's life by asking Creon if he means to kill both sisters, and by their question, they
cause him to change his mind. More importantly, they convince Creon that Tiresias' prophecies
are always true, and then direct him to open the cave in which Antigone is confined and bury the
exposed corpse, both of which he does, but in reverse order.
3) Help Us to Understand Major Characters
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Although limited in knowledge and sometimes mistaken, the Chorus help us interpret major
characters. The Theban elders are wiser than Ajax's men but they too are not all-knowing.
They are mistaken initially about the perpetrator, never question their belief that the ruler must
always be obeyed, and are unaware that Creon's impious decree is a source of pollution in the
city until Tiresias' announcement. Despite the limitation of both choruses, they shape and
influence how we perceive Ajax, Antigone, and Creon.
In the Ajax, the Chorus are a reliable and credible source of information about the character
of their leader, because of the many years of service with him. As detailed in my discussion of
the second major issue, they shape our feelings toward Ajax, even if he is, to a large extent, an
enigma to them. In the Antigone, the unintended references to Creon in the odes suggest the
intuitive, negative feelings of the Chorus toward Creon, reinforcing our own. The moral
confusion brought on by ate, the importance of the polis and piety toward the gods, the divine
punishment of pride and arrogance - all are useful concepts in evaluating the protagonists.
Moreover, the distance of the Chorus from Antigone forces us to consider what it is about her
that provokes this reaction in them.
4) Introduce or Develop Themes
The elaboration of important themes is not equally significant for both choruses. In the
Ajax, the Chorus allude to "sickness" in the parodos , which was introduced by Athena, and then
they develop the theme in the first episode andfirststasimon. Their melancholy lament against
the unpleasantness of war, while relevant to some extent to the play, introduces a new theme
with universal appeal. In the Antigone, this function is much more developed. As has been
mentioned before, the Chorus introduce ideas related to pride and arrogance, piety, ate, Eros,
fate, control and mastery, good and evil. In both plays, the themes of the odes may not always
be closely tied to the immediate situation. If more remote, they tend to broaden the scope of the
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play and instead of thinking of the characters in the drama, we are as likely to reflect on their
applicability to the human condition.
5) Instrument of Contrast

In my discussions of the entrance-songs and the second stasimon of the Ajax and the
fifth stasimon of the Antigone, I observed how these odes contrast with what has preceded, and
for the latter two, the so-called joy-before disaster odes, with what follows also. I described the
predominate meters of all the lyrical passages, whose rhythms of course differfromthe iambics
of the spoken dialogue. I also noted that in the second kommos in the Ajax and in the Antigone,
the singing and speaking roles are reversed, in order to emphasize the sorrow of Ajax and
Creon. In performance, other differences would be instantly noticeable. The Chorus have their
own separate space - the orchestra - in which to perform. In the lyrical passages, they not only
sing but also dance and their performance is accompanied by the music of an aulos. They have
a group identity and sing together, as opposed to the other characters who speak (or occasionally
sing) as individuals. In short, the Chorus provide many different types of contrast in the play,
especially in performance.
6) Direct Emotional Responses

Because singing is more emotive than speaking, the Chorus are continually generating
emotions, which influence how we experience the play. In the four odes of the Ajax, they
convey anxiety, gloom, (false) joy, and melancholy. In the kommoi, they give vent to feelings
of sorrow and pathos. Throughout a large portion of the play, they create a sense of danger and
generate sympathy for Ajax. In the Antigone, the moods of the odes are not so easily classified,
but include joy over, and thanksgiving for, the recent Theban victory, marvel mixed with horror
at human accomplishments, pessimism about the powerlessness of humans in comparison to the
gods, apprehension about the influence of Eros, sympathy for Antigone mixed with fatalism at
the cruelty of fate, and (false) hope. Since they remain both sympathetic toward, and
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disapproving of, Antigone, they shape to some extent our response to her. Their uneasiness
about Creon, expressed ambiguously in the lyrics, creates a sense of foreboding.
While the choruses of the two plays may share, to varying degrees, the above
characteristics, they also differfromone another. The chief difference is that the Chorus in the
Antigone have a much stronger lyrical voice. They sing six odes (versus four for the Chorus in
the Ajax), whose far greater range in subject matter widens considerably the horizons of the
play, and whose density of expression is much more suggestive. The odes in the Ajax are for
the most part closely tied to the action and do not transcend to any great extent the confines of
the drama. Another difference relates to the continuity of choral utterance. The Salaminian
sailors play a large role in thefirstpart of the play but their role diminishes in the second part.
This does not occur in the Antigone, where the Theban elders, in addition to their engagement in
two kommoi in the later half of the play, punctuate at regular intervals the action with their odes.
As afinalpoint, Ajax's men are completely dependent on him for their prosperity and wellbeing, while Creon's councillors are somewhat independent of the protagonists. This has an
important bearing on the expression of their emotions toward the other characters . The former
show strong sympathy for Ajax and Tecmessa and display hostility to their leader's enemies; the
latter are more reserved in their emotions, tepidly supportive of Creon, and wavering between
sadness for, and censure of, Antigone.
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